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Tht Newt Has Bata

A

Constructs Booster for
Holland,

Holland Since 1972

the Town Where Folks
Really Lire

TINQam

EIGHT PAGES— MICE
Father of C.C.

5 Others Injured

at

Crossing

Tr&fedy Ocean

Campaign

Tops ’53 Quota by

Amendments

More Than $9,000

unexpected.
City Council Adopts
Rev. Wood retired from active
work about 15 years ago after
Resolution Asking
serving many charges in the MisFor Help for Victims
souri-Kansasarea. He also did
considerable missionary work.
Funds totaling $2,500 were Survivingare the wife, NeUie
cabled today to the Netherlands B.; three sons, C. C. of Hol-

at

32nd St Intersection
A Hope college senior was Wiled
and five other persons were in jured in '• crash of a car and light

pickup truck at 5:25 p.m. Monday
at the intersection of 32nd St
and the GraafschapRd. two miles
west oC Holland.
Qaryce Joan Rozeboom, 21
year-old-olddaughterof the Rev.
and Mrs. G. J. Rozeboom of Coopersviller died of a skull fracture
and head injuriesat 6:20 p.m. in
Holland hospital, less than an
hour after the crash.
Miss Rozeboom was a passenger
in a car driven by John Robert
SchoRen, 21, of 3401 Eight Mile
Rd., Grand Rapids, which collided
with a ’29 pickup truck driven by
Gerrit Bonge, 70, route 1. Scholten was driving west on 32nd St
.taWng a group of Hope students
to the home of Robert Cavanaugh
of the Hope collegemusic faculty
for a hamburg fry. Bonge was
driving his truck south on the

Voted on

1

t-

•'•v

•••••

American Relief for Holland

committee.

in

to

Be

April

County Leaders Say
Heavy Holdover,
Cases

Municipal Judge

New

Be Allowed

Demand Funds

tu

Would

Practice

Law Under Restrictions
Holland has gone almost $7,000

A

over Its assigned quota of $15,000

Red Cross as the initial install- land, William J. of Oklahoma
ment of money collected by the City, Okla., and Harold D., of Delocal

Gty Charter

5

was

Graafschap Rd. and

•

Polio

C. C. Wood of Holland received
word Wednesday of the death of
his father, the Rev. Oscar L.
Wood, 83-year-oldretired Baptist minister,1 who was found dead
in his bed Wednesday morning in
his home in Newton, Kans, Death

As Auto, Pickup
Crash

Wood

Diet in Newton, Kant*

in the 1953 polio

two daughters, Mrs. E. F.
Canaday of Raleigh, N. C., and
Mrs. Eleanor Hebert of Abilene,
troit;

Ottawa county

is

campaign and

more than

charter

amendmentwhereby

the municipal Judge will be allows

ed to practice law under certaia
restrictionswas introduced at the
regular meeting of Oty Council
Wednesday night.

$9,000

over the county goal of $37,500, in-

complete reports revealed today.
Gifts totaling$21,922.19 were reMrs. Andrlet Stekete*
ported for Holland city and Holland
The amemknent was one of five
and Park townships at a meeting
ok ved by Coundlmen. They will
of local polio leaders
be submittedfor public vote in
night. Gifts were broken down as
April election.
follows: plank and social clubs,
City
Attorney James, E.
Kiwanis, $2,182.63; organizations
concert to appeal for funds to
and special events, JCC, $3,279.13;
send explained each of the five
aid Dutch flood victims. Dr.
canistersand parking meters, OpLoudon visited In H o
propoeed amendments, describing
many tlmeo while he was amtimists, $903.43; industrial,Interthem mainly as minor changes
Mrs.
Andries
Steketee
of
Hoi
bassador.
Club committee, $4,916; merchants,
and
improvements in the city
land has been named to succeed
Lions, $2,114.30;professional and
charter which has been in operaMrs. Albert Timmer as executive
individual, Rotary, $554.46; schools
directorof the Holland Camp Fire
and churches, Exchange,$2,220.93;
from the municipal judge amendWill
Girls, it was announced WednesMothers March, JCC auxiliaryand
ment, the proposals were regardday by Mrs. Jtanes K. Ward, preKiwanis Queens, $5,751.31.
ed as technicalities.
sident of the local Camp Fire
Attending the meeting were Wil- council.
church of which her father is pas- care of Zeeland State bank.
The first amendment allows the
Graafschap Rd. headed for his tor. Dr. Eugene Osterhaven of
Van Domelen- said the Red In
liam Aldrich, chairman; Ernest
municipalJudge to practice law
Mrs.
Timmer
announced
her
reIn
home near Graafschap.
Phillips, Russ Vander Poel, Ray
under certain restrictions, allowWestern Theological seminary of- Cross had authorized the Dutch
signation ih December after serv
Boy Scout, Cub Scout and ExBonge was in fair condition Tues- ficiated. Burial was in Pilgrim Red Cross to spend $100,000 inHelder, Irving De Weerd, Fred
ing no cases which would conflict
ing the local council for more
day in Holland hospital where he Home cemetery in Holland. Pall stead of $10,000 as reported earl- plorer Scout units in the Chippewa
Coleman, Willis Welling,E. D. than eight years. Mrs. Steketee with his work as municipal Judge.
district (Holland and vicinity) will
was under treatment for shock, bearers were members of the sen- ier.
Hanson and Harvey De Vries.
Tftis amendment was proposed
will begin her duties on Feb. 16,
lacerationsof the lip and lacera- ior class at Hope college.
In a meeting today attended by join some three and a quarter milIn Zeeland, incomplete returns working with Mrs. Timmer f<* mainly because court work In Holtions to the back of the head. He
nnd it present is such that it
Miss Rozeboom is survivedby vander Meulen, Wichers, Van Do- lion others in observing the 43rd
Pending the filing of all infor- place total gifts at $3,542. The goal one week. She will receive further
had not recovered full conscious- her parents, the Rev. and Mrs. melen and Red Cross representa- birthday of the organizationduring
was $2,000.
Joes not require full time of a
training from the head of the remation on the request for Fedness by noon Tuesday. Riding with Gerrit Rozeboom; two sisters, Mrs. tives H. Cobb Klaasen and Waiter Boy Scout Week, Feb. 7 to 13.
Judge. During December, Council
In Grand Haven today, Charles
gional
office
In
Chicago
and
also
The theme of the celebrationis, eral school to connect with the K. Bugiclski, treasurer of the
him was his daughter, Margaret, Edwin (Luella) Mulder of Holland Wrigley the group agreed to
placed the Judge’s salary at $3,000
plans to atteixj several training
28, who received a knee injury and Mary Lee, a freshman at channel all collection of funds "Forward on Liberty’s Team.”
a year for the six-year term comcity sewage disposal system, City county chapter, said incomplete re,
This is the name of the scouts’
but was not admittedto the hos- Hope; a 13-year-old brother,James through the committee headed by
Jan. 1, 1954. Cuitem
Council Wednesday again tabled ports total almost $47,000 which is
Mrs. Steketee, a graduate of the
three-year
program
which
seeks
to
pital.
vander
Meulen.
•
at home, and a grandmother, Mrs.
close to $9,500 above the assigned University of Michigan, met all salary is $3,600. No change was
Scholten, driver of the car, was Lucy Plette of Pella, la.
Under the direction of Klassen produce a greater functioningman- the request for such service which county quota of $37,500. He hastennade In the charter precision
under treatmentin Holland hosthe
Red Cross will contact all power and provide a higher quality was submittedseveral weeks ago ed to explain, hqwever, that ex- qualificationsset up by the Na- limiting the Judge’s salary beMiss Rozeboom was an elementional Camp Fire organizationand
City Manager H. C. McClintock
pital for severe shock and possible tary education, major at Hope col- local churchesto set up clothing program for its ever-increasing
twen $3 000 and $6,000, the
said he had found considerable penses this year fire exceptionally was given formal approval by
other injuries.He could not be lege, a member of Delta Phi sor- collection agencies. Tentative boy membership.
t0J* determinedat least
heavy due to several recent severe
questioned Tuesday.
Boy Scout Week celebrationsthis pertinent informationon the cases and some longrtime cases. Martha Allen, national executive 30 days before the final date for
ority and active in musical circles. plans call for each church to serve
director,during her recent visit filing petitions.
Also riding in the Scholten car Last summer she was pianist for as a collectiondepot. The goods year will emphasize "the scout sewer disposal system which had
He said outstanding bills awaiting here.
were Arlene Ritsema, 21, of Mo- vesper services at Castle Park.
will be screened by the local family” depicting how parents and been compiled in 1951. It deals payment total, $11,121.
The second amendment calk for
Active in many phases of youth
mence, 111., and Marjorie Dykema,
groups, packaged,and then ship- others of the family often have a with sewage treatment, capacity,
change in date from June 1
When
county
leaders
launched
programs,Mrs. Steketeepresent- to July 1 in which the dty as21, of 753 Ada St., Muskegon.
ped.
relationshipto the scout program. and the like. Councilman John
the 1953 polio drive Jan. 6, BugielBeltman
said
he,
for
one,
would
ly
is
a
Camp
Fire
leader,
a
Cub
Miss Ritsema suffered shock and
aesaor must certify the tax roil
Van Domelen requestedresi- Special activities in the Chippeski announcedthe county last year
a bruised left shoulder. She was
dents to begin gatheringneeded wa district will begin with a Vesper like to study such information be- had raised $34,266.02 of which half Scout den mother, department The additional month allows the
head for summer church school? a wceiiserymargin of time after
transferred this 1 morning to the
items now but to hold them for service Sunday evening at 7:30 in fore making a decision.
was retained for local services and
Hope college infirmary. Miss
future announcementsin The First Methodist church, Holland, Andrew Vinstra and Carroll half sent to national headquarters week day church school teacher tax allocationreports are filed.
and a- member of the School The third amendment allows a
Dykema received a fractured left
Sentinel. At an early date infor- with scouts from the districtat- Norlin, members of the Federal
school board, briefly told the for scientific research and profes- Health committee.She is an es- change in date of Sept 1 to Nov.
ankle and laceration of the foremation will be released as to tending in uniform.
board’s positionin the matter, and sional education programs,as well pecially active member of Third Jn whldi the dty clerk must cerhead. She remained in the hospispecificationsof packing and deIt also will include a Court of
as emergency aid to chapters.Dui^ Reformed church and takes part
tal. Their conditionswere describlivery points.
tify to the dty assessorthe ipedal
Honor next Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. thanked Council for its courteous
ing the year, Ottawa county re- in many church organisations.
ed as good.
roll, indudiiu paving
He said blankets, sheets, warm in Third Reformed church at which co-operation. Further action will
ceived
$32,145
in
emergency
aid, Other interests Include" various
be
taken
Feb.
18.
The accident,which records the
winter clothingand flashlights time Ted DuMez will receive his
taxes and the kke. This chaiwe
Council approved low bid of and the new year was begun with forms of creative arts, ceramics, aJJows s margin of time to get the
first fatality for Ottawa county
needed. All items should be in eagle scout badge.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)- In are
$425.95 for a $30,000 bond for the $6,906.81 in unpaid bills.
leather craft, shell craft and first payment of the summer pevfor 1953, is being investigated tyy
good shape, he said.
Another gimmick to call public
surprise move Russell (Bud)
"So you see, that's why we’re so others. She currently is assisting
Deputies Clayton Forry and NelAccording to informationre- attentionto the Boy Scout move- city treasurerto run for three
ing projectson the faH tax roil
son Lucas of the Ottawa sheriff’s Zwagerman, 41-year-old Hudson- ceived by the NIS, American Air- ment will be appearanceof scout years. Low bid was entered by I. pleased with the wonderful re- in the city recreation departThe fourth amendment provides
ville
bachelor,
charged
with
setting
sponse
this
year.
We
need
every
department, Henpr Bouwman of
ment’s ceramics classes for adults. for a public hearing in the prolines will fly from Battle Creek to leaders at local service club meet- H. Marsilje Insurance Service.
Oaths of office were filed for cent we can raise above the quota,
the Allegan sheriff^ department, fire to the Farmers’ Co-operative New York, without charge, all re- ings during th* next few weeks.
Mrs. Steketee's husband is op- cedures of specialassessment disthe following: Henry S. Maentz and then some,” Bugielski said.
Prosecutor WenwB' A. Miles and Elevator Co. in HudsonviUe last lief shipments collected in Westerator
of the Holland Venetian tricts. Section 15.6 does not sodWorking through the Inter-Club
and Helena V. Winter, planning
He joined with Verne C. Dagen Blind Co. They have two children, flcially require a public hearing
Coroner Gilbert Vande Water. The Oct. 17 changed his plea to guilty ern Michigan. From N.Y. the KLM
council, Daniel Vander Werf has
commission;Jacob Zuidema. chapter president,in thanking the Mary Ellen, 13, and Andries, 11. but other sections requim one by
intersection occurs at a rather when he appeared for trial in Cir- Royal Dutch airlines will take
arranged for a group of 20 Boy
*'!**xwsharp dip in the road and calls cuit Court Wednesday.
over and fly packages directly to Scout leaders to attend Optimist, James E. Townsend and Neal people for their gifts to polio and Their home is at 114 West 11th
Attorney Louis H. Osterhous, who
thanking the hard-workingvolun- 1 St
for a stop for east-west traffic.
the Netherlands. Parcels will also Exchange, Kiwanis, Rotary and Wiersma, board of review.
The fifth amendment provides
City Clerk Clarence Greven- teers who did an excellentjob this
Coroner Vande Water said had been appointed by the court to be shipped via the Holland-Ameri-Lions club meetings.
a new interestrate on specialasdefend
Zwagerman
after
the
latter
goed presented the building in- year. Inter-clubleaders in Holland
Henry Vandenberg of 882 West
can steamship line free of charge.
sessments not to exceed the 5
Adult leaders will be at the Opti32nd who was traveling west on had pleaded not guilty Jan. 12, anJudge vander Meulen said Gov. mist club meeting Feb. 9, at noon; spector’s report for January list- also joined in the expression of
per cent figure as hated in other
ing 20 building permits and the gratitudefor the unusual co-opera32nd St. was one of the first on nounced to the court that Zwagei^ G. Mennen Williams’ office has
charter provision. The current”
the scene. Vandenberg said he man was withdrawinghis plea of informed him the Governor is pre- Kiwanis club meeting that same fire inspector’sreport listing 266 tion.
amendment provides that the rate
night at 6:15 p.m.; Rotary club
inpectionsand 32 warnings.
was flagged down by Scholten not guilty, entering the new plea. paring a resolutionfor presentaAt a regular meeting of City
shall not exceed the interestrate
meeting Feb. 12; Exchange club
The clerk presented the health Council Wednesday night, it was
who was standing east of the in- Court was in session21 minutes.
tion to the legislature later today.
on the bonds that , are sdd, but
meeting
Feb.
16, and Lions club inspector'sreport for January
Before accepUng the new plea, The resolution will call upon all
tersection seeking help. Vernon
announced that $175.50 had been
bonds usually are not sold by the
meeting Tuesday Feb. 24.
which includedamong other in- collectedin dimes in parking meThe noonday meal was a little time the interestrate is scheduled
Van Lente, route 6, driving south Judge Raymond L. Smith, care- Michigan residents "to give genJudson
Leonard,
district field ex- formation11 cases of contagious
fully
questioned
Zwagerman
who
late
in
many
Holland
homes
toon GraafschapRd. -was about 300
ters in Holland during Januarw
to be determined.
erously to the flood relief comecutive, will speak at the Kiwanis disease for the month. These infeet north of the intersection haltinglyanswered a wide variety mittees.”
This was about $100 less than last day, due to a power interruption
The amendments were submitmeeting.
cluded eight cases of chicken pox year and City Manager H. C. Mc- of about an hour's duration at ted after a complete study by atwhen the crash occurred. He said of questions.Zwagerman admitted
The resolutionwill further indiand
three
cases
of
German
meahe did not see the Scholten car setting fire to the Farmers’ Co-op cate his personal concern and ofClintock said he believed the noon today at the Fifth St. plant. torney George Sidwell of Lansles.
stop for the stop street.
but denied setting the other three fer the fullest co-operation of the New Directors Named to
About 30 per cent of the usual sing, consultant on the charter,
amount was less because tags on
The clerk said he had reviewed the meters disappeared early in electricload was lost from about the city manager, dty attoniey,
Officers said the light truck hit fires he previously allegedly con- State of Michigan. Where no local
the car broadside on the right, fessed. On further questioning he collectiongroups exist, the gover- Zeeland Community Chest contracts in force governingout- the month.
11:15 a.m. until about 12:15 p.m. dty clerk and the bonding attorsending it into a tree on the said he had told the truth when he nor will ask that funds be sent to
ZEELAND (Special) — Five new side fires and presented letters Polio leaders hope to have com when the lead on a generator field ney.
southwestcomer. Hie truck spun confessed to the four fires.
the Holland committee in care of directorswere named to the Zeel- from Maerose Glass ProductsCo. Plete reports by next week.
In other business, City Clerk
rheostat burned off, causing the
completely around. Hitting the
and Community Chest board at and Westenbroek Electric Co. reWhen Prosecutor Wendell A Judge vander Meulen.
turbine at the Fifth St. plant to Clarence Grevengoedgave the
tree kept the car from going down Miles presented statements on the
become idle.
first reading of a new ordinance on
In City Council action Wednes- the annual meeting in City Hall questing discontinuanceof the
contracts.The formet* had moved St. Catherine's Guild
a steep enbankment.The car was case, Zwagerman haltinglyadmit- day night, Mayor Harry Harring- Monday night.
This failure, plus the resultant re-zoning affecting the south side
demolished and the truck was ted having voluntarilywritten the ton called attention to the catasNamed to five-year terms were into the city and the latter was no Plans Venison Dinner
heavy pressure on the De Young of Ninth St. between Central to
damaged to the extent of about confession,also drawing a map of trophe which has struck the coun- Miss Mabel De Jonge, B. Vugte- longer operating at the given adplant’s
facilities,caused power College from class B to dsss C,
dress.
$200, officers said.
HudsonviUe, pointing out the four try of the Netherlands,stating veen, A1 Mannes, Joe Newell and
Plans for a venison dinner on to be off in the eastern part of and the north and south sides of
Council approved ' the sole bid
Miss Dykema, riding in the fires and other landmarks. He said that a resolution has been pre- Mrs. W. S. De Jonge. There are a
Feb. 17 were made at the regu- the city and the southwestern 13th St. between College and Coentered by T. Keppel’sSons for
back seat of the Scholten car with he had written the statement and pared for presentationto the total of 25 directors.
lar meeting of St. Catherine’s section of town for about an hour. lumbia Aves. From ckws A to
sewer
pipes
and
wys
totaling
$2,Miss Rozeboom, was trapped in drawn the map on Miles' request. council.Resolved:
The business meeting included
guild
of Grace church. Mrs. DonThe north side was without class B.
the wreckage for a time. She was
approval of reports from last 470.25.
The clerk also clarifieda preJudge Smith accepted the new
ald
J. Crawford entertained the power for about 10 minutes while
Permission also was granted
freed when Deputy Forry unlaced plea and set Feb. 10 as date for
year’s drive. The drive was highvious misunderstanding on rezonguild
at
her
home,
622
Lawndale
switches
were
made
from
the
Zeeland
Coancil
Meets
her shoe.
ly successful topping an $8,600 Arthur Slag to move a house from
ing the two sections Just east of
sentence. Bond of $5,000 was conFifth St. plant to the De Young
A deep gloom settled on Hope tinued and the case was referred ZEELAND (Special)—Meeting in goal by more than $400. Chair- 458 West 16th St. to 287 West Ct., Wednesday afternoon.
the C and O tracks between 15ft
plant.
Mrs. John G. Eaton presided in
campus after news of the accident to the probationdepartment for adjourned session Zeeland Common man Newell was congratulated 19th St.
and 16th Sts. and between 16th
the
absence
of
the
president.
Mrs.
The
repair
at
the
Fifth
St.
Council met at 8:30 a.m. today to and all division heads were exbecame known. Students had just pre-sentence investigation.
and 17th Sts. bordered by Lincoln
Anne Mills was welcomed back in- plant is temporary,according to
completed semester exams and
Ave., from class D to class B. He
Zwagerman has been in the coun- pass four easementsto allow con- tended the thanks of the group.
Divorce Granted
to the guild.
Board of Public Works Superinwere ready for the new semester ty jail since Oct. 22, the day he structionon the west end sewer
Further plans for this year’s GRAND
said the recommendation of the
(Special)
Named as chaiqnan for the din- tendent George Rendleman, and planning commission had called
project to progress. The regular drive await the electionof officthis morning. At chapel exercises signed his confession.
today, Dean John HollenbachreMonday session was adjourned to ers by the directors. Secretary George Joseph Keenan of Ferrys- ner is Mrs. O. W. Lowry. Mrs. permanent repairs will be made for further study, not for immediZ w a g e r m a n was specificalburg was awarded a divorce de- Eaton is in charge of reservations, tonight.
this morning in order to allow a Bob Brinks said the election is
lated facts of the accident, and the
ate re-zoning.Council as yet has
ly charged with, the Farmers’ Cocree from Barbara Ann Keenan in Mrs. Charles Stewart, venison.
Rendlemenlauded BPW em- taken no action.
Rev. Henry Voogd, college pastor,
further study of the legal implica- held by mail and officersshould
op fire last Oct. 17 but admitted
Circuit Court Wednesday. There All members of the guild will as- ployes for their quick action in
conducted devotions.A special fires at HudsonviUeBox and Bas- tions of the easements.
Condi also approved a 10-part
be named in about 10 days.
are no minor children.
sist.
locating and fixing the trouble, paving program for 1953 and callchapel exercise will be held later.
ket Co. Jan. 13, 1951, Van Noord
making a longer delay unneces- ed a public hearing for Feb. 18.
Gloom on the campus today was
MiU on Jan. 19, 1952, and Hudsonsary.
similar to the start of the semesProjects and estimatedcosts as
ville Lumber Co. March 22, 1952.
ter last September when two
"It could have been more seri- preparedby City Manager H.
Damage of the four fires was estious than it was,’’ Rendleman said. McClintockfollow:
Hope students were killed and
mated at $500,000. At the time of
three others injured in a car"The men certainly did a good
Fifth St., Columbia Ave. 495
job.”
truck crash near Canandaigua. zwagerman’s confession,state pofeet east, $6,210.33;lift St., Van
lice detecUves described him as a
N.Y.
Today’s power interruptionwas Raalte Ave., west 360 feet, $4,589F^aniac who “set fires just for
the first due to failure of plant 49; 18th St., Harrison to Clevetne thrills.
equipment since the now-famous land, $8,080.49; 20th St., Columbia
When Zwagerman appeared in
Former Local
city-wide blackout in December, to C and O railway, $2,467.92;
circuit court for examination Nov.
1950.
25th St., Maple to Van Raalte,
Dies in Yakima, Wash.
13 no plea was entered pending ex$17,053.56; 28th St., Washington
amination by physician and psyto Michigan, $7,023.21; College
Word was received here today of chiatrist as to his sanity. He was
Mrs. Caroline Mulder
Ave., 27th to 28th Sts., $3,411.45; •
the death of Mrs. May Harrington oedared sane a week later.
Succumbs at Hospital
Harrison Ave., 12th to 15ft Sts.,
Nywening,81, former Holland resiMrs. Caroline Mulder, 67, of $11,361.59;Harrison Ave., 18th ti$
dent, which occurred Wednesday
146 Mi West 18th St., died early to- 19th Sts., $3,202.61; Washington
in Yakima,. Wash. Mrs. Nywening, Mrs: G. Dolman Feted
day at Holland hospital.She had Ave., 20th to 32nd Sts., $27,348^3,
a cousin of Mayor Harry HarringHer 60th Birthday
been ill several years and was tak- The latter project provides for
ton of Holland, was the widow of
en to Holland hospitalWednesday. widening and resurfacing,some of
Dr. John Nywening who was gradMre Gerrit Dalman was honorMrs. Mulder, wife of Gerrit Mul- the cost to be borne by the highuated from Hope college in about
Claryce Joan Rozeboom

Committee chairman .Judge

Corneliusvander Meulen, NethLast Rites Thursday
erlands Information Service Director Willard C. Wichers and OtFor Accident Victim
tawa county Red Cross Chairman
Funeral services were held in Pete Van Domelen jointly issued
CoopersviUe Thursday afternoon an appeal to contribute money
for Claryce Rozeboom, 21-year-old now'.
Hope college senior who' was “The situationin Holland is still
fatally injured in a car-truckcrash very critical,’’Wichers said,” and
near Holland late Monday after- funds are most urgently needed.”
noon.
Checks or money orders should
Private rites were held at 1:30 be made payable to the American
p.m. from the Throop funeralhome Relief for Holland and mailed to
and public services were held Judge vander Meulen in care of
at 2 p.m. in CoopersviUe Reformed City Hall or Maynard Mohr in

Tex.

Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Wood of
Holland and Mr. and Mrs. Harold
D. Wood of Detroit left this morning for Kansas. Funeral services
will be held Friday afternoon.
They expect to return the first
part of the week.
|

Dr. Alexxidfr Loudon, 60,
Dutch Ambassadorto the
United States during World
War II, died Wednesday night
at The Hague, the Netherlands
shortly after appearing at a

Monday

TW

Hand

Boy Scout

Week

Be Observed

Holland Area

No Action Taken

Sewer Request

Of Federal School

conferences.

$*2

HudsonviUe Man

Changes His Plea

mmment

On Arson Charge

.

HAVEN

inuendo.

-

C

Woman

On

ed Wednesday evening when her

1904. He went to the west coast
children gathered at her home, 41
after completing his medical train- Cheriy St., to celebrate her 60th
ing.
birthday anniversary.
Mrs. Nywening was bom in FillDuring the evening she received
more township, daughter of Mr. a call from her son, Sgt. Gerrit
and Mrs. Wilson Harrington.
Dalman, H, who is en route home
Surviving are a son, John of Ya- from Korea where he has been
kima; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Ern- stationed for the past year.
est Harrington of California; a
Gifts were presented to the honniece, Mrs. Martin Low, and four ored guest and a two-course lunch
nephews, James, Charles, Russell was served.
and Irving Harrington of Holland.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Mayor Harrington, Carl and Lulu Gerrit Dalman, Mrs. Gordon BowHarrington are cousins.
man and daughter, Linda, Mr. and
Funeral services will be held in Mrs. Vern Schippers, Miss Joyce
Holland at IQ a.m. Saturday from Dalman and Mr. and Mrs. Ervin
Dykstra funeral home. Burial will Snyder and children, Bobby, Betty
be in Graafschapcemetery.
and Karen, •

der,

was born June

2, 1885. in

way

funds.

All Coundlmen were present
Grand Rapids to the late Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hannik. She had lived with the exception of Robert Visin Holland for 19 years. She was scher. Mayor Harry Harrington
a member of Trinity Lutheran presided and Oty Inspector Ben
Wiersema gave the invocation.
church of Grand Rapids.
Surviving are the husband; two The meeting adjourned at 9:15
pjn.
sisters, Mrs. Ella Bowman of Detroit and Mrs. Bernice Redner of
Phoenix, Ariz.; a brother, Robert JuvenilesQuestioned
Hannik of Lansing, HI.
Several juveniles were quesFuneral serviceswill be held tioned Wednesday by Holland poSaturday at 2 p.m. at De Vries lice about the disappearance of
funeral home, 1208 Eastern Ave., $21 and a billfold from the Hope
Grand Rapids. The Rev. E. M. college gym on Monday. The
Ruhlig of Holland will officiate and money, reported missing by Hope
burial will be at Oak Hill ceme- students
‘
tery, Grand Rapids. Friends may
call at the Dykstra funeral home,
HoUandr Friday from 7 to 9 p.m.
'

rourtMn young m«n

loft Grand Havan Armory Wodneoday for
the armed force*. In front row, left to right, are Earl
Epplett,Allan Hartman, Jamea Sabo, Robert Dieters,John Koeter

mdwtlon

into,

and Clarence Taylor. Handing are Gideon Tom Rulter, „v.„un
Joseph
Kneibel, Albert Weetra, Glenn Van Haitama, Roger Wester, Gerald
Bouwman, Franklin De Wind, John Steglnga and Norman Lam.
(Sentinel photo)
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Holland, Christian Continne High

Christian Returns

Team

Holland High

VOLLEYS

Position in Weekly Cage Ratings

To Victory Path

Withstands Surge

DETROIT — Only two minor

sing Sexton.

I

changes occurred in the weekly Teams with perfect marks in
United Press high school basket- Gass B include Three Rivers, AlBattle
ball ratings last week as the lead- pena CatholicCentral, River Rouge,
ing teams kept rollingalong the Saginaw St. Andrew, Livonia Bentley, Ishpeming, River Rouge LourHolland Christian cagers moved victory trail.
Kalamazoo retained the lead In des and Tecumseh.
back on to the winning trail FriBronson, Napoleon, Harrison,
Gass A, Three Rivers in Gass B,
day night on the Armory court Muskegon St. Mary in Gass C and Haslett, Remus, Olivet, St. Gair
by outclaaeinga nigged Niles out- Detroit All Saints in Class D. The Shores Lake Shore, Detroit All
fit 48-36. The win was Christian’s front runne/s have compiled a com- Saints, Plckford,Ellsworth and
bined total of 35 victoriesagainst Gobles are unbeaten teams in the
11th In 12 starts this season.

h Armory

lower classes.

a single loss.

Although the Hollanders did not
Grosse Pointe dropped a breathdisplay the form characteristicof taking last second decision to Hightheir play in their last few games, land Park last Friday and dropped
they were definitelythe superior from seventh to 10th place in Gass
dub on the floor— even more so A. Saginaw Arthur Hill, Detroit
than the final score would indi- Catholic Central and East Detroit
cate. The game was the Maroons’
all moved past Grosse Pointe.
second in almost three weeks, and
Flint Northern, Lansing Sexton,
the locals showed the effects, par- Holland, Highland Park and Grand
ticularlyin overall floor play. On
Rapids Christianfollowed Kalamamany occasions they were just a zoo in that order for the second

CLASS A
1.

Kalamazoo

2. Flint Northern
3. Lansing Sexton
4. Holland
5.
6.
7.

HighlandPark
Grand Rapids Christian
Saginaw Arthur Hill

8. DetroitCatholicCentral
9. East Detroit

Grosse Pointe
Class B
straightweek.
There wasn’t a single change in 1. Three Rivers
2. Alpena Catholic Central
Gass B or in Gass C.
In Gass B, Alpena CatholicCen- 3. Holland Christian
tral, Holland Christian,Detroit St. 4. Detroit St. Andrew
Andrew, St. Joseph, River Rouge, 5. St. Joseph
Saginaw St. Andrew, Ludington, 6. River Rouge
Livonia Bentley and Mt. Pleasant 7. Saginaw St. Andrew
were rated behind Three Rivers.
8. Ludington
And Bronson, Napoleon, Har- 9. Livonia Bentley
them, mostly on out court shots. rison. Haslett, Remus, Flint, St. 10. Mt. Pleasant
CLASS C
Matthew. Olivet, St. Louis and
Schreur hit four in the first quarLakeview trailed Muskegon St. 1. Muskegon St. Mary
.............. -

Mary.
Bay City

10.

mm®
M k

{A*

ii&i

2.

Mary replacedFowler, the defending state champion,
in 10th place in Class D. Muskegon
St. Joseph still was second, followed by Gwinn, Ellsworth,Three
Oaks, Portland St. Patrick, Maple
Grove, Plckford and Gobles.
The list of unbeaten teams is
unusually small for this stage of
the season, which would indicate
that there won’t be many schools
lift with perfect records by tournament tim«.
Only foiir schools can still boast
unblemishedmarks in Gass A
Kalamazoo, Lansing Sexton, Flint
Northern and Detroit Southeastern.
One is certain to fall Saturday
night when Kalamazoo meets Lan-

mam

3.

S.

Bronson
Napoleon

5. Haslett

Remus

1. Detroit All Saints
3.

Muskegon St. Joseph
Gwinn

5.

Three Oaks

6. Portland St. Patrick
7.

Maple Grove

8. Plckford
9. Gobles
10.

Bay City

•

• .

'

''

$ipl|p

Forward Rich Sharda
shows Improved plsy •

•

•

ter alone while Van Dyke hit
three in a row in the second half.
Coach Bob Theus of the invaders used several offensiveand defensivepatterns, but none worked
with any appreciable success. The
Vikes tried a fast game throughout most of the first half, but
swithchedto a control game and
a fuH court press in the last. Their
beat offensive weapon was the
outoourtshooting of guard Don
Maddox who swished in five goals
—almost half of the total Niles
output of 1L
Christian moved out to 6-1 margin early in the first period, but

the invadersmade good use of
their charity tosses to take an
11-10 lead late in the period. By
the end of the first quarter, the
Maroons trailed 14-13 as guard
Gary Steeby sank his only goal
of the evening just before the
quarter dosed.
The two Holland guards quickly
pulled the Maroons out of the
deficit early in the second period,
and that was the' last the Niles
crew held the advantage. Midway
in the period the Dutchmen led
22-15 and increased it to 28-22 at
halftime.

Boys Club

JOSEPH

(Special)

-

.

N3es Hands Third

Sharda, f
Scholten, c
Schreur, g
Vander Leek, g

4 1
1 2

2

9

1

4

2 0
5 5
0 0
1 2
5 2

4

4

Ham’s

Dutchmen have won

locals,

only

to

Wail 27-25 at the intermission.
Vander Wal continued his scorChristian barely hung on to the ing pace by dumping in 20 points
lead during most of the third for game honors. Lsraels led the
quarter, but fell behind 37-35 go- rest of the divided scoring With
ing into the final period.It was 13, while Burns had nine, Carl
all Niles in the final quarter as Vkscher eight and Jack Kempker
the visitorsoutscoredthe Dutch six. Flashy guard Nate Duncan
gin to 20-7 at the half. At the 12-5 in the final eight minutes.
paced St. Joe with 19 points.
Jun Buursma again led the
third quarter, the bulge was a giHolland hit a sharp 34 per cent
gantic 44-15 before the Hawks Maroon attack with 12 markers, of outcourt shots for the evening,
came to partial life in the final followed by Bill Vryhof with nine, on 21 out of 56, with one tip-in.
stanza, outscoring Lawton 18-16. John Heyboer with six, Warren However, the percentage fell
Larry Morse with nine and Rod Nykamp with five, John Mulder sharply in the second half. The
Galbrcathwith eight points paced with five and Dave Vander Hill Dutch had 15 for 31 in the first
Fennville.John McKee had 19 and with three. Warren Marazita led half, and only six for 25 the seNiles with 13.
Don Paulson 17 for Lawton.
cond. Free throws were about
The win was the seventh
even, Holland hitting 17 of 26,
against two losses for Lawton, Dutch Freshmen Snow
St. Joe 19 of 28.
while the loss was the ninth
One sparkling feature was HolUnder Benton Harbor
against two wins for Fennville.
land's set-up buckets on jump
.

The Blackhawk reserves salvaged some solace with a 42-33

victory over the Lawton seconds.
Bruce Grams had 12 to lead Fennville.

Next week both teams enter
the Al-Van tournament,running
Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday
at Gobles.

Rockett Stay Unbeaten
In

Men’s Cage League

The
mained

undefeated Rockets rein that clan Thursday

15
night in the five-game card of the
0
recreationmen’s basketballleague
Nykamp, f
4
at Junior high gym.
Van Dyke, g
12
Rockets nosed out Baker Furniture 32-28 in a close game. Sider18 12 15 48
ius had 10 to pace the winners,
Niks (M)
Roels hit 16 for Baker.
Steeby, f
1 0
Yellow Dogs turned baric All
Scott, l
2 1
Americans 38-28. Japinga had 13
Winger, e
- 1 5
for the winners, Vande Water and
Neealey, g
2 4
Bos had eight each for the losers.
Maddox, g
5 1
Kopper Kettle won Its first
Johnson, f
0 2
game, defeating Knights 34-27.
Low, g
0 1
Martin scored 15 for the winners,
Conrad, g
0 0
Weller had eight for the losers.
Chris Craft rolled over Snafua
11 14 17 36 50-28. Topp scored 17 for the winners Mukier had 12 for Snafus.
stripes on barber’s poles
Seven Up defeated Independents
•aid to represent the bandage 36-22. Collins, McCormick and
which the baiter in past cen- Holder each had eight for the
. wrapped his patient after
winners. Langejansled the kern
4

wildly.

Reserves

games to date.
The Hollandersstarted

Cold Blackhawks

f

most caught the

Loss

nine

Lawton Decisions

Schipper,

strong
and appeared to be making a rout
of the game in the first quarter,
holding sizeableleads throughout.
At the end of the period, it was
19-10. But the Niles club caught
fire in the second period and al-

Then the fur started flying as
St. Joe started a close pressing
game with the fourth quarter
about half gone. The Bears made
a determinedstand and with the
count at 59-48 Holland. St. Joe
racked up seven straight points
to narrow the count to 59-55 as
the stands roared approval
However, the Bears’ pressing
tactic proved their downfall. By
checking close downcourt,Holland guard Terry Burns broke
lose all alone and took a long
pass for an easy dog shot which
seemed to break the St. Joe attack. The game ended with Holland stalling and St. Joe shooting

tempts, while St. Joe. collected16
of 37 in a foul-riddengame.
Hank Visscher with 12 points
to
and Bill Sandahl with 10 paced
the Holland scoring. Duane Teu- .A rangy Niles reserve squad
sink had nine, Chuck Goulooze six, handed the Holland Christian secPhil Boersma and Vande Wege onds their third defeat of the
three each and Bob Saunders season Friday night on the Armtwo. Dick Simm topped St. Joe ory court 49-40. Coacte John
Little

0
2
2

TW

with

six.

BENTON HARBOR

(Special)
—Staying out of trouble all the
way, the Holland ninth grade basketball team torpedoedthe Benton Harbor freshmenhere Friday
afternoon 58-27.
Coach Carroll Norlin's charges
established a 15-7 first period
lead, and stretched the margin to
29-13 at the half. Score at the
third whistle was 39-20.
The Junior Dutch outscored the
Tiger Cubs in field goals 24-6,
with 14 men seeing action and
11 entering the scoring column.
Tom Overbeek paced the scoring with* 17 points, while Bill

Japinga

Dyke

had 15 and Ron Van

balls and out-of-bounds plays.

hto

Tie for

The Holland* Fish and Game the membership that the State
Club unanimously approved 66,- Highway department has entered
000 for a new club house to be Into an contract with the club

Lead

erected on the Club’s ground* lo- whereby the state holds an op-

tion to buy approximatelyone

Annual Supper

Game

A1 Kraal with 17, Del Komejan
with 15 and Dave Kuyers with 13
paced the Chix. Redder had five,
Wetherbee, Harve Berens, Schip- In
per and Padding two each, Bob
Berens and Meyers one each.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Coach Mel Bouma’s Zeeland reThe Holland All-Star basketball
serves copped the first game 51*
25 after leading all the way. Jack team made It two in a row over
Faber with 17 and Eugene De the Grand Haven city league AllJonge with 14 led the attack.
Stars here Thursday night in the
Coopersvillewas late in arriving second game of the annual homeFriday night, and the double bill and-home polio benefit series.
lasted until 10:45 p.m. Next FriHolland had little trouble in
day, Zeeland goes to Sparta.
posting a decisive 84-63 victory.

Benefit Series

—

The congregation of Zion Lutheran church had its annual church
supper Thursday evening.
Included in the entertainment
was a violin solo, "The Lord’s
Prayer," played by Jean Kro-,
mann, and numbers by a brass
ensemble of trumpets and trombones, includingLyle Vander Meulen, Augie Overway, Philip Rath-

Visscher, f
Israels, f

c

Bums, g
Kempker, g

3
6

2
1

7
3

6
3
2

2
1

Van Dyke
Armstrong

0

22

—

—

managed a 12-10 halftime lead. garage bank statement with his
Les Overway with nine points and books, stating he did not know

17

1

3
4
4

9
6
3

./*

m

m1
v.*:

1

2

t

Youth Pays Court Fine

mk

For Having Beer in Car

3
4
4
1
3
2
1

0
1
18 19

1
19

5
4
0
6
1
1

^

Marriage Licensei
(From Saturday's Sentinel)

Ottawa County
Nearly one-fourth of all marGordon Raterink, 22, ’Zeeland,
ried women in' the United States and Carolyn May Slenk, 19, Holhave jobs outside the home.
land.

To Disorderly Counts
John H. Wadsworth, 24, of 9T
West 13th St. pleaded guilty to one
count of being drunk and disorderly and a second disorderly charge
and paid fine and costs of $29.70
before Municipal Court Judge
Cornelius vander Meulen Saturday.

of Wosltyan Mothodlst church art proving thornMlvoa to b# real homa mlaelonarleaby acndlng boxea of clothingto
Korean childran.Mra. Lana Krulthof, left, and Mra. Ann Wlggera,
right, who began tha project, ware honored at a ahowar laat week
at the homa of Mra. Puaael Harrington after tha Waeleyan Mleelonary eoclety became familiar with the project through correapondence and plctureaof Korean orphana. Membere brought new and
ueed clothing for children two yeare and under. Later, Iteme for
older ehlldren were added until 13 boxea were packed. The event
wee combined with a social evening and games ware played with
Mre. Donald Sundln and Mre. George Hlleon ae prlxe winner*. Refreehmente were eerved.

tor’s

0

1
55

Enters Gnilty Pleas

Fine and costs of $24.30 were paid 101 JeffersonAve., stop street, $10;

4

2

so.

by TheodoreSilva, 155 Burke Ave. Donald MacGregor, Grand Rapids,
after he entered a guilty plea to speeding, $10; Arnold D. Van Hatan assault and battery charge. turn, 54, Grand Rapids, improper
Others appearingin court were turn, $10; Louis F. Veling, route 1,
Nicholas Goldsmith, Harbor improper turn, $12.
Stanley Easter, 44, route 1, stop
Springs, speeding, $10 and driving
with expired chauffeur’s license, street, $5; Cecil Brower, 37, of 268
$8.90; Buckley E. Johnson,Mus- West 14th St., speeding, $5; Betty
kegon, speeding, $12 and defective J. Vander Heide, 25, route 4, speedbrakes, $7; Gerrit Elferdink, 46 ing, $10; Peter Bast, Grand RapWest 28th St., speeding, $17; Sam ids, no operator’s license, $5; WUMcCoy, Grand Rapid*, no opera- liam J, Ruoss, 43, Grand Rapids,
failureto yield right of way, $12;
tor’s license, $8.90.
Two Holland minors appeared on Ken DeWaard, 188 West 13th St.,
separate counts. One paid fine and parking, $1; John Slagh, 222 West
costs of $7 on a speeding charge 10th St., parking $L
and the other was referred to Probate Court on charges of failure to
Uruguay, smallest <rf the South
yield right of way and no opera- American countries,has an area

13
11
19
5

how to do

Paying fines Friday and SaturEugene Dozeman, route 3, plead- day: Gerarda Zagers, route 1,
ed guilty to having beer in his speeding, $15; Paul A. Blain, 24, <rf
possession in an automobileand 688 South Shore Dr., failure to
paid fine and costs of $29.30 when have car under control,$12; Laarraignedbefore Park Township vina Molter, 38, of 224 N. WoodJustice C. C. Wood during the past ward Ave., Zeeland, improper
passing, $12; Fred Van Slooten, S3,
week.

1 .0
20 61

2
3
3
0
7
3
0

1

Ellis, f

A.

Roger Plagenhofwith eight shared scoring honors for the winners.
Tom Stoel had nine for Montello.
The Little Dutch record now
stands at three wins, two losses.
They return to action Feb. 6 when
Waukazoo invades Junior high
gym for a return game, seeking to
avenge an earlier 38-32 loss to
Holland.

(58)

Nelson, f

Zuppke, c
Sission, g
The Waukazoo basketballteams Duncan, g
played the Federal boys and girls Shell
teams Friday at North Shore Rantis
Community hall.
Lange
The Waukazoo boy* Won 35-12.
The Federal girls evened the
count by winning 11=8. ~7

1
2

0
0

Split Suburban Contests

league

Of Embezzlement

The

8
13
20

1

5

Guilty

He

FG FT PF TP

Joseph

Waukazoo, Federal Fives

Nan Found

of-bounds play in the forecourt.
Holland’s next game will be at
home next Frday against Muskegon Heights.
Holland (61)

Benton Harbor.

Both were Suburban

Win Second

points.

Has

"We went down about 4:30 p.m
carefully carrying the clock on a
tray with all the loose parts so as
not to disturb them or make the
ke, Bruce Rathke, Ruth Wendt
clock worse. Ed looked at it and
and William Steinmger.
said it shouldn’t take him too long
The Rev. E. Ruhlig, pastor, E.
and he carefully put everything
Ruddick, chairman, and P. Enon the table. Then he got out a
stam, financial secretary,gave rescrewdriver and took off the back
Collection donated by fans ports on finances, activitiesand
of his own clock and compared It
amounted to $122.69,making a to- plans for the building of a new
with ours.
tal of almost $300 to be turned church.
"’Easy to fix. It won’t be but a
over to the Ottawg County polio
Group singing was led by Paul
few minutes,’ he said cheerfully,
campaign from the basketball Rathke, accompanied by Mrs.
and so we got out the canasta
games between the two cities. Kromann. Mrs. C. Van Dyke, one
cards and set up a table, score Select
Tne Holland squad established of the original members of the
pad and all.
a ngrrow 20-17 first period lead, church, was celebrating her 81st
"Ed took out the cuckoo bird GRAND HAVEN (Special)-At and increased this margin to 39- birthday. The congregation sang
and then the little couple that the DemocraticSpring convention 30 at the half. The deciding points a song in her honor.
dances after the bird does his held at the Court House In Grand came in the third period as Hoi
A missionary film, "Beyond Our
cuckooing. The couple dance* to Haven Thursday night, nine dele- land outscored Grand Haven 22-12 Horizon,"was shown.
a little German tune— I can’t gates and nine alternates were for a third period lead of 61-42,
Mrs. J. Gutknecht, Mrs. K.
spell it but it ends with Augustine. chosen to attend the Democratic enough to win going away. The Conklin and Mrs. E. Frundt were
State convention in Grand Rapids Hollandersoutscoredtheir hosts in charge of the supper and Mrs.
"Ed monkeyed for a couple of Saturday, Feb. 7.
23-21 in the last period to assume C. Smith and Mrs. J. Steinlnger
hours. The cuckoo wouldn’t stop
Delegates selected were Charles victory.
were program chairmen.
Leading the scoring parade for
cuckooing and wouldn’t go back E. Misner, Roy Hierholzer and
into his little house. After Ed got George Ver Berkmoes of Grand the Dutch was Dale Van Dorple
that fixed the couple came out Haven, Emily Shaffer and John with 23 points. Ken Bauman had
and danced and danced while the Bontekoe of Holland, Lawrence P. 18, Dave Kempker 14 and Del
music box in the clock played and Smith of Park township, George Koop and John Van Eenenaam
played. Ed fussed and fussed and McCarthy of Grand Haven town- 10 each.
For Grand Haven, Fred Kalshe started all over again. We had ship, Mac Easterlyof Crockery
dinner and then Ed started again. township and George Caball of beek was top point producer with
15 points. Roger Wester, headed
finallyended up with the Zeeland.
for
the Army next week, dropped
couple in the wrong place cuckooGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Alternates are Gertrude Vander
ing the the bird singing Augustine.
Heuvel and Ruth Mary Robberts in 13 points and Waggy Wagen- After four days of testimony, an
"Finally Ed said, ‘Leave it here of Holland, Duane Baker and Wil- maker had 11.
Ottawa county Circuit Court Jury
and I’ll go over it tomorrow,’ and liam Swart of Grand Haven, Ger- The victory was the second this Friday found Frank Taylor, 46,
season for Holland, with the Grand Haven, guilty of embezzlI said, "No, I’ll take it to a jewelry Schermer of Zeeland, Malcolm
Dutch winning the first game ing $26,000 from Carl’s garage
er in Holland. He does a good job.’
Ferguson. Ora Rickert, Mrs. MarWe argued and finally we decided geruite Gevenger and Mrs. Milo earlier this month at Holland 82- where he was employed as bookto play canasta to get our minds
Sorensen of Spring Lake town- 49. It also marked the sixth vic- keeper and accountant from April
tory in eight games for Holland 1, 1950. to July 1?, 1952.
off that dam bird. I lost the caship.
in this four year old rivalry for
nasta game too."
After receivingthe charge from
The meeting which was well atthe polio campaign.
Circuit
Judge Raymond L. Smith,
tended was presided over by HierMae added that she and Chet holzer with Bontekoe acting as
the jury retired to the jury room
had many a laugh over the inciat 3:05 p.m. and returned at 6:20
secretary. Hierholzer was endors- Waukazoo Cage Teami
dent and were particularlytickled
p.m. with a verdict of guilty.
ed as a member of the state cenover Junius’ story about the handy
Judge Smith ordered Taylor's
Win in Suburban Play
tral committee.
man. She didn’t say just how the
bond of $5,000 continued and orclock finally got fixed, but she
Both boys and girls from Wau- dered him to return Feb. 10 for
said, "Our clock never strikes but Court House Employes
kazoo school chalked up victories sentence. On request of the dewe think about Handy Man Ed
over Lakeview school teams In fense attorney, each juror was
Jones. Let’s hear how handy some Celebrate Birthdays
Suburban Basketball league games polled.
GRAND HAVEN, (Special)
Thursday.
of the men really are."
The court room was packed for
Ottawa county employes in the
The Waukazoo girls defeated the final day’s hearing Thursday
court house were guests of em- Lakeview in overtime 24-22, while when Prosecutor Wendell A. Miles
Local Boys Spot Robins,
ployes whose birthdays occur dur- the Waukazoo boys team had a continued cross-examining the deing January, in the supervisor’s little easier time delating the fendant who had taken the stand
Woodpeckers in Yards
room of the court house Thursday Lakeview boys 33-13. Mike Skaa- early Wednesdayafternoon.
len is coach of the Waukazoo Another witness Thursday was
Tommy Vandenberg, 11, Lake- afternoon.
The table for refreshments was teams.
Taylor’s 81-year-old father, Berwood Farms (route 4), and Bruce
decoratedwith appropriate trimThe games were played in the nard Taylor of Canton, 111., former
Kuiken, 304 Washington Blvd., mings and candles.
Northshore Community gym.
Illinois state auditor general and
really believe spring is here— and
Those who poured for the ocan attorney for 50 years. The elthey should.
casion were Miss Jennie Kaufman,
der Taylor testifiedhe sent his
Local
Eighth
Graders
The two boys spotteda full-grown county superintendent, of schools,
son sums of money on many ocand a baby robin Friday evening and Carolyn Zuidema, employed In
casions,estimating more than $1,Defeat Montello Park
in a lot near the Vandenberg the county clerk’s office.
000 a year, covering house payhome.
Those who observe their birthThe Holland eighth grade bas- ments, a car, household and other
And Saturday they saw a red- days in January are Circuit Judge ketball team racked up its third bills.
head woodpecker and a downey Raymond L. Smith; Robert J. win of the season, defeating MonComplaint against - the bookwoodpeckerin the Vandenberg Karnmcraad,register of deeds; tello Park 29-19 Wednesday in the keeper was signed by Carl Berg,
yard.
Miss Kaufman; Mrs. N. F. Yonk- Junior high gym.
operator of the Grand Haven
The Vandenbergs have a bird man, probate register,and Miss
Neither team found the range garage in which Taylor admitted
feeding stationin their yard.
Zuidema.
in the first half, but the Dutch he never once reconciled the

Dutch scored quick layup shots
on the tip-offs to start the first
three periods, and four times in
the game shook men loose on out-

12. Findley had seven for Plagenhoef

garnet.

New Club House

Delegates

St.

with 13.

To Begin Work on

County Democrats

Thirty-three boys were present

*

FG F PF TP

Mary

Notes

Overtime

Both dubs resorted to possession baH at the start of the third
quarter and nearly established
•omethlngofarecord. Not a point
was made or a foul was called
during the first three minutes of
the period, and not a field goal
FENNVILLE (Special) - A
waj scored until five minutes had stone cold Fennville high school
elapsed But in the filial three basketball team fell with a bang
minutes of the stanza, the locals before second-place Lawton 60-33
outscored the Vikes 10-8 to take
in an Al-Van league contest at
a 38-30 lead going into the final Fennville Friday night.
period
The visitorsheld a 10-3 first
The mastery of the Dutch came period lead, and doubled the marto the foreground in the last period as they controlledthe ball at
will ^md calmly waited for the
right opening to go in and score.
Niles, pressing for possession of
tbe ball, fouled repeatedlyalthough the locals didn’t capitalize
as well as they might have, hitting a poor percentagein the
final three minutes.Going into
their rotary pattern with tour
minutes left, the Dutch appeared
to be moving in high gear as the
game ended.
Schreur paced all scorers with
15 markers while Van Dyke followed with 12. Maddox led the
losers with 11. The Dutch hit only
12 out of 29 foul attempts compared to Niles’ 14 out of 21.
Christian plays twice next
week, meeting Allegan away next
Tuesday and Grand Rapids Creston, there next Friday.
Christian 48

St.

nt Thursday’s weekly Kiwanis
Boys Club s^ssiot. at the Holland
Joseph’s reserve basketball team high gym. with six new members
came from behind here Friday registered.
Guard Terry Burns
night to dump Holland 46-45 in • Wrestling mvchts staged under
. . . scores clinchinggoal . . ,
overtime. It was the Cuba’ ninth the supervkon .t Kiwanian Rus
forth in the opening minutes of
win in 10 games.
sell Breen included Jim Mos vs.
play
until the Dutch finally startHolland held narrow leads at Bruce Meuro*, Larry Karnmcraad
the first three quarters, 11-9, 23- vs. Wes Bosch, and John Himes ed hitting for a 19-10 lead at the
20 and 34-32. But on the first play vs .Rodney Passmore.Breen also whistle. Dean Vender Wal was
top point producer in the first
of the fourth period, St. Joe tied was in charge of boxing.
period with eight markers.
the count at 34-34, and the game
Tumblers practiced the assisted
The second period was more of
was nip and hide from there on somersaultover knees, two high
in. With the Dutch trailing 42-44
the same as the Dutch got hotter,
falls with a forward roll, foot to
wkh 12 seconds left, Jim Vande hand balancing, foot to foot bal- scoring 22 points to establish a
Wege dumped in a twisting jump ancing and straight arm hand- 41-27 halftime lead. Holland hit
shot from the side to tie the count
spring.Kiwanian Rene Willis was an amazing nine out of 13 field
and send the game into overtime.
in charge of weight lifting and goal attempts, mostly from close
In the extra period, -St. Joe colin. Ron Israels led the scoring
tumbling.
lected two free throws while missHarold Tregeloan of the Re- with four buckets for eight points.
ing two more, and Holland hit one
But after Coach Fred Weiss’
creation department officiatedat
free throw for two for the final
crew had piled in seven straight
basketball.
#
scoring. In the overtime, the
points to open the third period,
Dutch failed to get a single shot
the Bears came to life again
at the basket.
and
had the count down to 52-42
Free throwing by both teams
Holland at the third whistle.
was poor. Holland hit 17 for 43 atST.

I

they’d all have a round of conasta
too.

4. Ellsworth

1PSI
in

Ed Jones was most co-operative
and suggested the Van Tongerens
come around with the clock and

CLASS D

Holland Reserves

Bow

and could fix anything (he says)
so I phoned him."

Lakeview

2.

BroncstoCU)

ZEELAND

9. St. Louis
10.

Game dob Votes

(Special)— Revenge cated between Holland and ZeelRemember that handy man was sweet Friday night for the and off M-21, elected eight direct- acre of the club’s property. The
portion of land, In the southern
fat lead in the first 2% quarters, story that Junius B. Wood wrote Zeeland high school basketball or* and heard a variety of report*
aector, is on the route of the profor the year-end edition last Jan. team aa the aroused Chix rolled during a lengthy three and a halfthen withstood a torrid St. Joseph
posed
M-21 bypass around Zeel31? It was all about a guest in over Coopersville 60-43 here to hour meeting Thursday night pt
and. Under the arrangement the
surge In the final period to chalk the home who volunteered to fix regain a share erf the Ken-New- Washington school.
up Its ninth *win in 10 games 61- the cord of a Venetian blind in the Wa league lead.
After the vote on the club state will trade an equal amount
Wood home. Two weeks later, the The win made up for an earlier home, President Hine Vander of ljujd plu. J500 per acre, when
SS^liere Friday night.
blind would go neither up nor defeat suffered by Coach Joe Heuvel announced*to the more It piqka up the option to buy.
The Hollanders were extremely down.
Announcement of prize winning
Newell’s charges at the hands of than 50 members present that
sharp the first half, and held a
Today's story that maybe even the Broncos. The two teams share construction will begin as soon as fishermen in the club’s annual
41-27 lead at the Intermission. tops the Wood masterpiece comes first place in league standings now possible. He describedthe pro- fishing contest was made by
chairman John Jousma. Receiving
with a 6-2 record each.
posed building as being of cinder
They increased this margin Jo from Mae Van Tongeren who is
The game was close in the ftfst block construction and 60 by 32 prize money were Gerrit Hoving,
currently vacationing with her
48-27 as the third period opened
half
husband Chet, in Fort Lauderdale, half, but the Chix roared out in feet In length and width. The brook trout, two and
before St. Joe started closing the
the second haH to cinch the vic- building will contain two rest pounds, 17J inches long; Jarvis
Fla.
gap. The Bears came to within
tory.
rooms, kitchen,central auditorium Ter ?aai; walleyed Pike, six
six points at 59-53 with three
Mae’s story concernsa beauti- Coopersville held a thin 14-13 and a room suitable for commit- pounds, 27 Inches long and Henry
minutes to go and forced Holland ful cuckoo dock which she pur- first period lead, but Zeeland
Sandy, brown trout, four and a
tee meetings.
into a semi-staJlinggame to pre- chased last summer in the Neth- came back to lead at the half 26half pounds, 221 inches long.
Elected to the board of directserve victory.
In response to questions Vander
lands. It arrived in Holland short- 24. In the third period, the Chix ors were J. C. Rhea,' Neil Bergen,
The win was the second of the ly after the Van Tongerens re- concentratedon set-up ball, and
Heuvel said that when the need
Joe De Vries, Neil Stroop, Jarvis
arises additions can be made to
season for Holland over St. Joe, turned home, and woman-likeMae with several nice fakes climbed to
Ter Haar, Dqn Rypma, Nell De
the club house without extensive
and the loss was only the third didn’t read the directionsuntil she a 45-34 lead at the third whistle.
Waard, and Ken Vander Heuvel.
remodeling to the main structure.
In the last period, Zeeland outin 10 games for the Bears. St. had messed up the works.
The eight new directorswill meet
He said the original buildingwill’
Joe appeared 100 per cent im"It was supposedto be hung cm scored the Broncs 15-9 to ice the
with the eight incumbentsto elect
be essentiallya rough shell. Inproved over an earlier appear- the wall first and then the chains victory.
a slate of officersfor 1953 on Feb.
The Chix put on their best dete™l work, plumbing and wiring
ance in Holland when the Dutch and weights put on. The chains
25 at a site to be announced lat- will be done by club members and
were wound around the clock and fensive show of the season, clog- er.
won easily 65-43.
through donations of services and
ging
up
the
middle
and
forcing
when
I
unwound
them
they
got
The lead wavered back and
Secretary Lester Pool informed materials.
off the track or wheel inside, so Coopersville to shoot mostly 'from
the weights dropped to the floor," outcourt with the Broncs getting
she wrote. "Chet monkeyed with few lay-up shots. Tall center
it for 'an hour or so, and then I Frank Scott, leading scorer in the
remembered Ed Jones had a cuc- league, was held to three field
:: koo clock like it at his cottage in goals but still copped high score
Saugatuck and how handy he was honors for the losers with 13

Matthew

7. Flint St.
8. Olivet

—

—mam/

ST. JOSEPH (Special) — Holland high school roared out to a

AMBUSH

Holland Fish and

Holland Ad-Stars Zion Church

4. Harrison
6.

Fmal Quarter

Zeeland Defeats

a

second too late on their timing for
rebounds or cuts into the basket.
Defensively the Hollanders looked
good, interceptingnumerous Niles
passes and batting down Vikings
shots at the hoop.
The strategy of the Niles club
to tie up the Christian under-the
basket game, backfired as Maroon
guards. Merle Van Dyke and Dave
Schreur netted 27 points between

m&m
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of 72,153 square miles.
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Promotions Boost

Sentinel)

Officers Press

Gerrit Veenboer

were in attendanceat the 11th
International Heating and VentK

PoKo Campaign
Shotgun Search

lating Exposition in Chicago held

in the International Amphi-thea-

h Holland Area

auspices of the
American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers.

tre under the

Robert Grabofski, 27,

THURSDAY.

Zeeland
Mr.

Man

HOIUNP CITY NEWS,

Dale Van Haitsma, Route

Returns from special promowere pushing the 1953
of Dimes polio drive in
Holland toward the 315,000 goal
More than 700 persons jammed
just about every available space
at the RollarenaThursday night
for a benefit roller skating party.
As a matter of fact the jam was
so great that not everyone on
skates could be on the floor at
the same time, including a good
sprinkling of adults.
Not result of the party was
3253.68 for the polio campaign.
Today officials of the sponsoring
Inter-Club Council issued a thank
you to the management of the
Rollarena for the good manner in
which the party and crowd were
handled.
And the oake baking contest
that continue^ Friday and Saturday at Van’s netted $145.89 on
the firet night— Thursday. More
than 550 entrieswere received and
they are being sold with all profit
earmarked for the polio drive.
The prize winners were: firet,
Mr. Lloyd Van Lente, 433 Columbia Ave.; second, Mrs. John W.
tions Friday

3,

March

Landi in Flooded Ditch Zeeland, and Daryl Buist, Route
2, recently enrolled in the firet
A former Holland man was killed eight-weekterm of the two-year
and two other persons were trap- General Agricultureshort course
ped Thursday night when the auto at Michigan State college. The
wrecker in which they were riding course includes 16 weeks of colwas knocked into a water-filled lege instruction especiallyfor
ditcfy near Hammond, Ind.
those who plan to become farmRober
Jrt Grabofski,27, Hammood, ers, farm foremen, herdsmen or
farm managers.

The new

ordinance, passed by
Zeeland city cdmcil several weeks

ago, of the new parking rules,
into effect Friday. This
ordinance was passed after the
city rejected plans for installing
parking meters. Accordingto the

went

new ordinance, there are 15-minute parking zones at the City
Hall on Elm St., at th* Zeeland
State bank on Main Ave. and at
the Post Office on Main Ave.,

Tht first week has passed since
the window shooting at the home
of Prosecutor Wendell A. Miles on
Jan. 24, and local Investigating
officers continuedto press their
search for the shotgun-wieMer.

He[der Ortt) presents a check amounting to 913232 to the
1953 March of Dimes polio drive. Mrs. George" Braun (center),
president of the Junior Chamber of Commerce Auxiliary and Mrs.

th«*alf»
L.P.V.
*h*

°f, *he bene,,t PolI° d«"<» committee,
.
th. me.,
proceed. ,r«m 'he ,952 W.uk.»e SeddU ,ni Hu„rciUbTch.Z
Horae Show held last August. The club Is another of the many
organizationsthat contributeto the annual polio fund drive.
accent'

Mayor Harry Harrington reiterated the offer of $100 reward
from the city for apprehension of
the culprit.
Miles reported that his wife and
father,former Circuit Judge Fred

Miles, have received numerous
anonymous telephone calls, alleging that several differentpersona
were responslbe for the incident
All of those accused, Miles said,
have come in contact with the
prosecutor’s office on a criminal
level at one time or another.
"Nobody has been eliminated
from suspicion,"one officer said.
The upstairs bedroom window
of ProsecutorMiles’ home was
blasted with a 16 gauge shotgun
about 4 am. on Jan. 24.

and on Church St. One hour parking ‘zones are along Main- Ave.
for an area of two and one-half
(Penna-Sas photo)
The Young Peoples society of the
blocks in the principalbusiness
section of the city. Two-hour
local Christian Reformed church
parking is allowed on three side
entertained the Young Peoples AlFonger, 326 Maple Ave.; third,
streets, Elm St. and Church St.,
Mrs. Henry Busscher,345 West
liance -on Thursday evening, Jan.
both north and south of Main
17th St., apd fourth, Mrs. Don
15. A home talent program was preAve., and East Cherry Ave. beOosterbaan, 276 Washington Ave.
sented with» Miss Shirley Hlrdes
tween Elm and Church, only on
Singled out for identical prizes
the north 'side of this street
rendering a solo as a representawere: Laura LaCombe, 174 West
ZEELAND
Zeeland’s oldest
which is a fire lane.
Seventh St.; Mrs. Arthur Beckstive of thi local group.
Robert W. Grabofski
There will be a home economics resident,Gerrit J. Buter, marked
voort, 315 Washington Blvd.; Mrs.
As a Marine in 1944
The Christian Endeavor society
Mrs. Louis Vondsn Brink ond son, Bobby
group meeting at Zeeland City his 97th birthday anniversary MonH. Draper, 42 East 13th St.; Mrs.
formerly of Holland, was drowned
attended the recent Golden Chain
C% M. Lamoreaux, 173 South Diwhen the wrecker collidedwith a Hall auditorium at 10 a.m. on day by holding open house in his
Union meeting held at the VriesWednesday, Feb. 4. This is for
vision Ave.; Mrs. Nick Klungle,
car driven by William Wagner, 42,
home at 420 West Main St. in the
land Reformed church.
240 West 22nd St.; and Mre. Orlo
the leaders of this work in OttaGary, Ind., and careened into the
afternoon and evening for relatives
Mrs. C. Moll and Mrs. H. H.
Strong, 248 Lincoln Ave.
wa county. There will be a study and friends.
ditch. Wagner was held on charges
Vander Molen attended the board
"There’s just oceans of cake up
of
"Discipline.”
Mrs.
Lepnah
of reckless and drunken driving.
Still in good health and happy
meeting of the ADendale-Blendon
there," one contest official said toTwo passengers in the wrecker, Backus, extension specialist in over the Republicanvictory last
day.
Prayer League which met at the
Holland volunteers got added inparent
education
and
child
develwere
kept
by
Zerrip
as
the
Jars
William Hanish, 35, and Wayne
November, Zeeland’s oldest resihome of the president, Mrs. C. FliespirationThursday from the sucopment,
and
Mrs.
Grace
Vander
came in and all the mothers stayed
Kerstell, 18, both of Hammond,
dent keeps up easily with the news
stra at Ruik on ThursdayJan. 15th.
cess of Zeeland Mothers Marchers.
to learn the final results. Mothers
were rescued by police and other Kolk, county home demonstration of the day through his radio and
Arrangements were made for the
Eighty-seven mothers collected the
agent,
will
present
the
lesson.
reported they were welcome whermotorists when they were trapped
the newspapers.He ,is proud he
grand
total
of
31,631.08
in
their
World’s Day of Prayer service to
The lesson will point out, that never missed a presidentialelecin the cab.
ever they called by. the well-inbe held at the First Christian Remarch from 7 to 8 p.m. Thursday,
discipline
is
undertaken
differentformed residents, who had been
Local relatives were notified
tion since he became a citizen He
according to Charles E. Zerrip, poformed church at Allendaleon Feb.
prepared the evening before by anabout 1 a.m. Friday of Grabofski’s ly than formerly, since now it is was born in Emlichein, Germany,
20.
lio
chairman
for
Zeeland
cify
and
nouncements
from a sound car.
death. His father,William Grabof thought best to give the child an and came to the United States as
township.
TheodoreMartinie who left with
opportunity
to
help
make
the
ski, and sister, Edna, left early
The 87 mothers averaged $18.74
a young man. He is the oldest livthe
Jan. inducteesfrom Ottawa
Kiwanis
Queens,
headed
by
Mrs.
Friday for Hammond. A brother- decisions and thus his learning ing member of First Reformed
Alvia C. Loyer, president and L. Bensinger, president,sponsored in the March. Last year, they County and has been at Fort Cosprogresses
and
the
guidance
netted
$1,345,
averaging
$17,33
per
in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
church. He retired from the fuel
manager of the Belding Basket the campaign in Zeeland. The sucter was transferred to Fort Attervolunteer.
Marinus De Kraker, left for Ham- should not appreciably change the business in 1929.
Co., and a native of Holland, died
bury, Ind., the past week. On Wedcess was most gratifying,Zerrip
relationshipbetween parent and
mond early Friday afternoon.
Zerrip
said
Zeeland
will
undoubtat his home in Belding early FriHe has three children,Mrs. N.
said, and credited Mrs. Bensinger
nesday and Thursday evening of
child.
edly top $3,500 iri this year’s camGrabofski, who served with the
day at the age of 72.
J. Danhof and Mrs. M. E. Bennett
and her workers for their enthuast week several relatives end
Miss Martha Karsten, while at of Zeeland and Gerrit J. Buter of
Marine Corps during World War n,
paign. The Mothers March was a
He, was born in Holland in 1880,
siasm and skillful organizationin
friends visited him at Fort Custer.
Blodgett
hospital,
Grand
Rapids,
big
boost,
he
said,
and
there
are
is survived by his wife, a former
Grand Rapids; three grandchiland * attended Holland public staging the campaign.
Recent visitors at the H. H. Vanstill cannisters to be coUected
Hammond girl; a three-year-oldrecently fell and fractured her dren, Robert Danhof of Muskegon
Gerrit J. Buter
schools and Dregman Business
der Molen home Included Mr. and
Church bells at 7 p.m. signaled
son, Jeffrey; the parents, Mr. and hip. Miss Karsten is Zeeland’s Mrs. David l^ylor of Birmingham
and businessmen to t? contacted.
College. For several years he was
the start and porch lights shone
Mrs. C. Mersman of Muskegon,
Mrs. William Grabofski of Holland; first gold star mother. Her foster and Jean Buter ef Kalamazoo,and
general superintendent of the C. throughout the city. Kiwanis club In the area surrounding Zeeland, Mr. and Mr.: B. D. Roelofs ef
two sisters, Mrs. De Kraker and son, Gilbert,was the first Ameri- three great grandchildren.
Kiwanis members made the house
L. King Co. in HoUand.
members assistedat the City Hall, to house canvass, Zerrip reported. Drenthe, Mr. and Mrs. Allen Papp
Edna; two stepbrothers, Warren can soldier from this region killMr. Loyer went to Belding jn
Socialist
of Holland, and Alma Vander Moand Don Van Kampen, and several ed in the world war. She has
1914 and became associated -with
len of Alward Dist.
uncles and aunts of Holland.
twiee visitedthe battlefields of Van Peursem Named
the Belding Basket Co. In 1928
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Van Dninen
Grabofski was born in Johnson- France. She ta a charter member To Head Committee
he was president of th? Western
mourn the loss of their father,
Aired in
burg, Pa., June 26, 1925. He was of the American Legion Auxiliary
Basket Manufacturers Associa5°y Loux Grand Rapids, who
graduated from Holland high school and was its first president.
ZEELAND (Special) Rep'. ‘•Where Do We Go From Here" tion, and directorof the National
died Wednesday, Jan. 14. Funeral
and worked in the local S. S. KresGeorge Van Peursem of Zeeland was the subject of Frank Gentle- Fruit Package Association.He
Admit Varioui Thefti
services were held at Grand Rap(From
Friday’s
Sentinel)
ge store before entering the serhas been named to head the im- man’s talk before the Holland served on the Belding city council
ds on Saturday of the same week.
vice. He had lived in Hammond a
Admitted to Holland hospital
portant city corporations commit- Rotary club Thursday noon at for four years and was mayor for
Friday was Juvenileday at Hoi
L. Jerry Oilman died «t St
few years.
tee in the state house of repre- the Warm Friend Tavern. Gentle- two years. A member of the Beld- Thursday were Mrs. Chester land police station.
Mary's hospital last week Wednessentatives.The second term rep- mans director of the opportunity ing Chamber of Commerce, he Hulst, 1618 Washington Ave.;
City police picked up a Holland day followinga two week illness.
resentative will assume the chair- program of the Grand Rapids was president in 1927-28, and a
Steven Vander Ploeg, West 32nd boy aged nine, his sister age Funeral serviceswere held at the
charter member of the Belding
,
manship immediately.Last year Chamber of Commerce.
seven and another boy aged
local Reformed church last Saturthe committee was responsible Pointing to the socialistic trends Rotary club and a member of the St. Gay Gines, 180 River Ave., who reportedly admitted taking day and burial made at Snow cemeGoodfellowship
club.
Mrs.
Sena
Volkers,
route
2,
Hamfor more than 20 bills.
varying sums of money and other tery at Cascade. The Rev. D. L.
already evident in our political
EAST LANSING^—Zeeland and
In addition Van Peursem will and economic system, the speaker Active in church affairs, Mr. ilton; Mrs. Grace J. Thorne, 460 properties from several Hope co - Weemhoff officiated.
Holland area hatcheries walked
Loyer was member of the First Washington Ave.; Joseph Coon, lege buildings during the past few
Mr. and Mrs. C. Zylstra and
Misfl Sena Oetman and Ben off with top honors at the Chick serve on the newly created Ma- warned that all the civilizations
Baptist church, serving many 919 Madison, Grand Haven; Sel- weeks. The childrenalso admitted
rine
Affairs
committee.
The
inforwhich
have
gone
down
the
road
to
John, Norman Bosman of Zutphen
VanderWeide were united in mar- and Egg Show sponsored last
years on the Board of Deacons
week at Farmers’ Week by the mation of this committee is the Socialism have ended in ashes— and Board of Trustees, and as ma Newhouse, 258 West 13th St.; taking a pen and pencil set, cig- and Mr. and Mrs. G. Groenhoff of
riage Thursday evening af 7:30. in
Lynn Banson, 560 West 20th St.
aret lighter and change from Zeeland called on Mrs. Klooster at
result
of
a
long
study
by
the
legEgypt,
Babylonia,
Greece,
AsMichigan State college Poultry
the parlors of Firet Christian Re- Science club.
Discharged Thursday were Mrs. some clothing at the Armory Fremont on Sunday, Jan. 18.
islature in an attempt to coor- syria and Rome. Excessive taxa- Sunday School superintendent for
10 years.
Herbert Childre#s, 137 North Di- Thursday night. Most of the
formed church of Zeeland.The
Mr. and Mrs. J. Cotts announce
tion and loss of freedom of choice
The chicks were submitted by dinate state harbor policy.
Surviving are the wife, Zora R. vision; Mrs. Fred Martin and goods, includingone camera, have
Van
Peursem
will
also
sene
as
the birth of a daughter, Marda
are two characteristicsof the SoRev. A. E. Rozendal officiatedat the box with a minimum of 25
Loyer, a son, Vance B. Loyer, and baby, 232 Pine Ave.; Mrs. Jerry been recovered.
Kay, bom at St. Mary's hospital
the double ring ceremony before birds from each hatchery. Three vice-chairman of the liquor con- cialist State. In comparison with two grandchildren,all of Belding; Sprang and baby, route 2; Mrs.
Another Holland girl, aged 12 on Jan. 21. On Jan. 25 Mr. and
breeds, White Leghorn, White trol committee and as a member Communism,Gentlemen said that
one brother, Albert B. Van Dyk Thad Hadden, 300 West 11th St.; reportedlyadmitted shoptllfting
an altar decorated with arrange- Rock and New Hampshire, and a of the retirementand rules and
Mrs. E. Kloostermanbecame the
the goals are the same; they difof Holland; two sisters, Mrs. Ray- Mrs. Abel Berkompas, West at a local women’s wear store,
ments of palms, ferns, white pom- miscellaneous class were 'Judged. resolutionscommittees of the
parents of a daughter bom at Zeefer in their method of achievemond Soderberg of Holland and Olive; Mrs. Harry Schamper, where she reportedly took a skirt land hospital. Mrs. Cotts and baby
pons, gladioli and two seven- A maximum of 100 points is given house.
ment.
While
the
Socialist
seeks
Friday.
branch
,
Mrs. Norman Addingtonof Grand route 2.
to each exhibit.
returned to their home here on
to bring about his "reforms"by Rapids.
Traditional wedding music was
The four Juveniles wiU be re- Monday and are being assistedby
Hospital births include a daughTop three places of each class
evolution,
the
Communist
resorts
played by Miss Maxine Mulder, were:
Chad Guild Makes Plans
ter born Thursday to Mr. and ferred to Probate Court, police Mrs. B. Martinie.
to revolution.The Marxian ideolwho accompanied Ruth Woltere White Leghorn— Townline PoulMrs. Vivian Hill, Jr., 216 West said.
Court
Awards
Judgment
Jack Ferwerda is convalescing
To Give Play in Chicago ogy sounds beautiful, continued
niece of the bride, as she sang
19th St.; a daughter, Janice Lynn,
try Farm, Zeeland, 98 points, first;
at his home here followingsurgery
Gentleman,
but
it
is
a
distortion
"Because"and "The Lord’s Pray- Fillmore Hatchery, Zeeland, 97
born Thursday to Mr. and Mrs.
at the Municipal hospitalat Grand
Chad Guild held its regular of the word ’freedom." It really To Grand Rapids Finn
er".
Adrian Neerken Dies
Eugene Gillette, 595 Howard Ave
points, second; and Townline, 96
Haven two weeks ago. Many relameeting Tuesday evening at means "exemption."
For her wedding the bride chose points, third.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)-A a daughter, Carol Ann, born
tives and friends have called on
Christian high school.Ken Vander
Concludinghis talk the speaker judgment of $406.12, plus costs Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Allen At Home in California
a navy blue suit of French crepe
Write Rocks
Townline. 96J
the Ferwerds’s the past few weeks.
and a navy straw hat trimmed points,first; Brummer and Fred- Zwaag, vice president, presided. urged everyone to become inform- to be taxed, was awarded Home Taylor, 94 East 14th St.; a
Word has been received here The Rev. and Mrs. N. Bente rePlans were discussed for a trip ed and articulate."We should be BeautifulShops, Inc., of Grand
with rhinestones and white velvet.
daughter, Janice Ruth, born of the death of Adrian John cently entertainedthe present conrickson Poultry Farm, Holland,
She carried a cascade bouquet of 95i points, second; C. E. Husted to Chicago to give two perform- thankful to a provident God for Rapids against Ray Allen, doing Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Neerken, 72, who died at his sistorymembers of the Christian
white roses centered with a lavenHatchery,Ithaca, 93i points, ances of the play, "Go Ahead." the wonderful way in which He business as Allen's Crosley, for- Wassenaar. 85 East 28th St; a home in Venice, Calif., Friday af- Reformed church and those who rev der orchid.
Financial
report
on
proceeds
of
has blessed us and do all in our merly Allen’s Radio Shop of daughter, Mary Ann, born today
third.
ternoon. Mr. Neerken who was
Attending as matron of honor
fr°™ office> Guesta included
New Hampshires — Brummer the fall play was given by Harold power to preserve our democratic Grand Haven, in Circuit Court to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hart, 72 was born in Graafschap and at- H. sail,
W. Driesenga,Mr. and
was Mrs. Charles Brooks, sister and Fredrickson, 98 points, first, Branderhorst, treasurer. The way of life," he said.
Friday noon.
route 1; a son, James William tended schools in Holland. He lat^rs’ .E’ Veltoouse, Mr. and Mrs.
of the groom. She wore a black
group
also
voted
to
present
two
The
amount
represents
merGene
Wilson
of
Lee,
Forest
born
today
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilalso judged best lot of chicks in
er moved to Detroit.
H- Klinger, Mr. and Mrs. R. Westsilk crepe dress and carried
the show; Moore Hatcheries, one-act plays again next spring. Baldwin of Grand Rapids, and chandize sold by plaintiff to de- son Rinker, 166 East 24th St.
Survivors include the wife; two veid, Mr. and Mrs. M. Bruins, Mr.
cascade bouquet of white pom- Wayne, second and third places Marie De Vries, chairman of the Thomas Hoover of Zeeland were fendant on open account from
sons; four grandchildren,and four and Mrs. G. Scholten,Mr. and Mrs.
pons centered with cerise gl ame- with % points each.
Feb. 24, 1949, to Feb. 9, 1951,
party committee, suggested a visiting Rotarians.
The longest barrier reef in the sisters, Miss Anna Neerken of
H. Drleeenga Sr., and Mre. H.
lias. Ringbearerwas Lynn Staal,
which
has
not
been
paid.
All three places of the miscel- Valentine party. Members will be
world is the Great Barrier reef
granddaughterof the groom. She
Plaintiffformerlydid business of Australia, which parallels the Zeeland, Mrs. John Van Huis of Vys, Mr. and Mrs. C. Grasmidt,
laneous class were won by Klager notifiedof plans.
Mrs. Ernest De Haan
was dressed in a pale green floor
under the name of Nu-Enamel eastern shore of that continent South Shore Dr., Mrs. Henry Stek- Mr. and Mrs. L. Vander Kolk, Mr.
New officers were elected to
Hatcheries, Bridgewater, with
etee of Holland and Mrs. W. J. and Mrs. C. Rietman and Mr. and
length gown and wore a corsage
Distributorsof Grand Rapids, Inc. for more than 1,200 miles.
replace three retiring officers, Succumbs at Home
Rhode Island Red exhibits.
Potts of Oak Park, 111.
of yellow carnations.
Mrs E. Overweg. A two-course
Top egg displays were shown George Knoll,, president;. Ken
Serving as best man was George
unch followed the evening of felMrs.
Henrietta
De
Haan,
54,
by: Townline Poultry Farm, ZeeOetman, brother of the bride. land; Tice’s Bard Rock Farm, Vander Zwaag, vice president,and wife of Ernest De Haan, died late
lowship and fun with Mrs. P. DreyMrs. Betty Jonker, secretary.New
Ushers were Albert Oetman and
er and Mrs. J. Ter Horst serving.
Banyton: Blissfield Hatchery, officers are John Bower, presi- Friday evening at her home on
George Minnema. Mr. and Mrs.
The Rev. and Mrs. E. Ten Clay
Blissfield; Louis Vanderstal, Cale- dent; Kenneth Bosman, vice presi- route 3 (East 16th St.) after
Gerrit Veenboer were master and
of North Holland were Sunday evedonia; Walter F. Keyes, Bath and dent, and Mrs. Marilyn De Haan, six-month illness.
mistress of ceremonies.
ning visitors at the home of the
Mrs. De Haan was a member
Presiding at the punch bbwl the HillcrestPoultry Farm, Bath. secretary.
Rev. and Mrs. D. L. Weemhoff.
of
Ebenezer
Reformed
church
were Misses Ruth Wolters and
Corp. and Mrs. J. Hoffman of
and several women’s organizaShirley Oetman, nieces of the
WilJmington,
Del., were Sat. guests
tions in the church.
bride. The Misses Eunice Kamps,
at the E. Elzinga home.
Surviving
are
the
husband;
two
Donna Mast and June Dozeman
Rudy Elzinga of Ravenna is
sons, Roger and Robert, at home;
arranged the gifts. Dinner was
spendinga few weeks with his
her
mother,
Mrs.
Henry
T\en
of
served to 70 guests. Waitresses
grandparents,Mr. and Mrs
Holland; ;two brothers,John Tien
were the Misses Mabel and MarElzinga of Grandville recently
of route 5 and Herman Tien of
garet Stegink, Jessiemae and MarfP'
spent a day at the Elzinga home
lit
Graafschap, and three sisters,
tha Bruinooge,Fannie Unema,
here.
Cynthia Van Dorp and Betty KarMrs. Marinus Mulder, Mrs. Jack
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Vander Mo•ten.
Oosta and Marie Tien, all of Hollen were Sunday dinner guests of
land.
Hie program fallowing the dinMr. and Mre. H. Poskey and Janet
ner included group singing; read(it Jenison.
ings by Otto Kamstra, George
Mr. and Mrs. R. Lamer and
Rites
Held
in
Hammond
Minnema and Mrs. George Vandaughter spent Saturday evening
der Weide; vocal solo by Ruth
Monday for Crash Victim
with Mre. J, Lamer and Lois at
Walters; cornet solo by Dale Wolm'i
Zeeland.
.ters; vocal trio by Jessiemae and
Funeral services were held In
lli
Mrs. G. Klynstra and Mrs. G De
Martha Bruinooge and Betty KarHammond, Ind., at 2 pjn. MonJongh attended a bridal shower
sten; remarks by Rev. Rozendal,
day for Robert W. Grabofski, 27,
honoring Arlene Cook at the home
•:WV:
and closing prayer by George
former Holland resident who was
of Mrs. C. Engbert at Nunica last
Minnema,
killed in an auto-truck crash near
week Friday evening.
Following a wedding trip to
Hammond Thursday night.
Rev. Weemhoff and the elders reFlorida the couple will make their
Surviving besides the wife and
cently began the annual "family
home at 216 East Main St., Zeethree-year-old son, Jeffrey, are
visitation.’' f
* ,
toe parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam
Linda Jean Kooiman of Holland
The bride was honored at eight
Grabofski of Holland; two sisters,
is visiting at the home of her reinpre-nuptial showers. Among the
Mis. Marinus De Kraker and
hostesses were Mrs. Jennie RietEdna Grabofski of Holland,and
N' Kunzl and
Shake hands and come out fighting." With these words, Chamber
two stepbrothers, Warren and
man, Anna Haan. Miss Kate ShoeLast
Friday
evening
Mr. and
Not
ono
tree
wee
spared—
and
the
once
plctureeque
of Commerce membership chairman Earl F. Price (center) urges
Don Van
™
maker, Mrs. Gertrude Pease and
Mrs. E.
Movers lane’ on IMh St. east of town is now Just a
W.
J. Olive (left) and Hana Suzenaar (right) to go all out In seeking
w^hVormT^
t#
V*
d<,wn
the
tre«
were
greeted
entertained
the
He was crushed when toe
Mrs. Richard Wottere, and a
with stormf of protest As the year* passed how
new members for the chamber. The membershipcommitteekicked
wrecker in which he was /riding narrow country road edged with rowe of tree
group of girls from the Meed•ver, old age destroyed some of t". pop|.re .nd
stumpe. The, Ottawa county road commiaalonlast
off a week long drive with a luncheon Friday noon in the Warm
Johnson Co.
was struck by a car and ton into
weak finished the Job of removing the tall, stately
Following the
Friend Tavern. Setting no specflc quota this year, the 11-man memla said thVtreMw °f
or wind «orma. It
a
water-filled
ditch.
*&8
Mrs. Vander Weide was emis said the treat were planted more than 60 years
trees which formad a natural bridge acroee the
enjoyed rol
bership committee will work Individuallyor in teams of two. The
ployed at Mead-Johnson Co. and
narrow lane. For yean, the beauty spot had atgroup informallyagreed to work toward, topping last yaar'a drive
".°d cw^b'rlo,nd.r'”d•,^•,
The hyrax, which is no larger
Mr. Vander Weide is employed at
tracted much attentionand many area realdenta
which netted more than 55 new members. Tht present chamber
bridge probably will be .... __ _ „
than a rabbit, has the elephant as
the Holland Furniture Company.
enjoyed a ride through the rowe of poplars and
membership stands in axceaa of
(Sentinelphoto)
straight one. When this picture wm
its nearest relative.
ovor the little bridge*.One# before,the comml^
four trees remained.
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Sunday School

ffeatker

Wanner,

Lesson
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5, 195!

Retthmn Receives More
Than $5,000 in January

Zoning Changes

At the

Snowfall Less

Sunday, February 8, 1953

Matthew 20:1-16
Jesus Teaches God’s Grace

During January

By Henry Geerlings
It is especially important to
keep in mind that a parable was
January temperatureswere
intended to bring out one central
above average and the snowfall
idea; that it was a lens to magniwas below average, a review of
fy some truth that Jesus felt was
weather statistics compiled by
important. The story of the workCharles A. Steketee revealed to-

regular meeting of the
board of trustees of Resthaven
Patrons, Inc., Tuesday evening,
tlie treasurer's report showed a
gain of more than 15,000 in the
Resthaven building fund for the
month of January. This is the
second consecutive month that a
gain of this size has been made.
Total in the building fund at present is $71,275.76.
Two more applicationsfor residence in Resthaven were approved and placed on the waiting list.
The board is hopeful that dtizens of Holland and vicinity will
maintainthe present rate of progress in increasing the building
fund so that construction of the
new building may begin this year.

Hake Way

for

Two

New Businesses
ALLEGAN Special) —Two new
,

businesses were given the goahead by the City Council Monday night with a zoning change
approval and a new parking regu-

A

The Horn* of the men in the vineyard teaches that day.
Holland Oty Newt the reward of every Christian is
Average temperaturewas 30.1
lation.
PubllihedEvery Thun- the same, namely, an experience
degrees or 3.7 degrees above norJday by the Sentinel
George Kelsey was given perof
forgiveness
and
eternal
life.
^Printing Co. Office 54-56
mal. Precipitationwas the lowest
mission to erect a drive-in ice
West Eighth Street, Hol- While we are expected to surrend- in at least five years, amounting
cream bar in the parking lot adland, Michigan.
ed our lives unreservedly to God,
to 1.49 inches or .68 inch below
jacent to the North side bridge
He
grants His favor to us to an
Entered as second class matter at
normal. Average temperaturesfor
and James S. Farnsworth'spetithe post office at Holland, Mich., extent unmerited by us. There- January were 29.2 in 1952, 27 in
tion to build a used car lot on
under the Act of Congreas, March 3, fore, our salvation,the gift of the
1951, 31.6 in 1950 and 29.6 in 1949.
Marshall St. east of Wedges’
1879.
Holy Spirit, and all of life’s spiritThe
Rev. Paul E. Hinkamp is
Precipitationtotaled 2.36 inches in
Garage was also approved.
W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager ual resourcesare ours by the 1952, 2.22 inches in 1951, 4.19 secretary and chairman of RestIn connection with the drivegrace of God.
haven
building fund campaign.
inches in 1950 and 3.32 inches in
Telephone— News Items 3198
in, council passed a resolution
The story must have seemed a 1949.
Advertisingand Subscriptions, 3191
prohibiting parking at the curb
very unlikely one to those who
Snowfall for January measurfrom the Bridge to Water St.
The publishershall not be liable listened. He told of a householder
ed 10.5 inches compared with 26.7
for any error or errors In printing
Two members were re -appointany advertisingunless a proof of who kept hiring more and more inches in 1952, 19.3 inches in 1951,
ed and one new man named tm
•uch advertisementshall have been men as the day progressed. Then 7.5 Inches in 1950 and 8.9 inches
serve on the board of review
Obtained by advertiser and returned to top it off, he instructed that
which will .meet for three days,
wy hm In time n>r corrections with the last ones hired should not on- in 1949. Greatest depth on the
•uch errors or corrections noted
ground was three Inches,comparMarch 2-4. James Farnsworth and
ly
be
paid
first,
but
should
replainly thereon;and In such case If
ed with eight Inches in 1952, 10
T. E. Malila will serve again and
any error so noted Is not corrected, ceive as much as those who had
Daniel Connoy is the new mempublishersliabilityshall not exceed labored through the heat of the indies in 1951, three inches in
ALLEGAN (Special) Three
1950 and six inches in 1949. Larsuch a proportion of the entire space day.
ber.
speakerswill be on hand Friday
occupied by the error bears to the
gest amount of snow in 24-hour
The problem of a city assessor
when
some
353
county
teachers
Jesus
had
a
special
point
to
this
whole space occupiedby such adverperiod was 3.4 inches in 1953, 7.8
is still with the council. Guy Teed,
tisement
meet in the Griswold Memorial
story. He knew that He was talkinches in 1952, five inches in 1951,
who resigned effectiveJan. 1, has
building for their mid-winter ‘‘ining to a calculating, bargaining
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
2.8 inches in 1950 and 1.8 inches in
agreed to finish the current tax
stitute"
and
Michigan
Educational
type
of
people,
legalists
in
the
exOne year 13.00; Six months 32.00;
1949.
roll, accordingto City Manager
three months, |1.00; Single copy 10c. treme. To them, religion was a
Association meeting.
Maximum temperaturefor JanSubscriptions payable In advance and
P. H. Beauvais, but a successor
Captain Michael Fielding, formatter of doing certain things rewill be promptly discontinuedIf not
uary was 58 degrees, compared
must be found before the board of
quired that they might get cer- with 56 in 1952, 49 in 1951, 57 in mer Indian Army officer and currenewed.
review meeting. Beauvaisreportrently a news analyst and lecturSubscribers will confer a favor by tain rewards in return. Hie kingreporting promptly any Irregularity dom of heaven is not earned but 1950 and 58 in 1949. Minimum er, will speak at 10 a.m. on the
ed on a recent talk with Louis P.
In delivery. Write or Phone 3191.
temperature was seven above, subject "Pax Americana."
Nims, state tax commiossioner, in
given. It was a new idea to them,
compared with eight above in
which they discussed men for the
His career has ranged from jobs
and it took a radical story to 1952, seven below in 1951, seven
Mr*. Charle» Stewart, Mr». Edgar Landwehr (atandlng)and Mr«. Thaddeua Taft
job and the city’s plan to have a
as a crime reporter for Chicago
jolt them to the truth that God’s
POOR TIMING
above in 1950 and four below in
complete new appraisal made by
newspapersto a stint as public reThere is only one thing wrong kingdom is one of grace.
1949.
an outside firm, combine the tax
lations advisor to an Arab Riff
Even though the story emphasiwith the Republican plan to strip
Predpitationfell on 17 days,
rolls into one set of records.
the governor of the power to fill zes the grace of the householder, compared with 17 days in 1952, chieftain.
Beauvais reported that the new
William G. Hart, principal of
vacancies in the U. S. senate.The was it after all fair to those who 16 days in 1951, 19 days in 1950
the Clara Bryant School, DearThe Rev. Henry Verduin was in Pingree Park water pump has
thing that is wrong with it is poor Jerked longer? On the face of it, and 19 days in 1949.
born, will be the main speaker at
charge of both servicesSunday at been tested and put into use. It is
j it seems very unfair. There are
the county MEA luncheon from 12
the First Allendale Christian Re- capable of pumping 1,050 gallons
This proposal should have been three parables on the general subper minute he said. The new pump
noon to 2 p.m. Officers will be
formed church.
made at a time when both the ject of wages and work in the
is
tied into the city system by
elected
at
the
meeting.
kingdom
of
God.
The
parable
of
The
Christian
School
PTA
will
Tulip Time may be 31 months Dutch costume. There will be no
legislativeand executive branches
means of automatic controls.
At 2:15 p.m. teachers will hear away, but the Holland Tuilp Gar- formal setting this year, no parti- meet Friday evening.
of the government were in the the talents, which teaches that
Council agreed to give a trial
William C. Donald, chaplain to the den club already is deep in plans
Pupils of the public school enhands of the Republicans. If that wages are conditionedupon the use
cular central beauty spot. Rather,
Deaconess hospital, Milwaukee, for its annual Tulip Time Flower the committee this year aims foV joyed a vacation last Friday dur- to a Blood Brothers Machine comhad been done , the change could of what w% have. No more is repany proposal which the company
talk on the subject "Make Living Show which will be staged in the
ing the Teachers’ Institute.
have been made on a basis of po- quired than we can do. The para- Trip
casual and natural beauty.
hopes will held speed up the 3:30
With
Yourself a Pleasure." Rev. Armor}' during the festivalMay
ble
of
the
pounds
teaches
that
the
Little
Lynn
Alynn
Mulder,
son
litical principle.As things stand
The following committee chairALLEGAN
(Special)— Holland Donald is also pastor of the 13 through 16.
shift change. The firm will have
unequal
use
of
equal
ability
is
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Peter
Mulder,
now, it looks very much like par
men have been appointed: Mrs.
unequally rewarded.The parable Christian's reserve squad played Bethel church in Milwaukee.
The theme this year will be Fredrick W. Stanton, entries; Mrs. was taken to a Grand Rapids hos- a plant guard operate the traffic
tisan
•
one
of
its
best
games
of
the
sea"Springtimein Holland,” accord- P. T. Cheff, donations; Mrs. J. D. pital for an appendectomyon Fri- signal at Main and North St.
In point of principle, the Change of the hours teaches that the
son Tuesday night at Allegan to
manually during the rush period.
ing to Mrs. Edgar Landwehr who .Tancks, awards; Mrs. Jay H. Pet- day.
should obviously be made. There owner rewards accordingto the
Recent
Bride
Honored
Possibilityof black-topping the
opportunity
and
energy
of service down a stubborn Allegan second
Rachel
Potgeter
has
returned
is
serving
as
Flower
Show
chairter.
judges;
Mrs.
R.
W.
Everett,
is no valid reason why a governor
team, 45-39. Coach John Lam’s At Ben Walters
city parking lot on Water St. so
expended.
man.
Mrs.
Charles
Stewart
is ser- hospitality;Miss Eleanor Duffy, home from St. Mary’s hospital
alone should have the power to
The men who worked longer club holds the distinctionof beving as staging chairman and publicity; Mrs. W. T. Hakken, where she underwent an appen- that parking stalls may be markimpose a United States senator on
ed and more cars accomodated
ing the only outfit to stop the Albargained
for
their
wages
and
A
bridal
shower
honoring
Mrs.
Mrs. Thaddeus Taft has already Jr., programs; Mrs. Henry Carley, dectomy.
the people of Michigan. As things
legan five this season, and they Robert Vander Heide, the former completed the flower show sched- tickets; Mrs. H. J. Thomas, Jr.,
they
received
what
they
had
Billy Hookwater, son of Mr. and was discussed by the council but
stand now, the governor can apno action was taken.
agreed to work for. The men hired have done it twice, winning the Shirley Vrieling, was given ule.
properties; Mrs. Victor E. Wat- Mrs. Hookwater, underwent an
point a man who is not even a
Members also received a claim
at the eleventh hour were so glad first game by two points earlier Thursday evening bv Mrs. Ben
appendectomy
at
St.
Mary’s
hosPlans
call
for
the
Armory
to
kins, adviser: Mrs. Fred Pickel,
member of the party that most of
from
Eugene Little; of Babylon
to get work, that they were satis- this year.
pital
recently.
Wolters and Mrs. William Van- present an informal view of a gar- arrangements; Mrs. I. H. Marsilje,
the people of Michigan support.
The contest might have been a der Heide at the Wolters home. den of a country estate. It will tables; Mrs. Paul Fredrickson and
fied to leave the matter to the
John
Post, who has been confin- Rd., for replacementof two TV
He can replace a senator of one
transformers, burned otft by high
remunerationin the hands of the rout had it not been for the terGames were played and dupli- follow the theme in free form, Mrs. E. P. Schneider, artistic ar- ed to St. Mary’s hospitalfor sdme voltage. Beauvais said the high
party, in case of that senator’s
employer. The employerhad lived rific Allegan foul shooting. They
cate prizes awarded to Mrs. Ed- giving the visitor the feeling of rangements; Mrs. Herbert /Chil- time for observation, was taken
death, with a member of another
voltage was the result of faulty
up to his agreement.
hit on 17 out of 19 attempts and
ward Zuidema, Mrs. Orley Van leaving the home and going dress, children’s division; Miss home last Saturday.
party. This was actually done in
The other argument which the 11 out of 12 in the second half. Dyke and Mrs. Tohn Bronkema. through the garden to the woods. Gertrude Steketee, specimens;
Eileen and Joyce Straayer of motors used by a highway conthe case of the late Senator Vanemployer presented is that he had One big factor in the Christian
There will be a stream, a pool Mrs. Jerena Rooks, horticulture;Grand Rapids were guests of re- tractor who operatedan asphalt
Refreshmentswere served.
denberg and Blair Moody.
mill on this line Iasi summer.
a right to do what he wished with win was the improved play of the
and
a big tree with a swing. In Mrs. R. B. Champion, conserva- latives h£re recently.
Attending were the Mesdames
niere would seem to be no
his own business.Of course this Dutch forward wall. John HeyMr. and Mrs. John Ten Harkel
the swing will be a little girl in tion.
valid reason why this power principleis not accepted by comGerrit Zuidema, J. Zuidema, Ed
of Grand Rapids attended church
boer turned in his best game of
should be given to the governor
Zuidema, N. Zuidema, R. Zuidmunism. Communism and Christ- the year and freshman Dave Vansen-ices with Mr. and Mrs. Ed
hi the case of a senate vacancy
ema, H. Bonzelaar. J. Bronkema,
ianity are mutually exclusive.A der Hill, filling in for Warren NyBranderhorst Sunday evening.
any more than in the case of a Communist cannot be a Christian
A. Vander Meer, B. Zuidema, C.
Mrs. Peter Hook is convalescing
kamp,
who
was
home
with the
A group of women, member* of
vacancy in the house or in the and a Christian cannot be a ComVanden Bosch, R. Hoekstra, D.
at home after surgery at a Grand circle 2 of the Second Reformed
flu, also played a fine game under
legislature. The practice is a vesBreuker,
W.
Vander
Heide,
J.
Van
munist. Indeed, this principle of the boards.
Rapids osteopathichospital.
church Ladies Aid society enjoytige of the system before direct
Dyke, O. Van Dyke, Vern Van
the use of one’s own is challenged
Mr. and Mrs. John Dyke have ed a Silver tea at the home of one
Christian led 12-8 ut the end of
election of U. S. Senators, when today.
Langevelde,
Nelson
Kh ingle, C.
arrived in Florida where they plan of the members, Mrs. Calvin Fabthe first period and by halftime
senators were appointedby the
Lately an old firm went out of was in front, 26-16. They boosted Vanden Bosch, G. Vander Heide,
Plans for the annual Benefit
Gretchen
Himes,
Holland
high to spend a month. They accom- er, South Division St, last Friday
legislature. But even as a remnant
business. Some racketeers had their total to 37-24 at the end of R. Holtrust and Misses Sadie and Bridge party— the new girls’ pro- school student who attended Girls’ panied Mr. and Mrs. Frank Homafternoon. Mrs. John Baar, Mrs.
of that time it is illogical
beaten up a man who had worked the third quarter before the fight- Anna Mae Zuidema.
ject— were announced at a meet- State at Ann Arbor last sum- stra of Holland.
Della Plewes and Mn. David De
Eut the R^ublletMilwild luve
The^fiiro
A pre-nuptial shower for the ing of the Junior Welfare league mer under Junior league sponsor- Relatives here were informed of
Bruyn assisted Mrs. Faber in
thought of the illogic of the sys- had had the finest relationswith ing Tigers started to close in.
bride was given Jan. 13 at. the Tuesday evening at the Woman’s ship, was guest speaker. She told the serious illness of Mrs. Maggie
Jun Buursma with good outserving refreshments.
tem years ago, when they were in their employes. Then came the
home of Mrs. William Vander Literary club house. The card par- of her experiences at the event De Meester of Lament. Mrs. De
Others present included Misses
complete control At that time incident of the thugs and threats court shooting led all scorers with Heide. Attendingwere the Mes- ty is scheduled for Tuesday. Feb.
and explained the purpose of the Meester was formerly Maggie Evelyn De Pree and Jennie Brow17, followed by Heyboer with 14,
they were of course not anxious as to what would happen to the
Vander Hill with six, and John dames Rich Vander Yacht. Ed 17. at 8 p.m. in the club house. project, which teaches "govern- Potts and was an Allendale resi- er and Mesdames Henry Dekker,
to make the change; it was felt firm if it did not do thus and so.
Mulder
and Bill Vryhof with Sieger. Wayne Boyd. Bert Brewer, There will be tables for bridge ment by experience" to girls from dent.
Peter De Pree, E. M. Den Herder,
that it would be better for a Re- Labor unions have done great
and
,
Allan Roberts, who has been
throughout the state. Miss Himes
four
apiece. Flashy center Bud Leonard Mulder, Vince Hardy,
H. N. Englund, James Heuvelpublican governor to retain this good iq bringing about coHectiye
Tames ITardv, George Lawrence, Mrs. Vernon Boersma and Mi’s. was electedlieutenantgovernor of on the critical list for some time
horst, Ward Keppel, P. T. Moerpower of appointment. But it bargaining and fair practices,but Ingalsbee led the losers with 19. Don Dekker, Harold Dekker, Julius Karstcn are co-chairmen of Girls’
at
St.
Mary’s
hospital
following
State and she and Sally
dyk, Vernon Poest, Herman Tycould have been done then on the things which have happened
Norman Dekker, Ben Van Lente, the event. Mrs. Jack Smith is in Damson of Holland won first an automobile accident, spends ink, Claton Van Dyke, G. J. Van
principle. Because of faulty tim- and are happening in the realm of Miss Buurma Hostess
Don Van Lente, Gerald Bezon charge of the refreshment table; place in the talent show with their most of the time in an oxygen Hoven, David Vereeke, Earl Ver
ing the present proposal is sure capital and labor relations but
tent.
and
the Misses Kay Bezon, Nellie Mrs. Bill Arendshorst, tickets; Dutch Dance.
Hage and Jacob Zuidewind.
to be attacked on the basis of prove that laws xannot solve the At League Meeting
and Ruth Lav.Tence, Eunice Dek- Mrs. Bill Bradford, baked goods;
Miss Althea Raffenaudpresided
The monthly meeting of the
politicalexpediency.Those who problem. Not until grace fills the
The Girls’ League for Service ker, Alma Soderberg, Marion Sie- Mrs. Jack Smith, refreshment at the business session,when reMubesheraat society was held in
oppose it are sure to argue that heart of employer and employe of Fourth Reformed church met
table;
Mrs.
Carl
C.
Van
Raalte,
ports on coming projects were
gers and Mary Ann Vander
the Fellowship Hall of the Secit is for the purpose of hamstringalike can there be hope for peace. Tuesday evening at the home of Yacht.
tallies;
George Dalman, given by committee chairmen.
ond Reformed church on Tuesday
ing a Democratic governor.
prizes, and Mrs. Louis Van Sloot- Miss Beth Marcus icported on a
Among the things which Jesus Miss Gladys Buurma, 292 West
evening.The program included a
Timing is important in politics. wanted to teach in the parable is 18th St.
en, soft drinks.
board meeting held last week.
playlet on Mexico presented by a
Choosing the right moment for that rewards in the kingdom serFlorence Van Dyke led in scrip- Cars Crash at Comer
group of women of the recently
a move usually marks the differ- vice instantlybecome available to ture and prayer and presented a
Cars driven by William Jelteorganized Calvary , Reformed
ence between statesmanshipand any who wili set their hands to Bible quiz. Mrs. H. Kamphouse ma, 22, of Rockford, headed east Bethel Church Honors
A panel discussionfeaturingfive church between Zeeland and Holpartisan politics. That appears to God’s work. He left no room for played a piano solo. Letters from
on Ninth St., and Raymond A. Sunday School Workers
be true of the present proposal. belief in a probationary term dur- several missionaries were read to Voss, 40, of 980 Columbia Ave.,
Hope college students and six lo- land. Members were asked to
The Republicans in the legislature ing which one must struggle on the group. "Hidden Hearts" for
cal
businessmen highlighted the bring used muslin to make bandheaded north on College Ave.,
Bethel Reformed church gave
ages for Knox Memorial hospital
may not have any such motiva- his own to make good in the sight 1952 were revealedwith valenExchange club meeting Monday at
collided at 'he corner at 4:40
its second annual dinner Tuesday Set in
in Arabia. Mrs. P. T. Moerdyk and
tion. The fact remains that the of God. He knew that there was a tines.
p.m. Tuesday. Damage to each
the Warm Friend Tavern. The stu- Miss Margie Keppel were hostesproposal will be widely regarded lurking notion on the part of
The evening was spent rolling late model car was estimatedat evening for Sunday school teachdents, Paul Mitsos, Verne Fuder, ses.
as purely partisan.And it is a pity some of the inner circle that they
bandages for the Arabian Mission $100. Jeltema receivedmedical aid ers. substitute teachers and al!
Allegan (Special) — Allegan
John De Weert, John Dethmers and
Christian Endeavor Day, Feb. 1
that a logical action should be ought to be considered in line for hospital.
for a bruised forehead, and was who are active in Sunday school county Republicanswill convene Fred Vandenberg "quizzed" Ex- was observed at the First Reformhandicappedin that way.
special favor over these who had
work.
at 8 p.m. Feb. 9, in the Griswold
Refreshments were served by cited by city police for failure
entered the movement more re- the hostess.
Featured as speaker in the af- building to name 17 delegates to change club members Clarence ed church on Sunday when the
to yield right of way.
Jalving, George P e 1 g r 1 m, Earl young people of the Senior and
cently.
ter-dinner program was #lie Rev. the state convention, Feb. 21 in
Price, George Heeringa, Arnold Intermediatesocietiestook part
We are saved by grace. The
John M. Ilains, pastor of Trinity Detroit.
in the evening sprvice.They atbasic principlesof most nonReformed church, whose subject The county delegationwill be Hertel and Peter Kromann.
Questions were directed to indi- tended the service in a body and
Christian doctrines is opposed to
was "I Love to Tell the Story.”
larger, by one, than ever before,
this. The Mohammedan makes his
The program began with group as a result of record breaking Re- vidual panel members and to the led with a song service in charge
pilgrimages, repeats his prayers,
singing and devotions. H. Strab- publican vote in the last general group in general. Comments from of Earl Laman. The scripturepasother Exchangites in .the audience sage was read by Vernon Meeuwobserves his holidays and fast
bing, superintendent of the Sun- election.
were welcomed.
days and thus hopes to obtain his
sen and Shirley Dams discussed
day School read scripture and
Officialnotification has been
PLAINWELL (Special)— A re- reward. The Buddhist spins his
Questionsincluded: Have gov- "What Is ChristianEndeavor?”
Bert Boes, teacher of the Friendly sent to 180 delegates to the counMembers
of
the
Woman’s
Liter1 at the hands of Gabriel von Eisentired Detroit policemanwho had prayer wheels, memorizes his phiernment regulationsbeen to any The sermon by the pastor was on
been a Plainwell resident for the losophiesof life and performs his ary club enjoyed a festive,gay | stein. Mrs. von Eisenstein-Rosa-Corner class, offered prayer. Su- ty convention, according to Chair- extent beneficial to small businessthe theme "Dare to Believe."The
perintendent Strabbing gave brief man Weldon Rumery.
musical
program
Tuesday
after
linda—
really
loves
her
husband
past year became Allegan coun- acts of charity in order to attain
es? If these were removed which loose offering at the service is
remarks
before
turning
the
meetnoon
when
they
celebrated
the
Rumery
also
announced
plans
but can’t resist the singing voices
ty's sixth traffic fatalityof 1953 eternal bliss. God’s plan and
ing over to Gerrit Bax, program for the annual Lincoln Day ban- ones should go? How great are the designated to the Unified Finance
39th anniversaryof their club of Alfred, her one-time lover.
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday night.
method cut across all human ef- house dedication.Miss Martha
chairman.
quet to be held Feb. 19 in the benefitsfrom advertising?Is it es- program of the State and InterThe
Bat
contrives
a
series
of
James L. McGuire, 61, was kill- forts and apart from all human
Music
included
two
selections IOOF hall. Owen Cleary, new sec- sential? What about a corporation national Christian Endeavor. Mick
Dubin,
charming
singing-actress,
amusinglyawkward situationsined instantly when his car struck endeavors and says we are saved
by the Seminary quarte-t, M. De retary of state and chairman of tax? How can the state deficit be Schrotenboer was in charge of the
the rear of a truck as it slowed by grace. God’s grace is amazing. entertained members with her un- volving the von Eisensteins,their
met? Must we learn to get along regular weekly senior CE meeting
usual
presentation
of
"Die
Fledermaid Adele, Alfred and a jailer, Vries, P. Tanis, E. Vander Well the Republican state central com- on a balanced budget?
down to turn into a restaurant on It is infinite in its scope. It goes
held before the congregational
and
J.
Hessc-link,
accompanied
by
mittee,
will
be
the
speaker.
maus” (The Bat) by Johann all of whom appear in disguiseas
US-131 a mile north of here.
deeper and higher and beyond all
President Bill Aldrich presided at service.
Mrs. Hesselink. Rev. Hain^. sang
Keynoter
for
the
county
cont
a
ball
in
Prince
Orlofsky’s
palace.
Both vehicles were traveling human guilt and sin. Where sin
The Junior Christian Endeavor
Alive with the gaiety of Strauss In a confusing but revealing last two solos with Mrs. Hesselink' as vention will be Wade Van Valken- the meeting and Adrian Klaasen
north. The truck, driven by Eu- abounded,grace did much more
introducedmembers of the panel.
socitiesof the First and Sedond
waltzes
and
humorous
satire, the act, true Identitiesare exposed, accompanist.A reading, written berg, Kalamazoo, a member of
gene L. Vincent, 32, of Grand abound.
by John Lieuwen, was given by the state legislaturesince 1946
Reformed churches attended the
tale of "Die Fledermaus”was unRapids, was owned by Star TransGod’s grace is amazing in its folded by Miss Dubin in her clev- Rosalinda and her husband are Mr. Strabbing.
Junior rally held at the Fourth
and newly named speaker of the Mrs. Kruithof Speaks
reunited,the maid is in love with
fer Lines, Grand Rapids.
power. It accomplished what hu- er story-telling technique.AttractMembers of the Do Come In house of representatives.
Reformed church Holland.Memthe
jailer,
and
the
Bat
is
avengCoroner Clyde Dickinson of man morality and religiousphiloclass presented a gift to Paul
At
Epsilon
Meeting
bers were accompanied by sponive
in
a
red
hoop-skirted
gown,
ed.
Wayland said death was caused by sophies can never hope to accomTanis, who plans to leave next
sors of the socities and some parPopular Strauss melodies sung
a broken neck and crushed chest. plish. It takes the guilty, rebel- Miss Dubin brought to life the enZeeland
Rotariant
View
summer for Japan, where he will
Mrs. Bastian Kruithof gave an ents.
The body was taken to Marshall lious race of mankind and opens tire web of charactera brought to- by Miss Dubin throughout the do missionary work.
outstandingreview of the book,
Don Boss, ktudent at Western
Films
at
Regular
Meet
gether
under
the
villanous
plan
of
show include "Look Me Over After the closing hymn, the
Funeral Home, Plainwell,where to if the doors of heaven and
“Witness, ’’ by Whittaker Cham- Thelogicalseminary,Holland,
The
Bat
A
subtle
approach
to
Once,”
Hungarian
Czardas,"
“You
services will be announced later. eternal fellowship with God.
Rev-. C. G. Reynen offered prayer.
ZEELAND (Special) -Zeeland bers at a meeting of the Epsilon conductedthe morning service at
characters and situations of the and I,” “A Lady's Name," and
Survivors include the wife, Stella,
Rotarianshad an enjoyable and Fellowship in First Methodist the First Reformed church on the
drama combined with a warm, the finale "FledermausWaltz.”
• grandson,Paul Keaton, who
quiet meeting Tuesday noon. Don church in the Emaus room Tues- topic "Sources of Christian Joy."
agile lyric-coloraturavoice proGiving musical meaning to the Rites Held in Oregon
made his home with them; three Fined on Two Counts
day evening.
•• Mrs. Robert De
Bruy. . presentvided a well-balanced song-story entire performancewas the conGRAND HAVEN (Special)
Pikaart presentedtwo films on
brothers, Martin of Toledo, John
The autobiography of Chambers ed a book review of "Apostle to
For Former Holland
presentation.
Mylan
Houseman,
21,
Kalamazoo,
stant
piano
background
played
by
and Joe of Detroit; two sisters,
current topics. One traced the who became a Christian following
Islam" a biographyof Dr. SamMrs. Mary icoder of Battle pleaded guilty in Justice Freder- The singer was especially ap- Miss Dubin’s capable accbmpanist, Funeral services were held work of Alcoholics Anonymous his role as a Communist was inter- uel Zwemer at the monthly meetick Workman’s court Tuesday to pealing as Adele, the maid, who Miss Thelma Blumenthal.
Creek and Alice of Detroit
Monday in Woodburn, Ore., for clubs throughout the nation estinglyreviewed by the speaker ing of the Mission Guild at the
two charges and was sentenced aspired to a stage career but
Lovely decorations were feat- Frank Wagenveld,67, former Hol- Various methods of preventing
who presented an outstandingpro- First Reformed church Tuesday
y $50 fine
fii
to pay
and $5.40 costs on "couldn’t perforin before an audi- ured at the birthday tea following
land resident who died Jan. 26 at and curing alcoholics were -dis- logue, continuingthrough the writ- evening.Suburban Loop Garnet
a charge of furnishingliquor to a ence." Her audition song, "P's and the program. The tea table Inhis home in Woodburn.
cussed.
er’s life to instances that led to
The Women’s Missionary society
minor and $10 fine and $4 50 costs Q’t," waa a highlight of the pro- cluded figurineson pale pink
Mr. Wagenveld and his family
Waukazoo and Beechwood split oh a charge of driving without an
The
second film showed the tre- his trial.
of Second Reformed church wili
’ •
hearts
and
pink
tapers
with
crysmoved to Woodburn about six mendous progress made in re- Devotions included the reading hold their monthly missionary
even in a double bill on the reguoperator'slicense. He was arrestThe entire story of "Die Fleder- tal candelabra and corsages of years ago.
lar Suburban Basketball league
building of Britain after the war. of the story, “A Handful of Clay" meeting at the church at 2:30
ed by state police Monday night maus” was related,and Miss Du- sweet peas and colored daisies.
Survivors include the wife; two Scenes from before the war were by Van Dyke given by Mrs.
chedule Tuesday. The Waukazoo on US-31
%
p.m. Thursday afternoon. Mrs.
in Port Sheldon town- bin managed well to draw her Smaller serving tables featured
sons. Lyell of Holland and Elton contrasted to the devastation fol- Andrew Smeenge. Two solos were Charles Kuyers will present a
boys downed the Beechwood boys ship.
audience into the "comedy of con- pink tapers with tiny nosegaya.
of Los Angeles, Calif.; a brother, lowing the blitz. Vice President sung by Miss Sally Damson.
51-13 in ona game, with Beechflann^lgraph "Bambi, the Witch."
fusions" which, when unraveled,
Mrs. Bruce Van Leuwen, who Ed of Holland,and four sisters, Jack Boonstra presided in the
waod girls turning the tables to
Refreshments were served by
The island of Cuba, with an ended happily in Jail The story presided at the meeting, announcMrs. William Groen of Denver, absence of PresidentHugh De Mr. and Mrs. David John, Mr. and
defeat Waukazoo girls 13-8. The area of 44,164 square mile*, is
The Irish wolfhound is one of toe
concerns Dr. Falke, called “Die ed that Mrs. James Wayer will re- Colo., and Mrs. Delia Van Til,
Pree and welcomed guest Rotar- Mrs. Roy Moeller and Mrs. Ruth oldest breeds of purebred, dogs.
fimea were played at Beechwood about the size of the state of
Fledermaus," who seeks to avenge view "Meeting House Hill" at
Mrs. Ben Van Slooten and Mrs. ian James F. Rogers of Mantua, Sullivan. About 50 attended the They became extinct at one time,
Pennsylvania.
himself for a grievance suffered next week’s program.
Harry De Vegt, all of Holland.
Ohio. ,
meeting.
but were re-bred.
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City Officials Deliver

1953 Home Show

Adult Evening School

$114,000 Bond lune

School

H J. Heinz

Will

Be Staged

ZEELAND

ing bond certificates was- made
Friday in Detroit to the First

Studies Problems

Clerk Clarence Grevengoed and

Extra Day Tacked on

To Allow More People
To See Exhibition!

,

114 -41,000 certificates
and affix the city seal. Mayor
Harry Harringtonhad previously
Show signed the bonds.

’

ger said.
All exhibits will be on the one
floor and will include 48 booths
m the main exhibition room and
an autombile and autombile club
display in the lobby. '
The lobby restaurantwill be
open at all times for the convenience of patrons and exhibitors,

Building Permits

21

Issued to

Twenty-one building

permits

valued at $19,145were issued during January, according to records
of Building

Inspector Joseph

Shashaguay and City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed*

Among the approved

Metzger said.
• A goodly number of the exhibotors have taken additionalbooths
and space to try and make this
year's third annual show the best
so far. Metzger said. One of the They were
new displays this year will be
DuSaar Photo, 10 East Eighth
boats and motors by Jesiek BroSt., new store front, $1,700; Jacob
thers Ship Yard.
Postma, contractor.
As in previous years, many free
Peter Beckman, 663 Central Ave.,
gifts will be given away at the
remodel upstairs, $400; W. De
individualbooths.
The show will open on Tuesday Leeuw and Sons Lumber Co., con:

,

Survey

applications

were one new house, $9,500; three
garages, $1,420; 13 residentialremodeling jobs, $4,825, three commercial remodelings, $2,500; and
two permits for commercial repairs and additions,$800.
Four permits valued at $2,760
were written during the past week.

tractor.

111.

The Valentine motif today featured decorationsIn
the display window of the Triumph Bake Shop
located at 384 Central Ave. William DuMond,
owner and operator of one of the most popular
and modern bake shops in Holland, is ready to
serve you. Specialty for thia month will be the
decorated Valentine cakes and cookies.The
month of February also brings to mind George

Washington and cherrlaa. Special featurea

will

be the ever-popularcherry pies and tarts. For that
next party call the Triumph Bake shop, telephone 2677, and they will be glad to supply your
party needs. In additionto the specialties for the
month, Triumph carries a full line of breada and
rolls as well as other pastries. The bakery Is open
Tuesday through Saturday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Newcomers Net

Ottam

Zeeland Council

$337.50 for Polio

County

Real Estate

Defers Decision

Transfers

Baker Employes

Include

per cent last year, and even greatRev. Doak is the only minister
er improvementis foreseen in 1953.
in
the Reformed Church in
'This is especiallylikely in areas
America to hold this certificate.
where spot rot is a problem,
ern, since
BATTLE CREEK
The U.S.
Heinz will have ample spot rot re- census bureau will begin a monthsistant seed for growers who need
Former School Custodian
by-month survey of retail busiit. Also there will be plenty of moSuccumbs in Saufatuck ;
saic resistant seed where this dis- nesses in Holland and vicinity this
ease has affected yields in pre- month, according to Mrs. Edna S.
SAUGATUCK (Special)— Marvious years.
Marshall,supervisor of the bur- tin Bennett, 79, of 433 Grand SL,
Saugatuck died at 8:30 SaturRisks in growing cucumbers be- eau’s district office here.
day following a lingering illness.
cause of these two diseases have
been practically eliminated, the Questionnaires will be sent to Bom Augv 4, 1873. in Douglas he
conference was told. This is the a representativecross-section of has lived in this vicinity his entire
first big advance in
stores whose operators will be ask- life. For 26 years he was custogrowing since the crop was intro- ed to furnish sales data each dian of Saugatuckschools. He
duced in Michigan.
month on a continuing basis. In was a mem bey of the M.
Representatives of districtsin addition, each month bureau enum- church.
Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Co- erators will visit an ever-changing
Survivingare the wife, Chrislorado and Canada participatedin group of local businesses in differ- tine;' one daughter,'Mrs. Lois
the conference sessions, in addition ent sections of the area to get Monroe of Kalamazoo; a foster
to representatives of the Heinz supplementary figures.
son, Johnson Fox of Saugatuck
home office in Pittsburgh,Pa.
Sales data collectedeach month and two brthers, Thomas of ComSeveral sessions were addressed will be included with fjguresfrom stock and Gale of Watson Corby W. R. O’Brien of the Federal 229 other areas to provide national ners, Allegan county.
Consei\ation Service. Dr. G. F. information on retail and service
Warren of Purdue University gave businesses.
The Leyden Jar, an electric coiv
an illustrated talk on "Chemical The Holland survey will enable denser, Is named for a university
Weed Control on Vine Crops." the census bureau to check the town In Holland.
Prof. L. H. Brown, agriculturalcoverage of the forthcoming 1953
economist from Michigan State census of business and to include
College, discussed agriculturaldata In the 1953 census for retail
problems for 1953. Films were and service establishments which
shown to Illustrate the discussion were started or went out of busiof some projects.
ness during that year.
Members of the field staff attend- It is also expected to provida a
ing these meetings are responsible more comprehensive current nafor the salting of the green cucum- tional retail sales figure,thereby
All Makes
bers, and one session was devoted Improving the bureau’s program of
toja clinic of saltingand fermen- monthly retail trade statistics,
tation fundamentals. Heinz consul- which dates back to 1939.
Authorized
tants attending were Dr. J. J. WilChrysler-Plymouth Dealer
son of Contract Crops Dept., and
Although the United States is
Dr. I. J. Hutchings of Research the world’s largest consumer of
Salta
and Quality Control Dept.
mica, it produces only a fraction
» W. Sth Street Phone 7242
Attending from the Holland fac- of its own requlrments.
tory and district were C. B. McCormick, W. Cobb, W. A. Neff, R.
Eriksen, A. E. Hildebrand, R. 'E.
Platt, C. A. Barton, A. Temll, M.
Platt, C. A. Barton, A. Teall. M.
Groenlnk. From the Pittsburgh office were H. E. McKinley and F.
There'i only on# local ogent'eselling cost to a customer

Holland, Vicinity

March 3 at 6 p.m. and close
J. C. Penney Co., 36 West Eighth
that evening at 10:30 p.m. It will
be open Wednesday,Thursday, Fri- St., erect storm enclosure,remod- Members of the Newcomers
day and Saturday, March 4, 5, 6 el, $300; Rhine Vander Molen, con- club earned $337.50 for the Otand 7 from 2:30 until 10:30 p.m. tractor.
C. Klom parens, 328 Washington tawa county polio fund Saturday ZEELAND (Special) — Zeeland
daily.
Grand Haven Farm Bureau, Inc.
Ave., repair foundation,$360: L. C. night when they staged a real old- council Monday night postponed
to Arthur C. Kieft & wf. Lot 26
Mannes, contractor.
time benefit square dance at the the most important business on the Davis Add. City of Grand Haven
VFW ballroom. Committee mem- agenda until a special meeting Charles E. Cosgrove to Harold
bers
were planning to present the later in the week.
R. Stivitz and Wf. Pt. SW frli
Gerald Kempker
It concerneda report by the 22-8-16 City of Grand Haven.
check today to the polio chapsewer
committee
requesting
action
Damaged by Blaze
ter.
Charles Grasman & wf. to Paul
About 170 couples attended the on the necessary easements or con- Metten & wf. Pt. NWJ NEi 27-8Visit
Damage estimated at $2,000 to party which featured square danc- demnations required to complete 14 Twp. Polkton
$3,000 resulted from a blaze in ing throughout the evening. New- constructionof the west end sewer
Jonathan L. Sterkenburg& wf.
Employes of Baker Furniture, the Gerald Kempker home Saturcomers credited the Square Dance project. It was pointed out that to John P. Roels & wf. Lot 121
Inc., and their wives, numbering day afternoon.Major damage was
the
proceedings
must
be
completclub, including several New RichStcketee Bros. Add City of Holwell over 300, visited the Baker confined to a bedroom in the fivemond members, with contributing ed soon in order to fulfill the city’s land
showrooms at the Exhibitors’ room house, but the entire inter- to the great success of the event. part of the contract. But councilRussell Klaasen & wf. to Frankbuilding in Grand Rapids Friday ior was badly smoke damaged.
Music was provided by the men felt there were matters con- lin Essenburg & wf. Pt. Lot 26
night, duplicatinga mass em- Volunteer firemen of the Graaf- Walters square dance band from cerning the easements that reA. C. Van Raalte’s Add. No. 2
ployes’visit there about four years schap department said fire may
Ganges. Richard Gilbert of Rav- quired further study so action was City of Holland
ago.
have been caused from an electric enna was the caller.
postponed to the special meeting.
John L- Handlogten & wf. to
The Baker showrooms were still blanket.
During the evening, refresh- Another matter left for future Joseph A. Spinner & wf. Pt. WJ
intact from the big Furniture Show
Kempker had just returned ments were served by Mr. and action was the hiring of another SW1 6-7-13 Twp. Tallmadge
held the first two weeks in Janu- home with his young son when a
Mrs. Manuel Kline’s committee, patrolman for the police force.
William G. Butcher & wf. to
ary, and employes had an oppor- neighbor called about 4:30 p.m.
including Mr. and Mrs. W. J. Chief Jim Flint emphasized the Andrew Sterzer & wf. Pt. SW1
tunity to see the furniture they asking about smoke coming from Scott, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph White- need for a man to bring the force
NWJ 7-7-15 Twp. Robinson.
have been making placed in the the bedroom.When Kempker op- head, Mr. and Mrs. Mack Clark, to normal strengthbut again counExec. Est. Evert VerHage, Dec.
proper settings. The Baker suite of ened the bedroom door, heavy
Mr. and Mrs. William Wessell and cil was not satisfied with arrange- to Joe H. Zwiers and Wf. Pt. SEJ
rooms has been newly decorated. smoke poured out. The bed and Mr. and Mrs. Paul De Kok.
ments and deferred action. The SEJ 14-5-14 Twp. Zeeland.
The five lines Baker specializes mattress were badly burned
Members of the planning com- committeereported that the appli- George B. Tinholt
wf. to
Kempker, a Sentinel employe, mittee and refreshment committee cations had been narrowedto four. Henry Weyenberg & wf. Pt. Lot
in are Provincial,Finn Jual, Palasaid
the
house
was
completed
dium, Traditionaland Far East.
A motion by Councilman Steph- 1 Blk 11 Southwest Add. City of
acted as hosts and , hostesses for
The trip to Grand Rapids was three or four years ago.
the eVcnt. All guests were “tag- eqson to increase the insurance Holland
made in private cars.
ged" with name cards as they ar- coverage on the City Hall to $80,John Franzburg to William E.
000 was approved unanimously. A Boeve & wf. Uts 332, 333, 335,
rived.
Fire Causes Damage
Committee menfcer* announced report on the plans for flashing 334, 336, 337 Diekema Homestead
Good Selection — Deed
To North Side
that money from tickets and do- signals at various railroad cross- .Add. City of Holland
nations made up the total sum ings was accepted for reference to
Mary Homik to John R. Schat
Fire apparentlystarting from given to the polio chapter.
the NorthwestImprovement Asso- & wf. EJSEJ & pt. SEJ SEJ &
a
space
heater
damaged
the
inand
Mr. and Mrs. Ward Wheaton ciation. It was pointed out that SWi SEJ 21-7-14 Twp. Allendale
terior of a four-room home on the
and Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Cobb the railroadcompany absorbs
ClarenceM. Wagner & wf. to
north side of Holland at 3:30
were general chairmen of ar- about half of the $5,000 cost for IndependentBaptist Fundamental
p.m. Monday.
Church Pt. Lots 14,15,16Harringrangements.Mr. and Mrs. Ken- each intersection.
Steam Cleaning
Scene of the fire was the neth Haynes were in charge of Mayor D. C. Bloemendaal pre- ton, Westerhof & Kramer’s Add
Motors and Tractors
I^awrenceHanson home cm Bee
No. 2 City of Holland
tickets; Mr. and Mrs. Paul Taber, sided over the four-hour session.
Line Rd. Mrs. Hanson and four
Tom Westveld & wf. to Dewey
publicity;Mr. and Mrs. Ed Pellesmall children were at home at
Hock & wf. SI NWJ & NWJ SWJ
tier, hospitality, and Mr. and Mrs.
(he time, but escaped injury. Hol3-H-14 Twp. Blendon
land township firemen, who an- Kline, refreshments.
Minnie Hekman to Edgar Hekswered the call, said that smoke
831 Lincoln
Phone 9f10
man et al Pt. NJ NW frli 21-5-16
and flames from the space heater Gruppens Receive Call
Twp. Park
which provided heat for the fourJames W. Oakes et al to Arthur
room house caused an estimated From Sod in Japan
Lists
R. Prins & wf. l,ots 32, 33 Sheldon
$200 damage. They said the fire
Mr. and Mrs. George Gruppen
FENNVILLE (Special) — Five Heights Add. City of Grand Haven
had “a good start.”
Firemen were on the scene of route 6, Holland, received a Fennville high school students Adrian Pelgrim & wf. to Bessel
VandeBunte & wf. et al Pt. SWJ
about 45 minutes. They used about telephone call Thursday from earned all “A” averages for the
HEATING ft AIR CONDITIONING
SWJ
8-5-15 Twp. Holland
their
son,
Pfc.
Gordon
G.
Gruppen,
first
semester.
25 gallons of water with a high
Fred J. Young et al to Ixwis
who called from Tokyo, Japan.
They
were
Karen
Climie.
Ann
pressure
fog
to
control
the
fire,
The Lennox Fumoce Com*
Pfc. Gruppei) was on a six-day Sisson and Frances Macicak, all Wisniewski & wf. Pt. SWfrli 19-9fire.
pony, worlds largest manurest and recuperation leave from freshmen; Arthur Coxford, Jr., a 13 TWP. Chester
facturing engineers of warm
William E. Boeve & wf. to John
his station in Korea.
a I
heating equipment
sophomore,anr Ray Fleming, Jr.,
Geerlings & wl Lot 1 Blk D BosHe
entered
the
Army
on
Nov.
7, a junior.
makes a heating'system to
1951, and has been serving in Kofit your Individual requireIn addition, students earned man’s Add. City of Holland
Maude Nieboer to Charles F.
rea since' June 1, 1952.
ments for gas, oil, or coal.
places on the honor roll with all
Liebert & wf. Ix>t 106 & pt. 167
Lennox dealers are factory"B” averages for the semester.
Port Sheldon Beach Twp. Port
trained heating experts.
By classes the group included:
Mrs. Stanley Swanson
Freshmen
Nancy Ashley, Sheldon
At Your Service
Feted at Bridal Shower James Bernes, Margaret Doody, Alma Turner to Charles F. Liebert & wf. Lot 106 & pt. J67 Port
Day or Night
Larry Fleming, Jane Spencer, RoMiss Barbara Bolhuis was hos- bert Rasmussen, Mary Lou Ras- Sheldon Beach Twp. Port Sheldon
Admx. Hilda Urbom, Dec. to
tess at a surprise miscellaneous
mussen, Lee Sharon Johnson, Marshower Thursday evening honor- ianne Moritti and Dianne Watts. Fred Vander Wagen & wf. Pt. NJ
8-8-15 Twp. Crockery
HUTING IS OUR BUSINESS
ing Mrs. Stanley Swanson, a reSophomores— Shirley Anderson,
— NOT A SIDELINE
John Slosarikto Henry Brocent bride. Mrs. Swanson is the Margaret Babilla, Janet Hoyt,
IRON and METAL CO.
lick et al Pt. SWJ SWJ 23-7-16
former
Joyce
Kirchhoff.
120 River Ave.
Ph. 4-6128
Geneva Knight, Charles Krammin,
120 Rivet Ave.
The party was held at the Bol- Bill Hathaway, Sandra Larson, Twp. Grand Haven.
John Jipping & wf. to Andrew
huis home on South Shore Dr. Carol Laverty,Ron Miles, Jack
During the evening,gifts were Pattison, Stanley Plunkett, Mar- Lamer & wf. Pt. NEi 34-5-14Twp.
Zeeland
presented and refreshmentswere gie Chatterson and Bill Root.
Henry Leeuw & wf. to Elmer K.
served by the hostess.
Juniors — Robert Bushee, JacThe guest list included Mrs. quelyn Crane, Beatrice Deters, Leeuw & wf. Pt. Lot 26 Sub. Lot
Robert Brace, Mrs. Ronald Welt- Annette Dorrance,Marilyn Hut- 1 Blk A’& pt. Lot 2 Blk A City of
Holland
ers, Mrs. Allen Van Huis, Mrs. Elchins, Clark Hutchinson,Joyce
wood Baker and the Misses Carol Jones, Donald Nye and Frances James A. Hallen & wf. to James
H. Klomparens & wf. Lot 37 BevReimink, Mary Vander Werf, Dor- Wightman.
All The Latest Modern Equipment
erly Hills Sub. City of Holland.
is Buurman and Barbara Allen.
Seniors— Ron Bellenger, KenTo Give You The lest of Service On Any Make of Car!
neth Bennett, Barbara Erlewein,
Patsy Gordon, Sally Grams, Don Holland, Ottawa County
Hillman, Mary Ann Krammin and Get Gas, Weight Taxes
Helen Kluck.
LANSING — Holland will receive
$15,084 as its share of the fourth
723-33 Michigan
Phone 7225
quarter (1952) gas and weight taxnight,

Another Degree

Of Cucumher Crop

City Treasurer Alden Stoner.
The Detroit company was low
bidder on the bond issue to finance
the recently completed 1952 paving
program. Grevengoed signed each

of the

The 1953 H<*Hand Home
n«* been moved to the Rollarena
on US-31 south of Holland to
make way for more exhibit space
anl to allow for more parking
space, according to Ray Metzger,
• manager.
Dates for the show will be
March 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. The extra
day was added to allow more patrons time to see the show, Metz-

(Special) - dasses

in the Zeeland adult education pro-

gram will get underway this week
with a limited schedule, according
The Rev. A. Nelson Doak, pasto Director Raymond Lokert. A
tor
of Newtown Reformed church,
limited enrollment has cut the
number of classes offered but an Elmhurst, New York, recently reenthusiasticgroup will be meeting ceived a certificate in applied
Specialists Point Out
on Thursday evenings lot craft psychology from the William Alanaon White Instituteof Psychitraining under Robert Cornier.
That Disease Inroads
The popular English for Immi- atry in Manhattan.
Mrs. Doak k the daughter of
PracticallyEliminated
grants class has already met and
Dr. and Mrs. Seth Vander Werf
is continuingfrom the first semesA two-day school held in Holland
of 112 West 10th St.. Holland, and
ter work. "There is still room for
the Doaks have spent their sumWednesday and Thursday by the more,” Lokers said.
mers at Eagle Crest since 1941.
H. J. Heinz Co., emphasized the imIf possible, a class in upholsterIn the graduatingclass were
portanceof increased production, ing also will be organized.
four psychoanalysts,one psycholLokers
pointed out that the aim
and methods to obtain these reogist, four social workers, six
of the program is to present classphysicians and one minister,Rev.
sults.
es desired by area people, and he
Doak. The certificateis in the
The cropping practicesof the top Is willing to Attempt formation of
field of psychologyof interper10 per cent of the growers in each classes in any subject that enough sonal relationsand indicatesthat
of eight salt house districts were people want. Interested persons Mr. Doak ia qualifiedto do procan contact him at Zeeland high fessional counseling in the minanalyzed and made an Integral school.
istry.
part of the recommendationsto be
It came after three and oneoffered to Heinz pickle growers in
half years of study at the Insti-'
1953.
tute and clinical trainingat BelleBetter rotation, usage of proper
to
vue hospital, New York City, and
fertilizersand disease resistant
Manteno State hospital, Manteno,
seed raised the average yields 25

of Michigan Corporationby City

AtRoIlarena

Rev. Doak Gets

Continues in Zeeland

Final delivery of $114,000 in pav-

Home

Showrooms

&

Home

-

cucumber

E

MAD

SERVICE

COMPLETE SERVICE

Haan Motor

ONLY ONE TO A CUSTOMER

MACHINERY

W. Datt.
Meetingsin the two-day session
were held in the second floor hall
at the Veterans of Foreign Wars
home on Seventh St.

LINCOLN AYE.

Eight million Americans received divorce decrees in the last 10
years, according to The Awerican

FARM TRACTORS

GARAGE

when you

Stale

insure your car with

....

Farm Insurance
Art*

—

Fir#

—

Co's.

Ue

Avenue

BEN VAN LINTS, Agent

177 College

Magazine.

i

Phone 7133

FennvilleHigh

DUTCH KRAFT

Honor Roll

m^w
H

~

with our allpurpoae coat

pride,"

8t

GO.

Phone 68152

-

MIRRORS
CUSTOM MADE
- ENQRAVKD OR ANTIQUED)
TABLE AND DESK TOPS
PLATE GLASS
CRYSTAL
WINDOW GLASS
GREENHOUSE GUSS
INDUSTRIAL GUSS
THERMOPANES
(PLAIN

—

—

Ing!

-

ELECTRIC CO.
50 Wort 8th

lltii St.

FULL LINE OF O'BRIEN PAINTS

Phone 4811

—

MATERIALS

Louis Padnos

CHICKEN
FISH or STEAK
(SERVED FAMILY STYLE

ALL YOU CAN
Best Food

- COMPLETE OVERHAUL

—

Privoto Dining

OVEN FRESH

PASTRIES

EAT)

Alosf Reasonable

Room

TRY OUR

for Partial

DELICIOUS PIES

FANCY CAKES

THE HUB

MOTOR TUNE-UP

BRAKE JOBS

You'll "paint

with

ESSENBURG

ALWAYS BUYING

Koop Heating

251 Wert

£;

'iW

r

SCRAP

MAER0SE GLASS PRODUCTS

PAINTS

FRESH BAKED BREAD

Now Operated By
PAUL and EDNA VAN RAALTE

And Be Convinced

TRIUMPH BAKE SHOP

Across from Post Office
Zeeland,Michigan

384

Closed Sundays

CENTRAL AVE

PHONE

2677

UIITED MOTOR SALES

Avenue

es.

/

\

A total of $23,884,000 is being divided between the state, counties,

W«Min{

and villages.
Ottawa county will receive $126,-

cities

Annoaneements

193.

Y/i

*'

w#

m"

Repair All Kinds

Of Leaky Roofs!

DIAMOND SIGNS ARE WARNING SIGNS

WgTI

HEEDTheirWarning!

ones reasonably Esti-

like

The state will receive $10,509,000
as its share and counties will get
$8,837,000and cities and villages,

r

Song sheets FREE with each
order of Wedding Statloneiy.

$4,538,000.,

recovBr old roofi
install new

new

Special

DEPENDABLE
USED CARS

mates furnished prompt-

PRINTING
Whether before or

Printing

after the

theatre, or for a aandwlch at

Commercial

noon, enjoy our eonvonlont

YOUR BRAKES

LET US

CHECK,

WHEEL

I ill

BALANCE

ANO TIRES!

You Can't "top" our serve*. Drive In
when down our way, and get used to
FRIENDLY Service. When we see you
"regularly"w* know how to
serve you better.

Decker Chevrolet,
RIVER of 9TH STREET

H.
Inc.
PHONE

&

Dee Hertgerink
121 W. Mi St.

Harm

fS3

MOOI

Blok

TkHf7777

owned

Printing
Trade-Ins

your favorite boor or wine.

DODGES

PHONE 3826

U»

us do all your printing!Quality presswork,dependable

Open noon until midnight
•entice, prompt delivery . . . eatistochoaguaranteed

AT RIGHT PRICES
AR Cers * M-21 Lot

WARM FRIEND

STEKETEE-VAN HUIS

DAGEN'

TAVERN

COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE

RUBEROID PRODUCTS
29 East 6th Street

ly located Bier Kaldor for

ONLY QUALITY CARS

ROOFING 00.

SUPER SERVICE
—

2386

B.

GEO

Locally

S.

A.

M-21

—

Inc.

PHaee 6-1252

HoHeed, Michigan

9 East lOth

Strutt
4

^

I
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Child

Drowned,

Two Saved
Breaks

in

Drowninf
Tragedy

in

as Ice

Second

Decade

(Special)

Tme,

At

Inc.,

Directors

Ready

Program

for

—

Funeral services were held •Monday for flve-year-oldCarla Jean
Peric who was drowned in Grand
river channel early Friday after-

’53

ers.

The annual festival is scheduled
year for May 13, 14, 15 and

this

It also was announced that the
housing bureau now is in opera
tion and is procuring the many

noon.
girls to

Carla Jean was one of three
break through the threequarter inch ice near the Eagle
Ottawa Leather Co. plant in
Grand Haven. Her nine-year-old
sister, Marcia, and another playmate, Nelva Ann Bolthouse, 9,
were rescued by Donald Sheets
of South Bend, with an assist
from Harry Wagner of Benton

requests already received.
The directors announced that a
new feature on this gear's program will be a musicale Sunday
afternoon at Hope chapel. It was
revealed that a notation will be
added to this year’s program
pointing out the fact that there
Bfe many churches in Holland

Harbor.

and the Tulip Time committee

The two men were painting for
a Three Rivers company on a
project at Grand Haven. Sheets
crawled on the thin ice to save
the girls but it broke under him.
He kept Marcia and Nelva on
the surface until Wagner could

"invitesyou to attend the church
of your own choice.".
Attending the meeting' were:
W. A. Butler, president; E. H.

Jlusiness^Staff for Holland High Senior Ploy

Moss, Dick Smallenburg,LaVern
Rudolph, Robert Kouw, W. H.
Vande Water; Willis Diekema and
Retired
C. C. Wood, representing the Holat
land SPEBSQSA' chapter; Morrette Rider, J. J. Riemersma and
Nearly 200 persons attended the
Larry Masse, representing the
ZEELAND (Special) — George annual dinner and congregation- schools.
The school group is working on
Dampen, 67, route 2, Zeeland, one- al meeting in Hope church Thurshalf mile south of Zeeland on day night, elected consistory a program to be held in Holland
State St. Rd., died unexpectedly members and heard church re- high school auditorium during the
festival.
of a heart attack in Grand Rapids
ports. J. J. Riemersma, consistory
J
Saturday afternoon. He was a re-

Business Staff Begins

Work

said.

for

Elders, Deacons

Zeeland

pull them to safety.

"Sheets and Wagner dried off
and then vanished without letting
anyone thank them," state police

Elected

Senior Play

Hope

Fanner Succumbs

Members of

the Business Staff printing, and Gene Dykstra and
___
___ _______
_____ _
for the
Holland high school _senior
Judy Honing, distribution.WorkSheriff Gerald Vanderbeek said play have begun work on their ing on programs are Nancy Neff,
the three girls had had permls- part of producing ‘The Double cover design; Marilyn Poest, comskm to go coasting on a nearby Door." These seniors are taking position;Marvin Petroelje,printhill with their sleds, bitt went on care of publicity, programs,audi- ing. Jean Kromann and Mary Elthe ice when there was insufficienttorium arrangements and music len Carter are in charge of muvice president,presided.
tired farmer and until recently
snow on the
for the play, to be staged Feb. 16 sical arrangements.
In the election, elders named
had sold real estate. He was a
The two surviving girls were through 19 in the high school auArrangementsfor auditorium member of the First Christian Re- were Mr. Riemersma and Kenneth
taken to Municipalhospital for I ditorium.
De Pree, re-elected,and Dr. Otto
ushers will be made by Mary Lou formed church.
treatment of exposureand were
The staff is headed by co-mana- Van Dyke; balcony ushers, Ron
van der Velde; deacons, Randall
Surviving are the wife, the
gers John Klaasen and Lee How- Boeve, and corridor supervision,
later taken to their hom$s.
former Johanna Heyboer, and C. Bosch, Adrian Buys and George
It was the second time in a er, with assistants Donna Borr Carl Visscher and Doug HazeHeeringa,re-elected,G. W. Hathree daughters, Mrs., Frances
decade that tragedy had struck and Elaine Bacheller.
worth,
Leonard Swartz, Bruce
brook.
Steenlandof Grand Rapids, and
General chairmen for publicity Pictured are, seated left to
the FerdinandPeric family.Their
Van Leuwen and L. W. Wade, all
Mrs. Robert Kouw of Holland and
11-year-old son, Ferdinand,was are Anne Hohmann and Jerry Vic- right, Jerry Victor, Anne Hohfor two-year terms. The Rev. Paul
Mrs. William De Vries of Parchkilled Feb. 14, 1944, when he was tor; newspaper publicity, Anne mann, Donna Borr, John Klaasen,
Hinkamp
served as election chairment, Mich., three sons, Andrew
struck by a car at US-31 and Appledom and Delphine Schaef- Lee Hower, Elaine Bacheller, of Grand Rapids, Neil of Jackson man.
Beech 'Dree St. about a block from fer; speakers chairman, Gretchen Anne Appledom, Delphine SchaefIn his minister’s report, Dr.
and Vern at home; one daughterUs home. He was an only child at Himes; photography, Bill Van fer. Standing. Jean Kromann, in-law,Mrs. Jane Lampen of Zee- Marion de Velder called attention
the time. The youngster was com- Oosterhout and Alton Kooyers; Mary Ellen Carter, Marvin Petto the expansion program of the
land, whose husband was killed in
tng home from school for lunch radio advertisements, Mary Lou roelje, Marilyn Poest, Mary Lou action during the World War II in church which now includes 355
Buis, Judy Koning, Ken Lubbers, 1944; 10 grandchildren and five families. Sixty-fivenew members
when the accident occurred. BuisIn IViday’s tragedy, the body 111 the Po^r division, Nancy Earl Welling, Nancy Neff, Alton sisters,Mrs. Renze' Wyngarden, were received in 1952. Randall C.
was recovered45 mlhutea after {Jeff is in charge of the design; Kooyers, Bill Van Oosterhout and Mrs. Jeanette De Bruin, Mrs. An- Bosch, chairman of the finance
the child broke /through the foe. |Ken Lubbers , and Earl Welling. Gretchen Himes.
na De Jonge, Mrs. John Boone committee, outlined disburseBesides the parents and
and Mrs. Louis De Kraker, all of ments of the 1952 contributions
the child is survived by the grand- 1
f>vrv>i*
Zeeland; one brother, Herman amounting to more than $58,000.
Activity reports were heard from
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ten I01**®
Lampen of Grand Rapids.
all church organizations including
Hagen and Mrs. Marie Peric,
J.
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
the newest and active Mr. and
of Grand Haven.
taken to
Second Death in
Mrs. Club. Reporting for the
Funeral services were held at i Miss Marcia Kerr, was
--------week-day Bible school and the
2:30 p.m. Monday from Van Zant- Municipalhospital Grand Haven
Occurs in Local Family
at
board of Christian education was
wick funeral chapel with the I Sunday evening, where she subThe second death within a week Miss Elsie B. Stryker;Women’s
Rev. Frederick Dolfln officiating,fitted to a appendectomy, at
Henry J. Dragt, 84, who came occurred in the Stallings family Missionarysociety, Miss Maibelle
Burial was in Lake Forest cemereports she was recovering
satisfactorily.
to Holland 20 years ago, died at when Vicknel Stallingssuccumbed Geiger; Women’s Aid society, Mrs.
The Peric* live at 1552 Pennoyer Tbe West Allendale Extension Pine Rest Sanitarium Saturday Friday morning at Maple Grove J. D. Tencks; Women’s club, Mrs.
Ave. The child was bora in Grand group met at the home of Miss evening. His wife died about seven Convalescent Home in Grand Rap- Donald Brown; Men's club, Leon
ids where he was confined for a Hopkins;choir, Kenneth De Pree;
Haven Nov. 9, 1947, and was Neme Weller Tuesday evening.At years ago.
baptized in Second Reformed
business meeting, a baked
Bom in The Netherlands he week. His wife, Maude, died Tues- Mr. and Mrs. club, Robert C. Vanchurch where she later attended
w“ hekL A
crowd came to this country at the age of day noon at Holland hospital fol- derham.
Dinner was served by the WoSunday school. The father is a at^nde^
.
„
12. His parents were the late Rev. lowing a lingeringillness.
men’s
Aid society.The Rey. WilThe
Stallings
had
made
their
foreman at Eagie^ttawa
L™? Vi“ Hu,z™ and Mrs. John J. Dragt. Before
spent several days the past week
coining to this city Mr. Dragt home with a son-in-law and liam J. Hilmert ‘offered the inI with relatives at Me
Bain, Mish.
fanned In Minnesota and Iowa. daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Walter F. vocation and devotions were conRecent visitors at Floyd Lemon He was a member of Trinity Re- Burns of 613 Lugers Road. Mr. ducted by the Rev. James Wayer,
home were Mr. and Mrs. Ed formed church where he served Stallingswas born May 12, 1888 assistant pastor. Mr. De Pree,
Schmidt and two children of for many years as an elder.
in Lawrence county, Ind., the son clerk of consistory,read the minNunica. Russell Lowing and two
Survivors include two sons, John of the late Mr. and Mrs. Joseph utes.
children of Conklin Mr. and Mrs.
of El Monte, Calif., and Henry of Stallings.He was a member of
F. M. Lowing, Jr., and Robert Raymond, Minn.; a daughter, Mrs. the Seventh
Adventist
Fined on Beer Count
Lowing of Grand Rapids.
Garrett Vander Borgh of Holland; church.
Mrs. Minnie Van Huizen spent
Surviving are one daughter,
four grandchildren; seven great
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
ZEELAND (Special) —Zeeland •evwal day* the past week with grandchildren;two brothers, Mrs. Burns, and a son, Pete Stall- Donald
P. Staffney,19, Muskegon,
Chamber of Commerce adopted a ber son Arthur and family of Jacob of Almena, Kans., and Eg- ings of Holland; three grandwas
Arraigned before Justice
resolution at Ms
its regular
reeular meet
me**- 1 Grand Haven.
resolution
bert of Millbank, S. D.; three sis- children,Robert, Terry and Nita Frederick J. Workman of Spring
Mrs. D. Snead and Mrs. Floyd ters, Mrs. William Greving of Carol Burns, all of Holland.
ing Friday night supportinga
Lake Saturday on a charge of
move by the Dearborn Chamber Lowing have nearly completed Prairieview, Kans., Mrs. John Te
having beer in his car and paid
to conduct a referendum on the the polio collectionin the district. Strake of Muscatine, Iowa, and
Sparta, In ancient Greece, made 530 fine and 53.90 costs. The arrest
proposed St Lawrance Seaway : Mrs. Peter Hoek, returned to Mrs. Henry Bruggersof Roseland, dancing a part of its regular milwas by state police in Spring Lake
project.The Dearborn group had her home here, after submitting Minn.
itary training.
townshipat 2:45 this morning.
petitioned the National Chamber to a serious abdominal operation
to hold the referendum on the in the Osteropathic hospital in
Grand Rapids.
highly controversial Seaway.
In other business the Chamber
named Clarence J. Yntema to Young People Organize
chairman the annual membership
drive scheduled to get under way Zion Footsteps' Group
Feb. 16. TTie local dub hopes
r

hill.

sister,
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mem-

Junior Bible class members of
Zion Lutheran church announce
An order for several thousand they have organisedunder the
pamphlets giving details of the name of "Zion Footsteps." At an
national tax program was author- organizationalmeeting Sunday
evening, the group chose the
It was agreed that the annual name because they want "to folmeeting with Chamber members low in Jesus’ footsteps and leave
and wives wiU be held the latter their footsteps behind for others
part of February.President Mel to follow."
Boons! ra
The class meets each Sunday
morning for Bible study under the
boost membership to

presided.

il

1

i

direction of their teacher, Mrs.
Steininger, and they will
Meets at Ruhlig
meet once each month to decide
ways and means of helping their
Members of the Lutheran Worn- 1 church,
en’s Missionary league Zone board Already, the group has taken
met Sunday afternoon at the home over the church's waste paper
of the Rev. and Mrs. E. Ruhlig. drive and they are planning bi
The board includesMrs. William monthly congregational movie
Karsten of Montague, president;[nights to benefit the building
Mrs. William Rensland of Grand fund- Officers are Ed Ruhlig, preRapids, secretary; Mrs. Ruhlig of sident; Jim Steininger, vice preHolland, vice president,and Mrs. Indent; Barbara Strunk, .secretary,
F. Hoogerhydeof Holland, treasurDelores Teske, treasurer,
er. The Rev. Harold Iben of Mus- Ruth Wendt has been assigned to
kegon is pastoral
draw up a constitutionfor approvPurpose of the meeting was to
Steininger will assist her.
discuss plans for Institutional mis8160 has a senior
lion work. The Rev. Leland Hoyer, Bit)le clas6. the Zion Builders, of
institutional chaplain, outlined
Mrs- F- Hoogeihyde is
plans whereby a centralworkshop teacher. The Rev. and Mrs. ' E.
could be set up in Grand Rapids Ruhlig are counselorsof both

Lutheran Zone Board

John

Home

^

advisor.
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ZEELAND (Special) - The an- the former Florence Menken,
nual guest night program of Zeereturned from a Miami honeyland Literary club was held in the
City Hall Tuesday evening

(du Soar photo)

and now are residingat 24J
were married

Jan. 15 in Maple Avenue Christian
1 Reformed church.

in

charge of the president, Mrs. K.

Engagement Told

J. Fqlkertsma.

Music was presented by the Litclub chorus composed of
Mesdames Paul Van Dort, Lorenzo
Meengs, Williard Berghorst, Melvin Klooster,John Smallegan, Ford
Berghorst, Kenneth De Jong, Jack
Boons tra and Miss Eleanor De
Pree. They sang ‘‘Robin in the
Rain,’’ Noble Cain; ‘‘I Heard a
Forest Praying,”De Rose; “One
World," Jeffry O’Hara, and an
Italian street song of Victor Hei^
bert from "Naughty Marietta."
The numbers were enthusiastically

CoDege Jayvees

erary

Nip Pete’s Place
Accuracy from the free throw
when the chips were down

line

paid off for the Hope collegejunior varsity basketball team Satur-

day night as the collegiansnipped
Pete’s Place of the Holland City
league 87-85 in overtime.

The

score was tied at 82-all
regulation playirtg time
ended, and it was free throw accuracy that helped the Hope team

received.

when

Miss Nancy Blue, comedienne
and instructor at Wyoming Park
school and member of the Grand
Rapids Civic Players, presented

in the stretch. In the overtime, a

humorous impersonations ‘includ-

side set shot by freshman Jim

ing a Shakespearean play

and also

Ziegler— his only field goal of the
evening— iced the decision in the
last half-minute.
The game was close all the way,

the Art of Reading.
Hospital Notes-

(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Admitted to Holland hospital
Friday were Robert Venhuizen,

622 Elmdale Ct. (discharged
same day); Jeanette Kuyers,

Miss Charlotte Joan Michielsen
The engagement of Miss Charlotte Joan Michielsen to Ronald
Wayne Van Slooten has been announced by her mother, Mrs. Paul
Michielsen of 40 East 17th St. Mr.
Van Slooten is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. William Van Slooten, Washington Ave.

with the 45-40 Hope margin at
the half the biggest gap of tha
contest. Both teams lost important men on personal fouls in the
final quarter.

Hope's Harold Molenaar with
points led the scoring, which
was remarkablyevenly divided on
both sides. Willie Rink had 14,
Jerry Lubbers 13, Woody Schultz
11, Bob De Young and Alden
DischargedFriday were Henry
Klomparens 10 each and Ziegler
Klomparens,86 West 12th St.; Mrs. Lucy Donley, 72,
seven for Coach Larry Green’s
George Brinks, 620 Central Ave.; Dies at Home in City
Hope squad.
Joseph Coon, 919 Madison, Grand
George Botsis paced Pete's with
Haven; Mrs. Lena Essink, route 2,
Mrs. Lucy Donley, widow of 17, Frank Van Dyke had 16, Bob
Hamilton;Selma Newhouse, 258 William Donley, Sr., died Satur- Van Dyke 15, Lou Van Dyke 13
West 13th St.; Mrs. Dale Bees day at 2 p.m. at her home, 2 South and Speck De Waafd 12.
and baby, 143 Vander Veen Ave.; River Ave., from a heart condiMrs. Oscar Lemon and baby, 81 tion. She was 72 years old, was
J. Veltman, 64, Dies
West Eighth St.; Mrs. Peter De bom Sept. 24, 1880 in Port ShelVries and baby, route 4; John Van don township to the late Mr. and Unexpectedlyat Home
Koevering,142 Lincoln, Zeeland; Mrs. Abraham Ten Hagen.
Clyde Purdy, 175 East 18th St.;
James Veltman died unexpectSurviving are one son, William
John H. Scott, 70 West 29th St.
Donley, Jr.; three grandchildren, edly Sunday afternoon at his
AdmittedSaturlay were Robert Eugene who is in the Armed ser- home, 120 West 10th St. at the
Zwiers, 1009 Bluebell; Nancy Ko- vice in Germany; Mrs. Howard age of 64. Born in Rock Island,
lean, 190 East 24th St.; Roland Smith and Kenneth Donley, both UU he came to Holland as a child
Overway, 284 West 20th St.; Mrs. of Holland; two sisters, Mrs. Jane with his parents, the late Mr. and
Sena Du Mez. 30 East 20th St.; VandenBerg of Holland; Mrs Mrs. Frederick Veltman. On May
Terry Lee Caauwe, route 4; Lucy Mary Lyons of Seattle, Wash.; 22, 1914 he married Miss Johanna
Lopez. 119 West Patterson, Kala- three brothers, Fred Ten Hagen Meijer. For more* than 40 years
mazoo; Lawrence Holmquist,436 of Ferrysburg, Henry Ten Hagen he was employed by the George
Douglas; Dr. Cornelius Fisher, 335 of Holland and John Ten Hagen Mooi Roofing Co. He was a member of Central Avenue Christian
Maple Ave.
of Grand Haven.
Reformed church.
Discharged Saturday were Mrs.
Surviving are a daughter, Mrs.
Rollo Higgins, route 2, Fennville;
Edwin Oudman of Holland; a son,
Marvin Vander Bie, 334 West Plan Urban Conference
16th St.; Pamela Vander Bie, 890 . A rural urban conferencefor Frederick J. Veltman of Grand
South Washington; Mrs. Martin Farm Bureau Women has been Rapids; three grandchildren;three
scheduled for April 14 at the Al- sisters.Mrs. Jay Brink of HolJipping and baby, 65 East 35th
lendale town hall. Purpose is to land, Miss Jeanette Veltman of
St.; John and Frank Houting, 136
East 34th St.;, Mrs. Alvin Glup- promote a better understanding of Holland and Mrs. John Bush of
country living. Special invitations Linden, Wash; two brothers,Benker, 658 Lakewood Blvd.; John M.
will be sent to representativecity jamin and Peter Veltman of HolMulder, 243 West 13th St.; Roland
women.
land.
Overway, 284 West 20th St.; Nancy
route 3; Marjorie Van Voorst, 265
West 36th St.; Genevieve Meyer,
route 4; Betty Piers, 252 West
21st St.; John and Frank Hoiiting, 136 East 34th St.; Norman
Russell,66 East 32nd St.

24

DischargedSunday were Harry

f

ton Althoff and baby, route 4,
Mrs. Eugene Gillette and baby,
595 Howard Ave.; Mrs. Abel Kuy
era, route 3; Mrs. Edyth De Vriee
and baby, 39 Lee St.; Zeeland;
Mrs. Della E. Burd, 54 West Bacon St., Hillsdale; Robert Zwiers,
1009 Bluebell.
Hospital births include a son,
Wayne Alan, bom Friday to Mr.

and Mrs. Charles Brummltt, 449
Gordon St.; a son, Thomas Jay,
bom Saturday to Mr. and Mrs.
Chris De Vries, 279 West 19th St;
a son, Vaughn E., bom Saturday
to Mr. and Mrs. Everett Vanden

Tulip Time Manager Larry

,

have

bride. I moon

Cook, 217 West 14th St.; Mrs. Leo
Kelly and baby, 46596 Expressway, Belleville, Mich.; Mrs. Carl-

Accommodations

said Saturday several inquiries have been received for
Mrs. Arthur Bronson entertain- busloads of visitors who plan to
ed at a party Wednesday after- visit Holland during the 1953 fesnoon in honor of her son, Roger, tival May 13 to 16.
who celebrated his sixth birthday. These groups are particularly
Games were played and prizes Interested in accommodations for
•warded to Wayne Kruid and meals, and Wade requests that
Judy and Mary Langworthy.Pic- church and school groups intertures were taken of the group and ested in accommodatingsuch
refreshmentsincluding ice cream groups write the Tulip Time
and cake were served.
headquartersin the Chamber of
Those present were Mary and Commerce building. They should
, Carol and Cyn- list which days they are willing
and Jane to serve and whether there would
, Wayne be a choice of menus.
Donnie ITjese groups usually are gar:of bon- den clubs, camera clubs, home
economicsdubs, and the like.

Maurice Wierda and his

19th St.; Mrs. Lorraine Fendt, 344
West 16th St; Mrs. Florence
Brouwer, 153 West 16th St.

Wade

Sixth Birthday

Guest Night Program

Minnette Riemersma, 99 West

Sought for Fete Visitors

On

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Wierdo

Admitted Sunday were John

I

to help groups interestedin insti- classes.
tutional mission work.
Mrs. Ruhlig served supper
Eating
members of the board.

Zeeland Club Presents

Beeksfort, 29 East 19th St.; Mrs

f/f'.
t

_

Kolean, 190 East 4th St.

i

The

Roger Bronson Feted

Home After Miami Hpneymoon

Tulip Time, Inc., board of directors met Friday afternoonat
the Chamber of Commerce headquarters and announced plans are
about ready to send the program
for the 1953 festival to the print-

(or

Grand Haven Family

GRAND HAVEN

WJ

Tulip

Channel

It

I,

Brink, 217 160th Ave.; a daughter,

Marsha Joan, bom Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. Raster Lewis, 261
East Ninth St
Zeeland
Births in Huizinga Memorial
Familiesnamed Smith dominated the loe boat
race e on Lake Mscatawa Saturday afternoon.
Chris Smith of the Holland Ice Yacht club relaxes In his Black Pantyier after winning both
races. Chuck Smith of the Anchor Bay club at ML
Clement took second in both races and Bill Richardson, Grand Raplda, of the Holland club, took
third place. The Ice boats belong to the E Skeeter
class, are 21 feet long, weigh 400 pounds Ipd have
76 square feet sell area and their speed (e up to

100 miles per hour. In the photo ere: (left te
right) Commodore George Smith and hla son.
Gary, Holland; BUI Richardson, Chris Smith,
Sylva Smith and her father, Chuck Smith, Mt
Clemens. The three Smiths are brother*.Included
In the six boats racing Saturday ware Carl Harrington and Herb Pollock,Jr. Herb Pollock, Sr.
capsized Harrington’sboat in tha second race

Saturday.

'

*

(Sentinelphoto)

hospital in Zeeland include a son,
Meril Jay, bom Thursday to Mr.
and Mrs. William Zalud, route 1,
Hudsonville; a daughter, Lynette
Louise, bom Thursday to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Mannes, ' Mounted
Route, Zeeland; a son bora Friday
to Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Mast,
route 3, Zeeland; a son bom Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin WalWilliams St, Zeeland.

Mr*. Walter Mllewskl, Mother* March lieutenantIn the Central
Park section, and her son, Butch, greet eeveral Marchers at the end
of their llght-to-llghtcalls. The Jar* of money were counted at each
lieutenant’* home and then taken by the lieutenantto the Irvin De
Weerd home, whir* It was recounted. Mr*. Bill Forberg, at left of
door, and Mrs. Don William*, at right, worked a* a team In their
eectlon and were among the first t* return with their filled Jara.
(Sentinelphoto)
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Holland Riders Win State-Wide Honors

Second Decision

For Flood Relief
Nationali in U.S.
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WANT-ADS
LOANS

LOANS

LOANS

$2S to $500
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Stmt, Holland

Over Tiger Five

Adv.

—A

ALLEGAN Special)
combination of a smooth-functioning
offense and a spectacular defense
gave the Holland Christian cagers
a 52-36 victory over the Allegan
Tigers here Tuesday night. It was

Can

Order Gilders Grren
To Boy Food, Medicine,
In a move aimed at raising
needed funds to aid residents in
flood-ravagedNetherlands, the
Dutch government today unfroze
accounts of Dutch nationals ' in
the mother country.
Dutch citizens livii* in the
United States may now direct
I their banks in the Netherlands to
transfer any amount in gilders to
the Centrale Commiasie Watersnood, 1953, The Hague. The •committee will accept funds to purchase much needed food and medi-

Christian’ssecond decisive win
over the Allegan dub this season
and the Maroons 12th in 13 starts
so far in the campaign.

Coach
dub was

Art

Tuls’ Christian

a much sharper outfit
GOBLES (Special)—The host
against the Tigers than they were
Gobles team really looked like the
last Friday against Niles, and
team to beat in the second annuli
they needed to be. The AUegan
Al-Van league basketball toumaclub is an explosive aggregation
merit which opened with three
and can erase a sizablelead withgames at Gobles Tuesday night.
in a short period of time. AlThe undefeatedTigers walked
though the Hollanders won by 16
Mrs. Tufty, left, ond Mrs. Butler
all over Bloomingdale 69-35 in the
points, their margin was only
last of three games played.
about nine or 10 points throughcine.
out most of the second half.
Fennville, which has been heyThe American Red Cross has
Ing e rough time most of the way
The Maroons with some good
authorized its Dutch counterpart
team play kept the Allegan crew
this season, turned back Covert in
to spend $10,000 on bedding and
the first game 56-51. The contest
guessing throughoutmost of the
clothing.
was close almost all the way.
game. When Coach Ken Otk of
Netherlands InformationSerthe Tigers instructed his boys to
Saugatuck bowed to second
Korea is still the No. 1 question
vice Director Willard C. Wichers
In her delightfulinformal man- play Holland close, the clever
place Lawton In another tourney
said that the Dutch government in Washington, Esther Van Wa- ner. Mrs. Tufty shared many bits Christian guards used their pivot«>ntest 41-37. The game was deis attempting to clear the way for goner Tufty, The Sentinel’sWash- of Washington news. There was men well on cuts and screens. Then
aded at the free throw line, with
the inauguration which was not when the Allegan outfit decided to
release of funds in Holland ownSaugatuck missing nine "countington correspondent, told memKotie Kolb — Mlchigon Open Working Hunter Chompion
the simple, dignifiedthing Eisen- close up the Maroon center slot,
ed by American citizens. Release
ing free throws and Lawton
of funds may be authorizedby bers of the Century club Monday hower had requested. But Mrs. where, Ken Schohen was hitting
missing only two "counters."
night
in the W. A. Butler home.
.Tufty did not blaiqe the Repub- repeatedly,by playing loose, Dave
cable or letter to the bank.
The lead changed hands three
“When I went to Korea to do a licans for staging a Roman holi- Schreur and Merle Van Efyke hit
Wichers pointed out that the
times In the first half, but Law-story on how our boys really feel day. After all, it had been 20
present situationis differentthan
consistently from outcourt. Once
ton nosed Into a narrow 18-17
about things over there, I asked years and if they felt like kicking again these two playmakers acduring World War H in providing
lead as the third quarter opened
every soldier I met two questions. up their heels, let them. Yet un-.
counted for 25 of the total points.
relief. At that time, food, mediand led the rest of the way.
One
was
’Do you resent having demeath, there was a serious
Christian's defense and recine, clothing and bedding were
Saugatuck closed the gap to two
two years taken out of your life note, something that Rep. Jerry bounding also came in for a share
points in the lut minute.
not availableon the continent and
this way?’ and ’Do you know Ford characterized as a deep feelof praise from Tuls. While the forhad to be shipped from America.
Jack McKee of Lawton topped
why you’re in Korea?’ And their ing of responsibility.
ward wall of Scholten, Earl Schipthe scoring with 17 point*, BUI
These items are now available answers were so sound and forthMrs. Tufty said a Washington per, . Ron Nykamp and Rich
Bale and Ralph Troutman each
abroad. It is cheaper and faster right it made me ashamed that
correspondentis always looking Sharda took complete control of
collected12 for the losers.
to purchase them abroad than to
we at home don’t see things so for trends and in case of a new the boards, the Dutchmen defense
In second round games Thursship from here. A 10-pound air clearly and that our morale is
administration there are some 1,- was permittingjust 41 Allegan
day. Saugatuck will meet Covert
mail package mailed in Holland low.
500 new personalitiesto bring into shots at the hoop— not enough to
at 6:30 p.m. In a consolation
to the Netherlands would cost
"To the first question, every focus. She said she believes At- win most ball games. The indiviround contest, with Fennville
approximately$18.
soldier said he doesn't like to be torney General Herbert Brownell
tangling with Lawton In a winWichers again appealed to those in Korea but nearly every one is the man most likely to call the dual defensive performanceof the
game and perhaps of the season
nets’ bracket tilt at 8 pm, and
having relatives and friends in said his father or his brother or shots. She said correspondents
so far, was turned in by Van
Gobles meeting Lawrence In the
Holland not to attempt to phone some other member of the family also are watching Dcrwey and
Dyke. He held Roger Newman,
finale at 9:30
or cable them. Communicationsare served in World War II and he many regard him as heir apparent
leading scorer of his league, to
Finals In both championshipand
still very badly snaked and such figured it was his turn now. He in case Eisenhower does not seek
just two field goals and four
consolation nights will be held
queries will only slow down rescue doesn't like spending two years re-electionin 1956. She said big
free throws. Newman didn’t get a
Saturday.
work, he said. The Dutch govern- in the armed forces,but he does business also is much in the limebasket the first half, while his
Tuesday'sopening games drew
not
resent
it
either.
ment is advising citizenson that
light. Above all, the political writ- mates were collectingjust three.
more than 1,000 fans.
"But the response to the other ers are watching the Taft-Ike
end to contact relatives as soon as
Coach Ken Otis wasn’t too
question really surprised me. Yes, situation.Taft is still the "Mr.
possible.
downhearted about his chibs’ loss,
all
the
boys
know
why
they’re
in
Republican”of Capitol Hill and feeling that the squad had turned
Casualty lists are not yet availFemmlle Child Diet
able. Wichers indicatedthey would Korea. Invariably each one said, Ike is just at the other end of in
creditable performance.
AtBlodfettHospital
be released as soon as a list is ’I’d rather fight communism over PennsylvaniaAve.
Roger Smith was the outstanding
An informal question period at Tiger player on the floor, showreceived from the embassy in here than back in Holland, Mich.,
FENNYILLE (Special)— Lynda
or some other American city.’
the conclusion of her talk pro- ing tremendous drive and scrap,
Washington.
EUeen Oeborne, seven-year-old
“After all my visits and talks vided added information on Mamie
The need for donations from loalthough he managed to tally only
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
with the boys in Korea, I know Eisenhowerand the kind of First
cal citizens Is still very great,
one basket. Otis has a good ball
Osborne, died Tuesday at Blodgett
now
that if my Jimmy, a second Lady she will make; the reactWichers said. Money gathered
handling club with plenty of
hospM in Grand Rapids. She had
lieutenant in the ROTC at Mich- ions to the Rosenberg case in speed.
here will be cabled to The Hague
been lU most of her life because
igan State, has to go to Korea, I Washington and how Mrs. Tufty
and put to immediate use. BedChristian played the first quarof a pancreas deficiency.
can see him go with a higher is wavering from her original“off
ding and clothingcan now be sent
ter in spurts. After trailing 5-1, at
Lynda was born in St Petersheart," Mrs. Tufty said.
with their heads" reaction; the the four minute mark, the Dutchbut time spent in transit lessens
burg, Fla., on Jan. 20, 1946, and
Tne speaker related many ex- segregation problem in the namen rallied for 16 points in the
their value in this criticalsitumoved here with her parents four
periences of her Korean trip, her tion’s capital, withdrawingthe 7th
final four .minutes to lead 17-11 at
ation, he said.
Her father Is employed
visit to the front and to the peace fleet from Formosa, and “Operathe first quarter horn.
Packages should be addressed talks at Panmunjom. She spoke
at MichiganFruit Canners, Inc.
tion Smack." As for the latter,
Allegan didn’t score a field goal
to the Netherlands Red Cross, highly of General Van Fleet and
Surviving besides the parents
Mrs. Tufty said it was most un- in the second quarter but manP. T. Cheff — Michigan Open Jumping Chompion on Tllford
The Hague. If the package ks in- his accomplishment*in training
•re
four-yeai>oild brother,
fortunate a correspondent who aged to keep within striking disTwo Holland equestrians were teen-ager who competed against
tended for specific parties, it the South Koreans the past 18
Ttomas; the grandparents,Mr.
was in Korea one day had written
accorded state-wide honors Sun- all age bracketsfor the honor.
should be double wrapped. On the months, as well as the work with
I*nd Mrs. Russell Osborne of
such a story. She said every
day in Lansing when the MichiIt is an unusual feat for such
inside package the name and ad- UN forces. "The whole emphasis operation is carefullyplanned, and
Saulte Ste. Marie, now in Florida,
gan Horse Show association tro- a young rider to win such an
•nd Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gassany
dress of the receiving party must is having machines do the work believed “OperationSmack" was
phies for the year were handed honor in the toughest hunter diof St. Petersburg, Fla. Mr. Osbe clearly marked. The outside and saving the men,” she explain- nothing unusual.
out. They are P. T. Cheff and vision.
borne arrived here by plane from
wrapping is to contain the Red ed.
Music was providedby Robert
Katie Kolb.
Florida Tuesday evening.
Basis for awards is accumulated
Cross address. Wichers advised
“Most Americans just can’t un- Struyk of Hope college who sang
For the third consecutive year points throughout the year at
senders to mark their parcels, derstand the Korean war. It’s not an aira from Simon Boccanegra
Cheff won the state Open Jump- many different shows.
"Rush
Flood Relief Goods." our kind of a war. Americans by Verdi, “The Blind Ploughman,"
Surprise Shower Given
ing Championshipon TiJford.This
Both Miss Kolb and Cheff are
Parcels marked in this manner want everything done yesterday, Clarke, and "When I Think Upon
includes high and tough jumps. veteran Horse Show performers
For Patricia Vander Bie
and can’t understand the problems the Maiden Head." Mrs. Randall C.
will receive special attention.
Miss Kolb won the Open Work- and annually participatein many
Upwards of 30 to 40 long dis- and necessary patience.If the Re- Bosch presided and W. A. Butler
ing Hunter Championship.' This is shows in and outside the Holland
A surprise,miscellaneous showtance phone calls had been re- publicans can find a new approach introducedthe speaker. Refresher was given Thursday evening
a distinct honor for the Holland area.
ceived by the NTS at noon today. to the Korean situation — an an- ments were served by Dr. and
ki honor of Miss Patricia Vandsr
Calls from Chicago, Cleveland, swer would be too much to expect Mrs. Titus Van Haitsma and their
Bie, bride-elect. The party was
Milwaukee, New Orleans, Mus- — then the Repubicanswould win committee.
game. Nykamp left the contest
Publicity Chairman
given by Mrs. William Nyboer
kegon, Kalamazoo and other again in 1956, even £f Eisenhower Mrs. Tufty was a house guest
with five personals with 31 left
and daughter, Helene, assistedty
of the Butlers while in Holland.
points across the country reveal a wouldn’t run."
and Newman with less than a Guest at OES Meeting
Mrs. W. Telgenhof, at the Nyw
network of hard working comminute to go.
boer home, 651 West 21st St
munities opening their hearts and Schipper presiding and conducting ection was played by Phyllis
Mrs. Fem VerDuin, Grand
Christian connected on 22 out Haven, chairman of the publicity
Decorations in lavender, yellow
pocketbooksto help the flood vic- the businesssession. Mrs. Fred Brink. The program on "Brewton"
of 83 attempts for 26 per cent committee for Grand chapter
and
green, featured an umbrella.
tims.
Billet reported on "Religious Edu- was in charge of Eleanor Schiefrom the field while Allegan hit and a grand representative,was a
Gaines were played and duplicate
cation" and Mrs. Billings gave an
10 for 41 for slightly less than 25
vink and Arloa Smit who presentprizes awarded to Mrs. G. Slenk,
guest of Holland chapter, No* 429,
article from Club Woman Magaper cent. In the free throw deMrs. F. Klunder and Mis. 11
ed, several facts about the wqrk
OES, at a regular meeting Tueszine. A reading was presented by
partment the locals hit on eight day night.
Vander Vliet The hostesses servat
that
Mission
school.
Letters
Mrs. Don Stehower. The program
out of 17 compared with Allegan’s
ed a two-course lunch.
The Rod and Gun club met in
Mrs.
VerDuin
explained
and
topic, "Family Fare" was interest- were adso read from several stuHint Van Dsr Htuvtl
16 out of 26.
Invited were the Mesdames H.
regular session at the Community
presented the worthy grand matingly discussed by Mrs. George dents of the school, to whom a
Schreur
led all scorers with 16
Vander Be, J. Bruizeman,M. Vanauditorium the past week with
ron’s
plans
and
program
for
the
Dampen from several angles.
markers, followed by Scholten
Christmasbox had been sent. The
der Vliet, G. Slenk, A. KllngenDon Lehman presiding and conJohn Klingenberghas been ap- meeting was closed by sentence
with 14. Newman, Smith and year.
berg, F. rounder, W. Van Huls H.
ductnig the business session. FishFish,
Worthy
matron
Mrs.
Jud
Hohl
pointed Sergeant at the State prayers and refreshments were
George White. Each had eight for
Jansen, M. Lambers, M. De VrieiL
ing and hunting in local areas and
conducted
the
meeting.
Guests
Allegan.
House of Representatives sessions served by the hostess and her
some problems connected with the
T. De Vries, A. Naber G. Bouwer,
were
present
from
Grand
Haven,
for a term of two years and Mr. mothers, Mrs. Herman Nyhof.
Christian meets another tough
sport were discussed and also the
F. Oudemulder J. Dykstra and G.
and Mrs. Klingenberghave secur- Seven new members were added
foe Friday night— Grand Rapids West Olive and Houghton.
Elects Officers
Forward Ron Nykamp
project of rebuilding the local
Yonker and Miu Frederica Ds
Refreshments were served by
Creston
at
Grand
Rapids.
ed an apartment in Lansing for to the roll.
his rebounding helps
,dam in Rabbit river below the
Mrs.
Leonard
Stiller
and
Mrs.
Hine
Van
Der
Heuvel
was
reKongthe next few months. Their son,
The local Christian Reformed
railroad trestle which the club
James Bums and their committee. elected president of the
Christian (52)
Clinton Klingenberg,will take church recorded the "Bread of tance of the Maroons with suc,
7. .
is fostering.Many problems conFG F PF TP Entertainmentwas in charge of Fish and Game club at the month- M,sslon Group Meets
care of the farm during his fath- Life” Radio Broadcastfrom Hol- cess at the foul line. Scholten was
front this project,but it is hoped
the main cog in the Dutch offense Schipper, f
Mrs. Willis De Cook and Mrs.
3 1 3
er’s absence.
land WHTC the past Sunday. Rev.
ly board • of directorsmeeting Af Maplewood Church
these can be worked out in some
0 1 4
1 Otto Weisner.
Representative and Mrs. Ben Isaac Apal, the pastor was in during this quarter, hitting well Scharda, f
way. Funds received are not yet
Tuesday
at the home of Secreon
a
jump
shot
from
the
foul Scholten, c
6
2
3
14
Lohman are residing in an apart- charge of devotions and the Bible
sufficient for this construction
tary-Treasurer Lester J.
On Tuesday evening about 96
7 2 3
16
ment near the State Capital in message, and participants in the circle. At halftime Holland had Schreur, g
work. After the business session,
Neil Bergen was elected vie* I members attended
monthly
upped
its margin to 27-17.
Van
Dyk,
g
4
0
1
9
Lansing for the duration of Legis- musical part of the program were
fishing and scenic slides were
president
succeeding
John
Jouameeting
of
the
Missionary
society
The
Hodlandere looked like they Nykamp, f
2 1 5
5
lative sessions.
a group of Catechism children,
shown by Darley Williams, Jesse
The following resolutionwas
ma and Pool was re-electedsecre- °* Maplewood Reformed church,
The King’s Daughters Mission- singing a couple of numbers and were off to an easy win to start
Kool and H. D. Strabbing. Reunanimously passed by Zeeland
Mrs. James Baar presided and
the third period by building up a
22 8 18 52
ary group of the Reformed church ft vocal duet by Mrs. Apal and
freshments were served at the
City Council in special session
A membership drive with a goal M**- Richard Staal was in charge
Allegan (36)
met at the home of Marilyn Ny- Mrs. Jerome Aalderink. Pianist 33-19 lead. But the explosiveness
today.
close of the meeting.
of 1,000 was organizedand two ot devotions,
of the Allegan attack made its ap- Newman, f
2* 4 5
8
hof for the January meeting. Mar- was Miss Joyce Lampen.
The topic for study at the Sen"Therefore,
be
it resolved by
teams captainedby Bergen and The evening was spent rolling
pearance
at
this point, with the Miller, f
3
2
1
7
lene Joostberns, the new presiMr. and Mrs. John Brink, Jr., Tigers gamering eight straight
ior Christian Endeavor service
the City Council of Zeeland Jousma will compete under gen- bandages for Knox Memorial hoeTucker, c
2 1 0
5
dent, presided and devotions were were on a motor trip the past
last Sunday at the Reformed
eral chairmanship of
pital in Arabia. Several members
points to close the gap to 33-27. White, g
assembled in special session on
2 4 0
8
church was “Dare to Believe" in charge of Connie Haakma, who week to Louisville, Ky., and other Christianthen took charge and Smith, g
In other business, a aeries of read articleson the life of the
Feb. 4, 1953, that the Council
6 4
1
8
also later in the program, told points of interest en route.
with Howard Van Dyke and Arby the end of the period had a Hoffman, f
outdoor movies and educational native African and life of a mi*petitionsPresident Dwight D.
0 0 0
0
about a recent visit to the SouthMrs. John Haakma, Mrs. Arth- 42-30 bulge.
dith Poll as leaders and Muriel
King, g
Eisenhower that he recommend talks along conservation lines was sionary in Africa,
0
0
0
0
ern Normal School at Brewton ur Veldhoff and Mrs. H. D. StrabElzinga, pianist The Junior high
Play in the final quarter was
planned for March and April. This Plans are being made for t mieto the Congressof the United
Alabama
and showed several bing attended a meeting of Rest- slow with the Dutchmen content
group considered the same topic
will be the third consecutive year sionary conference to be held the
States the Immediate lifting of
10
16
11
36
with Joan and Kenneth Joost- snapshots. Mrs. Gilbert Lugten Haven Guild representatives and to keep possession without scorthat the club has sponsored these first week in March. The Missionthe immigrationquota of the
conductedBible Study on the Bi- executive board at Trinity church, ing. They spurted to seven quick
popular and well-attended meet- ary society will be in charge of
herns as leaders.
Netherlands for the present
Roald
Amundsen
discovered
the
tallies in the dosing stages of the South Pole in 1911.
On Thursday evening of this ble chacter Ruth, and a piano sel- Holland on Monday afternoon.
year, allowing an unlimited ings. The dub also plans two one of the sessions, when Mrs.
week the Men’s Brotherhood is
more movies featuring outdoor Bernard Hakken will be speaker,
number of citizens of The Nethsponsoring the showing of a Missports and a picnic during the The meeting was closed by Mrs.
erlands who are affected by
sionary film, "Regions Beyond" at
this catastrophe to enter the
'
Arthur Boeve, Sr. Refreshments
the Community Auditorium,to
United States where they may
wm I* were served by Mrs. Bert Boersen,
which the public is invited.
begin life anew, and that all
K8- Ed Grote, Mrs. Ted Everse
Mrs. G. Esslnk has left the
other feasible aid be speeded to
K ;,Jr°
duirman <* and Mrs. Lars Granberg.
the building
*
Holland hospital after major surgthe disasterareas by the UnitFinal plans for a clubhouse now y ______ »
i a
edy and is staying with her son’s
ed States government. Such acare being prepared and construeLOUtiit nttUlff
family on M-40.
tion will work to the advantage
lion will start in early spring.
ZEELAND (Spedai) — Sally
Dr. George H. Rigterink has alof both countries,assistingthe
building will be located on dub Boone, daughterof Mr. and Mrs,
so been discharged from St
Netheriands In her deepest
property Just off M-21 three miles Daniel Boone of 337 North ColonMary's hospital in Grand* Rapids
hour of need in centuries,and
after a major operation and is at
winning for the United States east of Holland. It will be 32 by ial St. has been named the winner
60 feet and equipped with a kit- of the 1953 Sons of the American
present staying with his daughimmense good will around the
chen, committee room and other Revolution essay contest held reter's family, Dr. and Mrs. Howworid and adding to our own
cehtly. Second place went to
ard Yeakey of Kalamazoo.
population n group of people
At
last week's annual meeting, Betty Bouwman, daughter of Mr.
Mrs. John Veldhof, Mrs. Lawlong known for their character,
$6,000 was appropriatedfor the and Mrs. Ralph Bouwman, route
rence Lohman, Mrs. Harry J.
their culture, their Industry and
building.Volunteerlabor and do- 2, West Olive. The annual contest
Dampen and Mrs. H. D. Strabbing
their Christian democratic way
nations of equipment are suf fi- « open to all senior high school
attended a meeting of the Rest
of life."
dent to complete and furnish the students of American history. The
Haven Guild held last week at
The resolutionwas wired on
new
winners were given cash awards.
Trinity church in Holland. After
to President Eisenhower. It is

Korea Most Important,
Century Club Is Told
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especially significantin that
Zeeland province in the Netherlands Is one of the hardest

the business session and devotions
an inspirationalchalk talk was
presented by Miss Esther Everse

and her assistants.
The Woman’s Study dub met
last week at the home of Mrs.
Marjorie Billings with Mrs. Earl

Ons person was klllsd and flvs others Injured lata Monday afternoon when a car containingfour Hope college students collided with
a light pickup truck at 32nd 8t and the Qraafachap Rd. two miles
west of Holland. The car was Mt broadside on the right, sending It

|

Monarch butterflies migrate like
birds. They can fly for many
miles at a time.

DYKSTRA

hit.
Into a tree. The pickup truck spun completely around, throwing the
driver to the road. Claryce Rozeboom, 21-year-old Hope college
senior, died In Holland hospital lees than an hour later.
(Penna-fiaephoto)

Oklahoma, with more than 30
Although widely grown In the Indian tribes, has nearly one - fifth
Western hemishere,coffee is a of the Indian population of the
native of the Old World.
United States.

AMBULANCE SERVICE
GilbertVand* Wafer,

»

Mgr.

8t Phone
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

East 9th

,

3691

TO* HOLLAND CTTY NIWI,

Relief Cominittee

Collegians

Adrian Buldogs

Reactivated Here
II

Off Unbeaten
Firmly entrenched to

Unit

in

Seeks Cash Donations;

MIAA

Pace

first

fyaoe

basketball standings,the

I,

W*

Primtiy Cancelled,

CoopersviBeMan

Not Enonf h Candidates
Lack

For Netherlands

World War

Knock

TOUMDAY, HMUAKY

Modiers

Mrs. Hirrjr Hooker, 69,

March

Dies at Holland Hospital

of a contestbetween candi-

dates to all but one office has farcInjiffed hi
cancellation of the. Feb.
primary election, City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed said Monday.
When time ran out for filing of
petitions for office on Jan. 31,
only the first ward had two candiAn elderly Coopers ville resident
dates running for alderman. Opwas In fair condition to HoUand
posing incumbent Anthony A. Nienhospital, following . a car-truck
huis will be Ernest H. Phillipa.
Unopposed were Incumbents accident at 10:15 am Monday on

Crash

„

ed

Nets Over

Of Car and Truck

In Holland

$5,600

met

at the

home

of

Entire Area

morning at HoUand

hospital,

where she had been a patient
since Jan. 22. Mrs. Hooker was
born to CoopersviUe, daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Harve
Bliss. She came to Holland as a
young girl.

Area

The Sunny Blue Birds of Long
fellow school

tfrs. Harry Hooker, 66, of 74
East Eighth St., died Tuesday

Aglow

their leader, Mrs. Rene Willis
Witt Porch LijLti '
Marcia Jongsma was the chairSurviving are the husband; two
Calls Are Discouraged
man of this meeting. After a short
for a non-oonference battle against
sons, Russel Sova of Holland and
In
Exciting
Campaign
Lake Forest college that night Municipal Court Judge Cornelius the State St. road three miles north bustoesg meeting, the group sewed
Civic leaders swung into action
Arthur Sova of Muskegon; • a
Coach John Visser’s determined vander Meulen. Alderman-at-large
on cards, reports scribe Marcia Holland and its suburbs glowed daughter,Mrs. Maurice Herbert
today to aid an estimated 1,000,000
of Zeeland.
Jongsma.
Dutchmen beat back a snarling Bernice Bishop, Third Ward Aiderof .Saugatuck;16 grandchildren;
persons in the flood devastated
Henry Gunneman, about 85,
The Helpful Blue Birds of Long- with porch Ughta Saturday right four great grandchildren;three
challenge from the Adrian Bull- man Rein Visscher, and Fifth
and
residents
really
the
light
Netherlandsby reactivating,the
dogs Saturday night at the Armory Ward Alderman- John Van Eerden. ceived face lacerations and pos- fellow visitedthe local police desisters, Mrs. Mabel De Fouw,
to win 76-64 before a jam-packed No one filed for the office of sible back injuries when his ’36 portment and fire stations.Mrs of’ hope” for poMo victims by giv- Mrs. Edith Bredeweg and Mre.
American Relief for Holland comGeorge
Speet
and
Mrs.
Peter
house. The win put Hope to first associate municipal court judge.
model car spun on the Icy county
ing $5,686.34to the first Mothers Hazel Van Order, all of Holland,
mittee.
place to the MIAA all alone with
road and crashed head-on Into the KaUanan accompanied them. Mart* on Polio.
Under direction of wartime leadand a half brother, Claude Bliss
a 7-0 mark, while Adrian was
oncoming ’52 two-ton truck driven Mary Louise Van Voorst served
Money from the 230 volunteer of Ionia.
Pvt. Kenneth E. Young
ers, Municipal Judge Cornelius
pushed back to second place with
by Donald Vandenberg of HoUand. a treat, reports scribe, Linda De mothers who canvassedthe area
vander Meulen and Maynard Mohr
a 5-1 record.
rolled to at a terrific pace at the
The truck, owned by Vandenberg Vries.
of Zeeland, the committee will
(From Tuesdays'Sentinel)
The Dancing Daisy Blue Birds Irvin De Weerd home, where it
The two-platoon system, recently
SheUane, route 3, was heavily loadaccept cash contributions immeof
of LongfeUow met at the home of was counted until the last jar
Red Cross Gray Ladies who vis- ed with cylinders of gas.
banned to college football, was
diately. Money should be sent
used to good advantage by the ited Veterans Administration hos- The impact demoUshed the ’36 their leader, Mrs. Clesson Butler settled the total at 10 pin.
directly to the two men and not
Mm. WANs Welling anh Mrs
Hope cagers Saturday night. Coach pital, Fort Custer,on Monday were car, throwing the engine 40 feet A valentine box was made by the
to the Netherlands. Checks should
Visser
started
the
scrappy
close- Mrs. A. W. Tahaney, Mrs. Earle into a ditch. The driver was girls reports Margo White, scribe Jack Plewes, co-chainnen of the
be made payable to the American
The Lieve Meisjes Blue Birds of March, sponsored by the Junior Knee,
checking quintet of John Adams, Van Eenenaam, Mrs. George thrown from the car. The new
Relief for Holland committee.
Moeke,
Mrs.
E.
Wolters,
Mrs.
Don
Piersma,
John
Brannock,
truck
was
damaged
to the front to Lincoln school met with their Chamber of Commerce Auxiliary
Money donated here will be forThe body of Pvt. Kenneth E.
leader, Helena GUI, at the home of and Kiwanis Queens, praised the
warded to the Dutch embassy in Young, 22-year-old son of Mr. and Dwight Riemersma and Bob Bole- Floyd Koopman and Mrs. William the extent of $500:
%
ma, and this crew held even for the
Deputies Nelson Lucas of Hol- Peggy Ann Coster. The girls residents for their wonderful re For Rest of
Washington and cabled to The
Mrs. Frank Oakes who was killed first nine minutes of the first perDonald Cranmer, mlneman third land and Art Lam pen of Zeeland made pot holders with jersey sponse to the Mothers’ plea for
Hague for immediateuse. Midwest
in action in Korea Nov. 1, arrived iod, trailing 13-12.
class, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. investigated.They said the Coop- loops. Peggy Ann played two sel- funds to fight the crippHng diNetherlands Information Service
HoUand Saturday from New Then the usual Hope starters Cranmer of 322 Pine Ave., has re- ers ville driver had obviously sUp- ections on her accordion.The sease. They thanked all the work- Lake Forest, Dl., college snapDirector Willard C. Wichers hoped
York and funeral services were came on the scene— Jerry Jacob- turned home after being away for ped off the road on the right and meeting closed with the Blue Bird ers who carried out the dramatic ped Hope's 10-game winning
that many churcheawill take up
porch Ight campaign and ex- streak Monday night by defeatheld here Tuesday afternoon.
son, Bob Visser, Bob Hendrickson 37 months. He served three to attemptingto puU back onto Wish.
collectionsthis Sunday to add to
Rites were held at 2 p.m. and Ron Bos, with Bolema going months in North Korean waters the road, spun completely around
The
Chirping Blue Birds of pressed apreciation to the factor- ing the Dutchmen 91-84 in a nonthe fund.
from Dykstra funeral chapel with both ways. This bunch quickly put and the last two years at the and collidedhead-on with the on- Harrington school held their ies, churches, city and township
Wichers said the need now is for
the Rev. E. M. Ruhlig of Zion Hope in the lead at the first quar- Naval Ammunition depot in Ha- coming truck.
Christmas party at the home of fire departments,the newspaper oonference game at Lake Forest
money to buy food and medicine.
But the loss was incidental to
Lutheran church officiating. MiU ter 21-14.
waii. He will report to San FranMrs. Marvin Ten Brink, their and radio station, Camp Fire Girls
Plans are presently being formed
tary burial was in Rest Lawn
sponsor.
Games were played and and all who helped to get the the Hope squad in view of the
cisco
for
reassignment
on
Feb.
28.
But Adrian was far from finishto collect and ship clothing,
fact that star guard Ron Bos recemetery with the Henry Walters ed. With forward Bob Ohrman
Robert Riksen of Hopkins and
prizes were won by Beverly Hulst March underway.
blankets and cooking utensils. He
A din of whistles, bells and injured his knee and may be sideVFW
driU team providing pall leading the way in the Bulldogs’ Junior Vander Schaaf, accompaniand Ruth Jacobs. Gifts were ex
urged residents to gather these
bearers, honor guard and firing set-up style of spot passes and ed by Donald Vander Schaaf of
changed. Refreshmentswere serv- sirens aroused excitementthrough- lined for the rest of the season by
items and hold them until an anthe injury.
squad. The military escort is Sgt screens,Adrian put on a scorching Holland, played several accordion
ed by their leaders, Mrs. Ernest out the city. It was as festive
at
nouncement is made through the Edward J. Wetzel.
selections
Sunday
evening
at
First
Zoerhof,
Mrs. James Walters and a gala New Year’s Eve.
Team captain Bos first injured
American Red Cross for their Pvt Young was born Sept. 29, second period drive to outscore
At exactly 6:30, the army of the knee against Olivet on Jan.
More than 500 boys and girls, Mrs. Don Derks and Mrs. Ten
Reformed church in Allegan.
Hope
19-12
and
bring
the
count
to
•ollection.
1930, at Barnum, Minn., and he
Mrs. • Edward Rowan of 323 the largest number ever to attend Brink. Since Christmas the girls mothers, labeled jars in hand, took 24, but rounded into shape for
Wichers said that information was drafted Jan. 8, 1952, at Clo- an even 33-33 at the intermission.
East
13th St. received a cable- a Junior Christian Endeavor raUy, have been making various kinds to the sidewalks and streets and the Adrian game last Saturday,
from The Hague requestedresi- quet, Minn. He received his basic The Bulldogs pulled an old Hope
gram
Monday from her brother, heard the Rev. Hdrold Englund, of Uttle dolls. Last week they en- called at every lighted home. At in which he saw limited service.
trick
to
score
14
points
in
a
row
dents not to try and contact rela
many homes the children cere- Alternating with Dwight Riemertraining at Indiantown Gap, Pa.,
Capt.
James
Veldheer, who is in pastor of Second Reformed church joyed a visit to The Sentinel acwhile holding Hope to a single foul
tives or friends in the Netherlands
and went to Fort Lawton, Wash., shot.
of
Zeeland,
when
he
spoke
at
the
companied by their leaders and moniouslydropped their contribu- sma Monday night, the latest inthe Army Air Force stationed
He said that communicationsare before going to Korea. His partions into the jar. Many mothers
annual
rally
to
Fourth
Reformed
sponsor. After leaving The Sentnorth
of
London.
The
cablegram
jury came in the fourth quarter
But the third period told the
out in many places and other spots
said they had trouble finishtog
ents came to Holland about two
church
Sunday
afternoon.
He
based
inel,
they
were
surprised
with
a
read
“Weathered
the
storm
and
when
the knee buckled under Bos.
story.
The
rugged
Ohrman
fouled
are virtually tied in knots by years ago.
their “beats” in the hour’s time
out after the first minute of play, everything is OK.” Capt. Veldheer his remarks on the story of Shad- treat.
The injury was described as a
rescue operations.
because
the
friendly
contributors
Surviving are the wife, Elearach, Meshach and Abednegb and
The Bonnie Blue Birds of WashCasualty lists are not yet avail- nora; a son, Charles Kenneth; the and the two teams jockeyed back left for overseas last May. His
insisted they come in to get warm bad twist that may force Bos
their experience to the fiery fur- ington school visited the West
and
forth
until
Hope
led
40-39.
Then
wife,
the
former
Paula
Musci
of
able but the Netherlands Informa- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oakes who
or just to visit for a bit. A whip- to quit basketball for this season.
the Dutchmen poured through 21 New York, also is in England. She nace, pointing out to the cluldren Michigan Laundry where Mrs. ping wind and occasional sprays His loss would be a severe jolt to
tion Service is in constant touch live at 90 West Seventh St.;
that it pays to be true to God no Bush explained each step the
with the Dutch Embassy and New sister, Mrs. William Fetters of points while Adrian was getting left the States in September.
of icy rain didn’t stop the aroifced the Dutchmen, aiming for their
only
three
free
shots
to
establish
Pfc. and Mrs. Delwyn Van matter what the consequences may clothes go through from sorting mothers,who trekked from door second straight hflAA title.
York. As soon as lists are avail- Flint; three brothers, Walter of
be.
and pinning to being deUvered.
a comfortable 21-point lead. Adrian Tongeren of
St. Margaret's
• able they will be released.The Red
to door on to their “lieutenant's Monday's game was a nip-andSouth Dakota, RusseU of Eureka,
Beechwood and Trinity societies, The girls then saw how things are
woke,
up
toward
the
end
of
the
Rd.,
Oxford,
England,
announce
Cross said that no casualtieshave Calif., and Raymond, now on furhome, where individualjars were tuck affair throughout. Lake Forstanza and Hope led at the whistle the birth of a son on Feb. 1 to both having a 100 per cent atten- dry cleaned and steam pressed. counted.
est held a slim 21-18 lead at the
been reported among American lough from Fort Hood, Tex.
dance, wUl share the banner which The last, meeting was in charge of
65-46.
Oxford. Pfc. Van Tongeren, who is
Total of $532 was turned to by first quarter, but Hope pulled into
troops in Holland.
Bob Visser scored 12 points to serving with the Air Force in is presented each year to the socie- their junior assistant, Beth Wich- Van’s from their “Bake a Cake
40-37 lead at the half. In the
Wichers said the local committhis period to lead the 32-point England, is the son of Mr. and ty having the largest percentage ers. She showed her Memory for Polio” contest. Prize-winning third quarter, Lake Forest went
tee will serve as a funnel for all Wilma Bronkhorsf
of
members
present.
Beechwood
Books and explained what they cakes and all the others entered
Hope onslaught. The quarter total
collections in Western Michigan
Royal Neighbors Oracle was just one shy of the entire first Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren of has 59 members and Trinity 43. wiU do when they enter Camp were sold Friday and Saturday, on an accuracy spree, and pulled
Holland.His wife is the former
away to a lead which Hope never
until other cities are able to set
There is a total of 455 childrenen- Fire next fall. Barbara Conrad with all proceeds gofhg to the
could overtake.
up similar groups. He said that Officerswere elected at a meet half production.Bolema also pour- Betty Elaine Neblett, formerly of
roUed of which 401 were present. served a treat. Joy Working will polio fund.
Taking game scoring honors
communicationshave been receiv- ing of the Royal Neighbors Thurs ed in three long shots to the stan- Chicago.
banner was presented by Ted be their new scribe. Mrs. Frank
ed from Dallas, New Orleans, day evening at their club rooms. za. Adrian lost both Ohrman and Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Snyder of The
was
Hope's Bob Hendrickson
Boot of the Trinitysociety.
Working and Mrs. Charles Conrad
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Cleveland and other points across
with
31
points. Bos and RiemerMiss Wilma Bronkhorstwas Capt John Cavas on personals to Battle Creek, former Holland resBeverly Minnema, president of are their leaders.
Nearly 400 mothers to the tri- sma were next in line with 13
the country asking what they can elected oracle; Mrs. Leona Norlin, this period, and scored only three idents, were week-end guests of
The
Odokonya
Camp
Fire
group
Fourth
church
society,
had
charge
cities — Grand Haven, Spring Lake
Mr. and Mrs. Ray N. Smith of
do to help. In these cities and past oracle; Mrs. Linnie Sly, vice field goals.
of the program. Don Brandt of of Federal school met in their and F erryaburg— collected $5,270- points each, and Boh Visser had
With Brannock hitting twice and 587 Lawndale Ct
many others huge civic rallies are oracle; Miss Vemice Olmsteed,
10. For Lake Forest, Groenberg
Grand Rapids, student at Western club room last Monday with their 47 to the porchlight polio camunderway to collectmuch needed chancellor;Mrs. Garnet Knoll, re- Riemersma once, Hope pushed its
was
high with 23 points and Waguardian,
Mrs.
Adrian
Van
PutTheologicalseminary, conducted
paign from 6 to 7 pm. Saturday. terfall had 20.
money.
Hospital Notes
corder; Mrs. NeUie Kleis, receiver; advantage to 72-49 early in the
ten.
The
following new officers Grand Haven gave $3,081.61;
the
song
service
and
an
instru(From Tuesdays’Sentinel)
Money to the form of cash, Mrs. Margaret Wright, outer sen fourth period. Adrian then startwere elected: Sharon Gamby, Spring Lake, $1,905.86;Ferrys- Lake Forest, a strong smallAdmitted to Holland hospital mental number was furnished by
checks or money orders should be tinel; Mrs. Lena Ackley, inner ed its last drive, and narrowed the
college team, is in second place
president; Kathryn Potter, vice burg, $283.
Paul
Lucas
and
Roger*
Mulder
of
sent to Cornelius vander Meulen, sentinel;Mrs. Phyllis Johnson, count to 75-64 in the final seconds. Monday were Cheryl Lynn Oskathe Illinois college conference,
president; Janice Nienhuis. treasBethel
church.
Devotions
were
in
Junior Chamber of Commerce
City Hall, Holland or Maynard marshal; Mrs. Sarah Van Sooten, Adams hit Hope’s final point on a boose, 95 Burke Ave.; Debby Rigurer; Marilyn Guilford,secretary; under direction of James Brad- trailing only Milliken.
charge
of
Keith
Van’t
Hof
and
free
throw
after
time
had
run
out.
terink, route 1 (both discharged
Mohr, c/o Zeeland State Bank.
assistant marshal; Mrs. Minnie
The lo» was the fourth for
The game was not without its same day); Douglas Curths, route Bruce Stegengaof Trinity church. Sharon Silliven,scribe.The girls dock, was in charge to Grand Hope this year against 10 wins.
The American Relief for Holland Serier, manager for three years;
made
plans
for
a
Valentine
party
Haven, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Shield
bobby Groome, 9 West Ninth A vocal solo was given by Charles
committee was originallyformed Mrs. Anna Ellison, musician; Mes- incidents. Bos saw only limited
Zuverink of First church, Zee- to which parents are invited.
Spring Lake and Mrs. Milford The Dutchmen opened the camin May, 1940 to aid the stricken dames Alice Rowan, Dorothy De duty because of a bad knee, and St.; Mrs. Herman Wilson, 287
The Ketcnawapikiya group of White and Mrs. Agnes Moaher in paign with three straight defeats
land.
Dutchmen who were forced to Boer, Fannie Weller, Mary Nash Jacobson — who played a sterling Columbia Ave.; Mrs. Gerrit StrabIndiana teams, then started a
Visitorsfrom the newly-organiz- Pine Creek met with their guard- Ferrysburg.
open the dikes during World War and Jennie Bell, graces, and Mrs. floor game — had to retire in the bing, 79 West 15th St.; Mrs. Ruian, Mrs. Walter Kimball, and
10-game winning sreak on Dec. 6
The
tri-cities
have
considerably
ed
societies
of
Forest
Grove,
Vriesthird period when he cut his fore- dolph Bilek. 151 North 129th St.
n, floodingmuch of the same land Blanche Shaffer, flag bearer.
elected the following officers:
against Alma. All four Hope deGifts were presented to the head in a spill.Four stitches were
Discharged Monday were Mrs. land and South Blendon, number- Karen Kimball, president; Judy passed their goal of $12,500. To
now under water. Wichers said the
date
contributions
total $13,635.50. feats have been suffered away
ing
exactly
100,
also
were
present.
instaUing
officers,
Mrs.
Stella
required to close the wound.
Chester Hulst, 1618 Washington
responseat that time was overThe first Junior C.E. rally was Rodfs, vice president;Nancy Mor- Many groups and organizations from home.
whelming and he felt that Holland Dore and Mrs. Blanche Shaffer. Adrian’s young team, paced by Ave.; Steven Vander Ploeg, West held to 1932.
ris, secretary; Shirley Rozeboom, gave generously to the campaign.
Hope returns to MIAA play on
Mrs.
Sly,
who
is
juvenile
director,
the
floor
work
of
Ohrman
and
Nat
32nd St.; Gay Gines, 180 River
and Western Michigan residents
scribe.
Cannistersnetted $504.86, coins Saturday night traveling to Alreceived
gifts
from
the
adult
and
Martin, and the rebounding of Ave.; Mrs. Wilson Rinker and
would again open their pocketbooks
The Tekakwithagroup of St. totaling $98.77 were placed on two ma to meet the Scots on their own
juvenile groups.
giant pivot men Jim Smith and baby, 166 East 24th St.; Mrs. Rainbow Girls Install
•nd wallets to help.
Francis met with their guardian, huge “polio” cakes and many tricky floor. Then follows a whole
Cards were played and prizes Hycento Lyle, gave Hope many Vivian HiU and baby, 260 West
Mrs. Joe Fabiano. The girls work- other featuresaided to making month of a two-game -per- week
were won by Mrs. Sarah Van anxious moments throughout. The 19th St.
Officers in Public Rites
ed on their symbolgrams which the campaign a success.
schedule, with five MIAA games
SJooten, Mrs. Fannie Weller, Mrs. Bulldogs are going to be rough the
Zeeland
they had planned last week.
Returns from some of the. other
a row on the slate.
Melva
Crowle, Verne Kehrwecker, rest of the way out, if Saturday’s
Holland
assembly
No.
16,
Order
Sailor
Births in Huizinga Memorial hosThe Kontahwee group of B£ech- townships have been reported, to
Joe Dore and Henry Kleis. Mrs. game was any criterion.
pital include a daughter, Mary of Rainbow for Girls, held public wood met last Monday with their eluding Robinson under the diNellie Kleis and committeeserved
Bob Visser was the game’s lead- Margo, born Friday to Mr. and installationof officers on Satur- guardians, Mrs. Dale Shearer and rection of Mr. and Mre. Frank Bohemian Warnings
refreshments.
ing scorer with 18 points, while Mrs. Melvin Walters, Williams St., day evening in the Masonic Tem- Mrs. Winfield Ball. The girls Parcheta,$311.33; Grand Haven
Cited for
The group meets the first and four Hope players hit double
Mr. and Mrs. Rendert Muller of
Zeeland; a daughter, Elizabeth, ple. Miss Myma Monetza was in- worked on their memory books townshipunder Mr. and Mrs. Rothird Thursday of each month.
748 North Shore Dr. had callers
figures. Hope hit on 29 of 94 field born Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. stalling officer; Miss Arlene De
and chose symbols for their In- bert Brosseit,$355.68; Port ShelFor heroic action,without specgoal attempts for 31 per cent, Foster Wiersma, 1198 Port Sheldon Cook, installing marshal; Mrs. dian names, reports scribe,Betty don, Mrs. Lawrence Timmer, at their home Monday. Early in
ific orders from a superior officer,
Mary
Mowery,
instaUing
chaplain;
the morning, a large group of
while Adrian collected only 17 of Dr., Georgetown township; a son,
Two Drivers Charged
$301.70; Tallmadge township unLou Deur.
HM3 Peter J. De Haan of HoUand
74 shots for 23 per cent.
Gary Lee, bom Saturday to Mr. Mrs. Thelma Nienhuis, InstaUing The Ohanpi group met with der Dorothy and Eva Bronkema, Bohemian waxwings were attracthas been awarded a commenda- FoUowing Accidents
musician, and Miss Sondra Decked to the Mullers' flower boxes
Hope (76)
and Mrs. Russell Hessler,3848 Van
their guardian, Miss Mary Schrier. $969.70; Wright township, Mr. and
tion for bravery by the commander, installing recorder.
which are filled with Michigan
FG
FT
PF
TP
Buren,
Hudsonville;
a
daughter,
Mre.
Robert
Parks,
$1,175.25.
The following officerswere electGRAND HAVEN (Special)
ing officer of the USS Beale.
Officers installedwere Dorothy
Adams, f
Connie
Lou,
bom
Sunday
to Mr.
These reports are not complete. holly bearing a profusionof red
; De Haan is credited with saving At 3:05 pm. Saturday on 48th Piersma,f
Monetza, worthy advisor; Esther ed: Judy Wybenga, president;
berries. The birds, numbering
and
Mrs.
Chris
Marlink,
route
2,
the life of an aviator forced down St. and M-50 in Crockery town- Brannock, c
Cranmer, charity; Margaret Mur- Karen Dokter, vice president;
about 50 in all, are not the least
Zeeland;
a
daughter,
Connie
Lou,
in heavy seas near the Beale ship, cars driven by John Klomp, Riemersma,
ray, Hope; L^ah Broker, Faith; Barbara Terpsma, treasurer, ^nd Resident of Grand Haven
bit timid and stayed throughout
bom
Sunday
to Mr. and Mrs.
Barbara
Gemmill,
scribe.
The
17,
Grand
Haven,
going
south
on
while on maneuvers off the coast
Bolema, g
the day. The pretty yellow-breastLaveme De Jonge, Mounted Route, Arlene De Cook, recorder; Sondra girls worked on their memory Dies After Brief Illness
48th St., struck a car going north
•f Florida Jah. 22.
Decker, treasurer; Ruth Lumbert,
Jacobson
ed
birds, with distinctiveyellowZeeland;a son, David Lee, bom
books.
• According to the citation De driven by Herman Dragt, 55, route Visser
driU leader; Dorothy French, love;
striped tail and red-tipped wings,
Sunday
to Mr. and Mrs. Merrit
GRAND
HAVEN
(Special) 1,
Jenison.
The
Winata
Camp
Fire
group
of
Hawi on his "own initiative"and
Hendrickson
Zwiers, route 3, Hudsonville;a Delores Teske, religion; Jean Mow- Van Raalte met with their guard- Frederick H. Eaton of 1124 Pen- are much the same as cedar wax“without orders”' voluntarily State police charged Klomp with Bos
ery nature; Joyce Hendricks,
noyer, Grand Haven, died at his wings, except they are larger and
son, John Martin, bom Sunday to
climbed down the side of the ship making an improper right turn. Rink
ndeUty; Myma Monetza,service; ians, Mrs. Don Kraai and Mrs. home Monday afternoonfollow rarer in this area.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
Dykstra,
38%
Don Rypma. The girls chose difon a cargo net to help left a ser- Klomp, in turning right onto 48th Kiomparens
West Cherry St., Zeeland;a son Elaine Bacheller, confidentialob- ferent symbols to illustratetheir ing a brief illness. He was 56
iously injured airplane pildt out from M-50, struck the Dragt car Molenaar
server, and Mary Pierson, ’musibom Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. cian.
Indian names and then made cut years old, bom to Cleveland, Ohio,
of the water. “By such action you which was stopped at the interBenjamin Bonnema, 2425 87th
on Sept. 11, 1896, and came to
assisted materially in removing
The new advisory board instaUed outs of them. Carol Risselada
29 18 29 76 Ave., Byron Center; a son, GreGrand Haven to 1939.
At 3:30 pm. Saturday on M-50
treated.
the pilot from the water where he
The Mothers club wiU meet at
included
the
Mesdames
Lorraine
Adrian (64)
gory Dean, bom Monday to Mr.
He was an expeditor for the
The
Oawakiya
group
of Washwas in immediate danger of in Allendale township, Robert Ro- Cavas, f
Broker, Esther HaU, Alberta Simpthe town haU next Monday even2
and Mrs. Wilson Sterken, route 3,
gers 25, Grand Rapids, going west,
Bastian-Blessing Co. and was a
drowning.
son, LoveU Eddy, LillianEddy, ington school met at the home of
ing, Feb. 9, at 7:45. The members
Ohrman, f
HoUand.
The commendation dated Jan. lost control of his 1946 model, Smith, c
Rose Glatz, Vera Hohl, Mildred De their sponsor, Mrs. Fern Dixon. member of St. Patrick’s church. are reminded to bring a penny
ran
off
the
road
and
went
into
the
Survivingare the wife, Eliza- for every inch of their waist
X7 concludes: “You are hereby
Cook and Estelle Schippers. Mr. They made symbolgrams and disMartin, g
commended for your personal ditch, causing about $200 damage Birchfield, g
Mrs. Laura Elzinga Dies
and Mrs. WiUiam Broker are the cussed plans for the Mothers' Tea beth, and a daughter, Norma measure.
which will be held at the home of Mae, of Chicago.
bravery. A copy of this letter will to the car. State police charged
new mother and father advisors.
Gerrit Bartels, who has been
Brown
At Home in Byron Center
be placed in yourservicerecord.” Rogers with reckless driving.
seriously iU at the hospital in HolLyle
The program included piano Cherry Van Spyker on Feb. 10,
Sally
Niles
is
the
scribe
of
this
It is signed by F. H. Price Jr.,
land for several weeks, is much
Moran
Kenneth Kruithof Is
ZEELAND (Special) Mrs. solos by Mary Pierson and saxo- group.
commanding officer..
'ruitport Man, Native
phone
solos by Arlene De Cook.
improved
and was taken to the
Swoish
Laura Elzinga, 46, wife of Henry
De Haan is the son of Mr. and
A bouquet was presented to the The Merry Blue Birds of St. Feted on Birthday
home of his brother-in-law and
Elzinga
of
8589
Homrich
Ave.,
ByOf
Sweden,
Succumbs
Francis
visited
the
telephone
comMrs. Gerrit De Haan of 316 West
18 28 21 64 ron Center, died Monday evening retiring worthy advisor and the pany. They later made plans for Kenneth Kruithofwas honored sister, Mr. and Mrs. John K. Van
19th St. He entered the service in
Lente to Holland.
at her home following a lingering new worthy advisor welcomed visi- Valentine’sDay.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
July of 1949 and following trainon his 10th birthday Saturday afNorwood HubbeU and his helpillness. She was the former Laura tors and introduced her family.
Fred
Beeck,
81,
of
50
Maple
St.,
ing at Great Lakes Naval Trainternoon at a party given by his ers from the Baptist church to
Sangatnck Resident Dies
Goorhouse,
daughter
of
Henry
Fruitport,
died
at
his
home
here
gifts WaS presented flowers and
ing Station served at various navmother, Mrs. Lewis Kruithof at Zeeland are having Sunday school
Two Arraigned Before
Goorhouse and was bom in Byron
At Hospital in Allegan
al posts. At present he is in Nor- Monday after a two-month ill
351
Fifth Ave.
Members of the advisory board
in the Ottawa school every Sunfolk Va., preparatory to a month ness. He was bom in Sweden Feb.
SAUGATUCK (Special)— Wil- Township. She was a member of served
Spring Lake Justice
Games were played and prizes day afternoon. Everyone is Inrefreshments.
8, 1871, and came to the United * n Raynor of Saugatuck, died at the Byron Center Reformed
cruise of the Caribbean area.
awarded. Refreshments of k* vited, especially those who have
States in 1890. On June 3, 1911, he Allegan County hospital Saturday church.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)0 cream and cake were served and no
regular church home.
Besides the husband she is sur- Woman's Relief Corps
married Alma Gustafson in Chi- at the age of 77. He was bom
Everett Sibley, 31, route 2, ‘Spring favors were given each guest.
The meeting of the Home EcoCar Sideswipes Another
cago. They moved to Fruitport in Sept. 4, 1875 to the late Mr. and vived by two daughters and a son,
Lake, was arrested by state poUce
Invited guests were Jimmy nomics club which was to have
1913.
Mrs. John (Gladys) Tilma of By- Installs New Officers
Mrs. John Raynor.
on M-104 to Crockery township SatMonday on Howard Are.
Riemersma* Jerry Van Osterhout, been held next week has been
ron
Center
and
Donna
Elzinga
He was carpenterby trade.
Surviving are four children,
urday night for drunk driving.He Gene and Ronnie Paris, Vernon,
postponed because of conflicting
New officerswere installedby
Besides the wife, he is survived Clara, Mable, Floyd and Jessie, all and Harold Elzinga at home; two
was arraigned before Justice Fred- Rodney and Darrel Mills, Ronnie
Cars driven by Delwyn Schrothe
Woman's
Relief
Corps
last
dates. It will be held on Tuesday
by
three
sisters,
Mrs.
Anna
Johngrandchildren;
the
father,
Henry
of Hastings; one sister, Mrs.
erick J. Workman to Spring Lake
tenboer 144 East 18th St., and
Poppema and Lauran Kruithof.
evening, Feb. 24 at the home of
Wednesdayafternoon at a meetRobert West, 415 Howard Ave., son, of South Haven, and two sis- Sarah A. Wilson of Kalamazoo Goorhouse,a sister, Mrs. Henry
Monday
and sentenced to pay
Mrs. Herman Vanden Bosch.
tog In the Veterans of Foreign
«me together at 7:30 am. Mon- ters in Sweden; three brothers, and a brother, Harry Raynor of Veldhouse, and a sister-in-law, Wars
$90 fine and $4.50 costs or serve
club house.
Howard Menken, who was reMrs.
Cornelia
Goorhouse,
all
of
Axel
and
Ernest
of
Rockford,
HI.,
Waukegan,
III
45 days to county jail.
Marriage Licenses
day on Howard Ave. near the
cently Inducted to the Army, visitA luncheon preceded the Instal- A. J. Stoffer, 48, Grand Haven,
Byron Center.
and Otto, of Janesville,Wis.
Parke, Davis & Co. plant.
Ottawa County
ed hi* grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
lation. Mrs. Jack Decker was toAccording to investigatingofficharged with leaving the scene of
Hits Parked Car
stallingofficer.
Julius Van Dyke, 23, Roland, Henry Boers Saturday. He is stiU
cers, Sehro tenboer was goiag west Cars Crash at Comer
a
property
damage
accident,
paid
A car driven by Anthony Kooi- Local Driver Charged
Officers are Mrs. George $60 fine and $8.90 costs tliis morn- and Harriet VredeveW, 20, route at Fort Custer.
and West was traveling fast. A
Cars driven by Julius F. Ship- ker, 32, of 305 CoUege Ave., I GRAND HAVEN (Special)
3, HoUand.
Miss Bertha Veneberg, who left
Bocks,
president; Mre. Ben Van
car, whose driver was not identiing to Workman’s court. The arper, 45, of 215 South State St.,
Anthony S. Maas, 22, and Irene here In December to resume her
fied, passed Schrotenbdor and Zeeland, headed east on 12th St., crashed into a parked car on Col- Marvin Vanden Bosch, 34, of 187 Dam, senior vice president; Mre. rest was by Spring Lake village
went off the left side of the road and George J. Luimden, 31, of 82 lege Ave. about 150 feet south of James St., HoUand, was given a Arthur Tors, junior vice presi- police officer Dick Levingstone as Lucille Vollmer, 22, both of Hol- missionary work to Mexico, sent
land; Bernard Gelder, 23, route 2, the following message: “Dear
and West, trying to get between West 21st St., headed north on 17th St at 11 p.m. Sunday. The summons by state police for being dent; Mrs. Fred Bocks, chaplain; the result of an accident in the vilthe other car and Schnotenboer, Maple Ave., collided at the inter- parked car was owned by Ernest unable to stop within an assured Mrs. Jack Decker, secretory;Mrs. lage Saturday night. Stoffer struck Zeeland, and Marilyn Ann Wal- friends and neighbors at OUve
cott, 19, route 1, Hudsonville Center— I wish to thank you, eaoi
•ideswipedthe Schrotenboercar. section' at 2:12 p.m. ’Diureday. Vander Hulst 26, of 33 West Cen- distance as the result of an acci- James Crowle, treasurer; Mrs.
car driven by Mrs. Margaret Clifford Gould, 19, Williamsburg, and every one, for your big ChristDamage to the ’49 model car Damage to the 1947 model Sdiip- tral Ave., Zeeland. Kooiker, who dent at 6:05 p.m. Monday. The Loui* Poppema and Mre. Ben Schuiteman of Grand Haven.
Mich., and Patricia Nesberg, 17, mas letter to me. It was so nice
was given a summons by city po- accident occifired on US-31 to WeUer, guards; Mre. Walter Van
driven by Schrotenboer, and ownper car was estimated at $150 and
Fruitport.
to have a note from every one,
ed by Ernest Talsma of Borculo, to the 1941 model Lumsden car at lice for failure to have his car un- Grand Haven township and involv- Bemmelen and Mrs. Austin Bocks,
First opera singer to appear on
Frank Wierenga, 21, and Jac- written while at your party.
der
control,
said
he
saw
the
parked
cars
driven
by
Edward
French,
•ustained$300 damage and the $100. Both drivers said they saw
conductors;Mre. Janet Jillson,
commercial radio series was queline Lee Moomey, 19, both of Thank you for remembering me
ed cat* but was unable to avoid it 40, of Spring Lake, and Vanden
*36 model West car, $50.
the other car, but couldn't stop on the slippery road. Damage -to Bosch. French was slowing down musician; Mrs. Blanche Harbin, Lawrence Tibbett, the famous HoUand.
that way. Also for all of your
Mre. Charles Buurama, Mrs. Har- American baritone.
to time because of slippery conkindness to me while I was in
Grwit Britain had 70,000 wo- ditionsof the road. Schipj*r was the '50 model of Kooiker amount- to make a right turn into a drive- old Driy and Mrs. Dick SmaUened to $200. The other car was way when his car was struck in burg, color bearers, ' and Mrs.
Massachusetts,
York, your midst. God bless you, every
ticketed by city police for failure damaged to the extent of about
The European corn borer de- Pennsylvanltand Wisconsin lead one! You are wonderful neighbors!
the rear by the Vanden Bosch William Bender, patriotictos tracto yield right of way.
stroyed about 35 millilon bushels of aU other states to leather manu$50.
Sincerely yours, Bertha S. Venevehicle.
tor.
Hope college basketballteam took
off for Lake Forest, III., Monday
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